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Abstract

In this thesis, we investigate the topics of localisation and tracking in the context of

Extended Reality. In many on-site or outdoor Augmented Reality (AR) applications,

users are standing or sitting in one place and performing mostly rotational movements,

i.e. stationary. This type of stationary motion also occurs in Virtual Reality (VR)

applications such as panorama capture by moving a camera in a circle.

Both applications require us to track the motion of a camera in potentially very

large and open environments. State-of-the-art methods such as Structure-from-Motion

(SfM), and Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM), tend to rely on scene

reconstruction from significant translational motion in order to compute camera po-

sitions. This can often lead to failure in application scenarios such as tracking for

seated sport spectators, or stereo panorama capture where the translational movement

is small compared to the scale of the environment.

To begin with, we investigate the topic of localisation as it is key to providing global

context for many stationary applications. To achieve this, we capture our own datasets

in a variety of large open spaces including two sports stadia. We then develop and

investigate these techniques in the context of these sports stadia using a variety of

state-of-the-art localisation approaches. We cover geometry-based methods to handle

dynamic aspects of a stadium environment, as well as appearance-based methods, and

compare them to a state-of-the-art SfM system to identify the most applicable methods

for server-based and on-device localisation.

Recent work in SfM has shown that the type of stationary motion that we target can

be reliably estimated by applying spherical constraints to the pose estimation. In this

thesis, we extend these concepts into a real-time keyframe-based SLAM system for the

purposes of AR, and develop a unique data structure for simplifying keyframe selection.

We show that our constrained approach can track more robustly in these challenging

stationary scenarios compared to state-of-the-art SLAM through both synthetic and

real-data tests.
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In the application of capturing stereo panoramas for VR, this thesis demonstrates

the unsuitability of standard SfM techniques for reconstructing these circular videos.

We apply and extend recent research in spherically constrained SfM to creating stereo

panoramas and compare this with state-of-the-art general SfM in a technical evaluation.

With a user study, we show that the motion requirements of our SfM approach are

similar to the natural motion of users, and that a constrained SfM approach is sufficient

for providing stereoscopic effects when viewing the panoramas in VR.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Stationary Users . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
1.2 Stationary Applications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
1.3 Contributions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
1.4 Thesis Outline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

With the recent advancement of mobile devices and head-mounted display hardware,

Augmented and Virtual Reality have become popular and widely researched topics.

Often referred to collectively as Extended Reality (also X-Reality and XR, Mann et al.,

2018), these technologies can be used to enhance or alter a user’s perception of reality,

and have endless applications. While Augmented Reality (AR) aims to enhance what

the user can see with superimposed visualisations, Virtual Reality (VR) refers to an

experience in which the user interacts with a completely virtual environment.

Common to both technologies is the necessity of tracking user motion, which allows

us to render augmented or virtual content from the correct perspective. While most

previous research has focused on unconstrained tracking with 6 degrees-of-freedom

(6-DoF: 3 rotational, and 3 translational), many XR use-cases such as AR browsers

(Langlotz et al., 2014) and panorama capture (Xiong and Pulli, 2010) actually target

stationary users – users that are standing or sitting in one place while performing

mostly (but not purely) rotational motion (Grubert et al., 2011).

This type of motion is referred to as spherical motion in the literature (Ventura, 2016),

due to the camera moving approximately along the surface of a sphere. This type of

motion occurs naturally when a user is sitting and rotating a device around their body

and offset by their outstretched arms, or while rotating their head while wearing a

head-mounted display. Figure 1.1 demonstrates the difference between rotational, and

spherical motion. This kind of small translational movement can cause problems for

6-DoF tracking approaches that rely on mapping the environment. This is due to the
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Figure 1.1 Pure rotation trajectory (left) containing no translational movement, compared to a

more realistic spherical movement (right).

fact that these methods require significant translational baselines to reliably triangu-

late corresponding points between two views. For this reason, these types of tracking

methods can be unreliable when used to track stationary users in large environments,

where the scale of translational movement is small compared to the distances to the

objects in view.

While there has been research into rotation-only 3-DoF tracking (e.g. by ignoring small

translational movements, Langlotz et al., 2014), these methods have limitations when

applied to XR. Firstly, small translational movements can cause large disparities due

to parallax when some objects in the environment are up close, causing instability in

small indoor scenarios. Secondly, rotation-only tracking does not permit creating visu-

alisations with realistic motion parallax. While rotation-only tracking can be used to

stitch panoramas (Xiong and Pulli, 2010), this type of tracking forfeits the opportunity

to create more immersive stereoscopic panoramas (Richardt et al., 2013) as it ignores

translation altogether.

The spherical motion constraint introduced by Ventura (2016) offers a convenient

middle-ground between these two types of tracking systems by approximating sta-

tionary motion without neglecting translation altogether. In this thesis, we argue that

neither 6-DoF nor rotation-only 3-DoF tracking approaches are suitable for station-

ary applications. Therefore, we investigate the opportunities of applying the spherical

constraint to tracking and localisation for XR, particularly for stationary applications.
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1.1 Stationary Users

In many XR use-cases, it can be assumed that the user will be stationary, either seated

or standing. The assumption that a camera will be purely rotating has been made

many times in the literature, especially in outdoor scenarios (Kurz et al., 2013). This

assumption has been made for both VR (Qian et al., 2016), and AR (Langlotz et al.,

2014; Yu et al., 2016). In all these works, it is assumed that the user is purely rotating,

thus stationary. This assumption can be represented by a camera rotating around its

focal point (as depicted in Figure 1.1, left), which is not always realistic.

While this assumption is often sufficient, it is only an approximation of real user motion.

In the real world, it would be very unnatural for a user to rotate a device in this way.

Usually, the camera would be moving in position, as well as rotating. For example,

a seated VR user may move their head left-to-right approximately creating an arc

trajectory (as shown in Figure 1.1, right). Usually, the rotation-only assumption is

made for large-scale outdoor use-cases where the amount of translational motion is

small when compared to the scale of the environment. In these situations, the amount

of visual misalignment introduced by the approximation is negligible, and acceptable

for casual usage.

Except for some hybrid systems, we note that past research on tracking for XR has

focused primarily on one of two assumptions:

1. The user needs to move around with no restriction and must perform sufficient

translational movement.

2. The user is likely to stand in one place and mostly rotate their body around a

fixed point.

The former assumption can be applied to an unconstrained 6-DoF tracking system,

which often results in poor performance or initialisation failure when the user does

not move with enough translation. The second assumption can be applied to a 3-

DoF tracking system which only tracks rotations. This is simpler and not prone to

initialisation problems but can result in poor accuracy due to the oversimplification of

the user’s motion.

Part of this thesis works toward bridging the gap between these two types of systems,

specifically targeting stationary users – users who are standing or sitting in one place,

performing mostly rotational movement. We argue that the latest tracking research has
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primarily focused on unconstrained tracking (Taketomi et al., 2017), while stationary

use cases are still very common.

This thesis aims to investigate new approaches to tracking that reflect the actual mo-

tion of stationary users. We aim to alleviate the issues caused by small translational

movement in 6-DoF tracking systems, without having to give up motion parallax com-

pletely as is the case with rotation-only 3-DoF tracking.

1.2 Stationary Applications

As previously introduced, we aim to investigate the problems that arise when tracking

or localising for stationary users. In this thesis, we address these problems from the

perspective of two applications: AR visualisations for sport spectators, and stereo

panorama generation. Details of the requirements for these applications are introduced

in this section.

1.2.1 Localising Sport Spectators

In the previous section, we introduced the concept of stationary users, and the issues

that arise when applying typical tracking methods to them. However, in many AR

applications, tracking alone does not provide sufficient information to produce visu-

alisations that are correctly aligned to the view of the user. Most tracking methods

provide pose within their own co-ordinate system, with ambiguous scale. An exam-

ple of this kind of tracking system is simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM),

which often assumes that one frame of its input is positioned at the origin, with no

rotation (Mur-Artal et al., 2015).

Localisation is the process of determining the position and orientation of a camera

in a known environment. By localising against a common reference model (Reitmayr

and Drummond, 2006), multiple users can experience a shared virtual environment.

In many AR applications, it can be assumed that a model of the environment is read-

ily available. This could come in the form of 3-D reconstructions produced through

photogrammetric techniques like structure-from-motion (SfM) (Snavely et al., 2006;

Schönberger and Frahm, 2016), which may also be geo-referenced (Schmalstieg et al.,

2011; Zollmann et al., 2014) to provide more context.

An example of such an application would be the Augmented Reality Spectator (AR-

Spectator) first introduced in Zollmann et al. (2019). In this example, sport spectators
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Figure 1.2 Mock-up example of the Augmented Reality Spectator application. Registration of

virtual content, such as the heatmap displayed on the mobile device requires knowing precisely the

position and orientation of the device with respect to the field. This information can be obtained

through localisation to a prior model. Original source (modified): CC0 1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0)

Public Domain Dedication.

in a stadium are shown visualisations and statistics relevant to the event overlaid with

their surroundings. Certain visualisations such as informative heatmaps may be aligned

accurately to the pitch as shown in Figure 1.2. However, aligning these visuals cor-

rectly to their surroundings would require localising the user and tracking their motion,

which is challenging in large environments.

Another application involving localisation could be the outdoor map example depicted

in Figure 1.3, where users are localised and tracking while exploring the city outdoors.

Users are able to see visualisations and annotations related to their actual location,

registered in 3-D and overlaid with their surroundings. Using an existing model or map

of the area, visualisations such as place names can be placed over the corresponding

buildings, helping users find their place of interest.

While some localisation systems rely on sensor data such as GPS or inertial sensors,

many localisation techniques require an existing model of the environment. In many

applications, such as AR browsers, it is feasible that the developers of such applications

could prepare such a model in advance and distribute this to the users when required.

Furthermore, the SLAM-based tracking systems often produce 3-D reconstructions as

an intermediate step in the tracking process. These reconstructions could also be

distributed for multi-user localisation.
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Figure 1.3 Example of an outdoor AR application. A user may look through an AR browser on

their mobile device in order to get directions to a specific location. To correctly display meaningful

visualisations such as place names for each building, localisation is necessary.

Assuming an existing model of the environment is available, it is often unlikely that

the model corresponds precisely to the actual environment. For example, lighting

conditions can change, smaller structures may have moved, and some objects might be

missing entirely. These dynamic environments can cause issues for both localisation and

tracking. In much of the recent literature, localisation approaches apply the concept

of feature matching to assist with pose computation (Sattler et al., 2011). Typically,

feature matching aims to find matches of visually similar points between images or

(in the case of localisation), 3-D models. In dynamic environments, appearance and

features are likely to change, which makes matching difficult.

For this reason, we look into SoftPOSIT (David et al., 2003), an alternative approach

to localisation which relies on the geometry of line features rather than appearance, as

well as typical feature-based methods that use appearance through feature descriptors.

In this thesis, we investigate existing localisation and tracking approaches, and how

they can be applied to stationary users in the context of the ARSpectator, as well as

developing new tracking techniques that specifically target spherical stationary motion.
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Figure 1.4 An example of a stationary user capturing a panorama with their mobile device.

Panorama capture is a common feature integrated into most modern smartphones. Left: a user

capturing a panorama with a mobile device. Right: The resulting panorama.

1.2.2 Panorama Generation

While tracking is often considered in its application to viewing XR content, it is also

important in the creation of VR content. Nowadays, as demonstrated in Figure 1.4,

smartphones provide the capability to capture 360◦ panoramic photographs by rotating

the device in an outward-facing circle. This type of motion, while being used in a

different context, is very similar to the trends we see in AR applications.

Many approaches to producing panoramas work by stitching video frames from the

camera, using camera tracking to compute the orientations for each frame. The re-

sulting panoramas can then be viewed in VR by mapping the panoramas to a 3-D

surface such as a cylinder. In both the creation and viewing stages of this process,

it is common to assume that the user is purely rotating, even when there is a small

translational component to their motion as well.

Recently, there has been a surge in popularity of more immersive panoramas. As

typical panorama tracking methods apply 3-DoF rotation tracking to estimate the

camera motion, these methods result in flat panoramas which, even when viewed in

VR, do not display stereoscopic or depth cues to the user. Recent research such as

MegaParallax (Bertel et al., 2019) have looked into tracking using traditional 6-DoF

methods which are able to exploit this almost rotational movement that users naturally

create when moving a device in a circle around their bodies.

The resulting 6-DoF tracking allows for synthetic creation of novel views for each eye,

allowing the user to perceive stereoscopic depth. But as the underlying structure-

from-motion (SfM) systems that compute the camera positions also rely on significant

translational movement, they too suffer from similar issues to 6-DoF SLAM-based
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methods. This further motivates the necessity of more work in tracking stationary users

where the translation is small, but significant. For this reason, we argue that current

SfM techniques are not suitable for stereo panorama generation, and that a spherical

constraint could provide a more robust system for stereo panorama generation.

1.3 Contributions

In this section, we list the main contributions of this thesis toward the problems of

localisation, tracking, and panorama generation for stationary users. We evaluate

a range of localisation methods on large stadium models. We also address the gap

between full 6-DoF tracking and rotation-only 3-DoF tracking in the context of tracking

for AR, and panorama generation for VR. The main contributions of this thesis are

listed below, along with their corresponding chapters:

• Various structure-from-motion (SfM), and stationary motion datasets captured

in large outdoor spaces (Chapter 3). As there are few datasets of this type

available, the results we present using our own datasets provide insight into how

state-of-the art approaches perform under stationary conditions.

• Application of a geometry-based pose estimator SoftPOSIT (David et al., 2003)

to a new type of 3-D model produced with SfM (Chapter 4), as it has not yet

been applied to complex SfM models to our knowledge. Though this method

shows desirable properties for localisation in dynamic environments, we found

this method to be better suited to simpler models.

• Comparison of state-of-the-art localisation methods, applied to the ARSpectator

problem (Chapter 4). Methods such as active search (Sattler et al., 2012a), ESAC

(Brachmann and Rother, 2019), and Bag-of-Words (Gálvez-López and Tardós,

2012) have been shown to perform reliably on a limited range of outdoor datasets.

Here, we show their applicability to localisation in large sport stadia.

• Implementation and evaluation of a novel tracking system based on SLAM prin-

ciples with a spherical motion constraint (Ventura, 2016) (Chapter 5). We show

that our novel SLAM system can perform more reliably in large open spaces than

state-of-the-art ORB-SLAM. We also contribute:

– A new method for efficient keyframe selection for spherical SLAM systems,

which can replace standard keyframe culling mechanisms (keyframe sphere).
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– Implementation of a method for absolute camera pose estimation using 2

point correspondences and a spherical constraint, based on a solution by

Jonathan Ventura.

• Application of the spherical motion constraint to generating stereoscopic panora-

mas, with evaluation and a user study (Chapter 6). We show that offline track-

ing based on spherical SfM (Ventura, 2016) combined with flow-based blending

(Richardt et al., 2013) produces high quality stereo panoramas, comparable to

state-of-the-art MegaParallax (Bertel et al., 2019) with faster computation. We

also:

– Demonstrate the unsuitability of state-of-the-art SfM systems for recon-

structing circular videos.

– Find that users were able to perceive stereo better with our system compared

to traditional panoramas in VR, while finding no additional difficulty with

the capture process compared to normal panorama capture.

1.4 Thesis Outline

In this chapter, we provided a brief introduction to XR, tracking, and localisation.

We note that while much research on tracking has focused on unconstrained motion,

the stationary use case is still prevalent in XR scenarios such as the ARSpectator and

panorama generation and is deserving of further research. In this thesis we focus on

these stationary use cases, and investigate the feasibility of localisation in sport stadia,

as well as investigating constrained tracking for AR users, and panorama generation.

In this section, we provide an overview of the structure of the thesis, and details of

which areas have been published already.

1.4.1 Collaboration and Publications

This thesis is based on work which has already been published in peer-reviewed con-

ference papers. Those papers, and their corresponding chapters in this thesis are listed

below, along with a description of my own involvement in those publications.

• Chapter 4 is based on the paper: Baker, L., Zollmann, S., Mills, S., & Langlotz,

T. (2018, November). SoftPOSIT for Augmented Reality in complex environ-
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ments: Limitations and challenges. In 2018 International Conference on Image

and Vision Computing New Zealand (IVCNZ) (pp. 1-6). IEEE.

I completed the implementation, data capture, experimentation, and most of the

writing in this publication. The stadium dataset in this publication was captured

by Steven Mills. My co-authors provided verbal assistance and discussion of im-

plementation, suggestions for experiments, and some writing.

• Chapter 5 is based on the paper: Baker, L., Ventura, J., Zollmann, S., Mills,

S., & Langlotz, T. (2020, March). SPLAT: Spherical Localization and Tracking

in Large Spaces. In 2020 IEEE Conference on Virtual Reality and 3D User

Interfaces (VR) (pp. 809-817). IEEE.

In this publication, I completed most of the design and implementation of the

SLAM system, data capture, analysis except for the RealSense comparison, and

writing. The final implementation was built on top of an SfM framework and a

PnP solution by co-author Jonathan Ventura. My co-authors provided consulta-

tion and verbal suggestions throughout, as well as some writing.

• Chapter 6 is based on the paper, which received an honourable mention: Baker,

L., Mills, S., Zollmann, S., & Ventura, J. (2020, March). CasualStereo: Casual

Capture of Stereo Panoramas with Spherical SfM. In 2020 IEEE Conference

on Virtual Reality and 3D User Interfaces (VR) (pp. 782-790). IEEE (Best

Conference Paper - Honorable Mentions Award).

Early results from this collaboration resulted in the poster: Baker, L., Zollmann,

S., & Ventura, J. (2019, March). Spherical SfM for Casual Capture of Stereo

Panoramas. In 2019 IEEE Conference on Virtual Reality and 3D User Interfaces

(VR) (pp. 846-847). IEEE.

I was involved in the implementation of the stereo panorama system, technical

evaluation, conducting the user study, synthetic testing, and dataset capture. The

system implementation was directed mostly by co-author Jonathan Ventura, and

the writing was a collaborative effort among myself and co-authors.

• Technical brief : Zollmann, S., Langlotz, T., Loos, M., Lo, W. H., & Baker,

L. (2019). ARSpectator: Exploring augmented reality for sport events. In SIG-

GRAPH Asia 2019 Technical Briefs (pp. 75-78).
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The content of this technical brief is not included in this thesis, as I was not the

first author. My main contribution was the tracking results. The ARSpectator

project as a whole is used as inspiration for my own work in Chapters 4 and 5.

• Journal paper: Moore, A., Daniel, B., Leonard, G., Regenbrecht, H., Rodda,

J., Baker, L., Ryan, R. & Mills, S. (2020). Comparative usability of an aug-

mented reality sandtable and 3D GIS for education. International Journal of

Geographical Information Science, 34(2), 229-250.

The content of this article is not included in this thesis, as I was not the first au-

thor. I was involved in building, development and calibration of the AR sandbox,

as well as operating the sandbox during the user study.

1.4.2 Summary of Chapters

The structure of this thesis is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 covers the background and

related work for the topics of localisation, tracking, and stereo panorama generation

in the context of stationary users. As both of our use-cases target stationary users,

we discuss limitations of existing datasets, and how we acquire our testing datasets in

Chapter 3. Chapter 4 covers the localisation problem in the context of the ARSpecta-

tor, and our experiments with geometry-based, as well as state-of-the-art appearance-

based localisation methods with our own datasets including two 3-D models of sports

stadia.

In Chapter 5, we cover the topic of tracking, and introduce a novel spherically con-

strained SLAM technique that specifically targets stationary users. In Chapter 6, we

explore an application of offline spherical tracking and SfM for the purpose of Virtual

Reality with stereo panoramas. Finally, in Chapter 7, we present a summary of the

findings and conclusions, and possibilities for future work.
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In the previous chapter, we briefly introduced the topics of tracking, localisation, ex-

tended reality, and panoramas. In this chapter, we look in detail at the literature in

these topics to identify specific areas and problems that deserve further research. This

chapter will be divided into sections with essential background topics first, followed by

sections on the more specific topics of interest.

First, in Section 2.1, we cover the background on Augmented and Virtual Reality as

this provides the motivation and details of the technical requirements for such systems.

In Section 2.2, we cover the general background on camera geometry, and the required

knowledge for understanding the tracking and localisation approaches for XR. As many

tracking and localisation approaches are based on known a priori reconstructions, we

provide background on reconstruction in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 covers the localisation

problem and related work, as localisation is key to providing AR content in a shared

or known environment.

Section 2.5 covers the various approaches to tracking single cameras, in order to provide

real-time updating of virtual content. As deep learning has become a popular topic of

research in all areas of computer vision, in Section 2.6, we discuss the current state-

of-the-art methods that apply deep learning to localisation and tracking. Another key

application of stationary users is panorama capture, so we cover the related work in
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immersive panorama generation in Section 2.7. Finally, in Section 2.8, we provide a

summary and discuss the gaps in the research and how we aim to address them in this

thesis.

2.1 Extended Reality

Since at least the early 1990’s (Azuma, 1993), Augmented Reality (AR) has been widely

researched (Schmalstieg and Hollerer, 2016). In recent years, there have been great

bounds in its enabling algorithms and hardware, making AR increasingly accessible

to mainstream consumers 1. AR enables people to see and experience an enhanced

version of our real environment through the use of virtual computer graphics, spatially

aligned to the real world. Naturally, there are endless applications for this technology,

such as navigation assistance (Narzt et al., 2006), to games such as Pokémon GO 2

visualised through the camera of a smartphone, to name just a few.

In its early years, AR was much less accessible than it is today. Early prototypes

included expensive hardware with heavy head-mounted displays and backpack systems,

such as ARQuake (Piekarski and Thomas, 2002). Referred to as Video See-through

Displays (Rolland and Fuchs, 2000), these types of devices would often use cameras

to capture the outside world, and display the images augmented with virtual content

inside a closed off head-mounted display. Nowadays, Optical Head-mounted Displays

are becoming more accessible. These devices incorporate semi-transparent screens

embedded in glass lenses, allowing the user to naturally see their real environment,

with only the augmented virtual content being artificially rendered. Devices such as

the Microsoft HoloLens (Microsoft Corporation, 2016), and Magic Leap (Magic Leap,

Inc., 2018) offer this type of AR hardware, and similarly the Oculus Quest is available

for VR (Oculus VR, 2019). While initially releasing limited development versions, the

latest headsets are currently available to developers and enthusiast consumers.

With the increasing ubiquity of mobile devices, mobile AR is one of the most promising

approaches to bring AR experiences to the everyday consumer (Henrysson and Ollila,

2004). In mobile AR, users leverage the processing capabilities of their mobile devices

(such as a smartphone or tablet) in order to experience AR (Höllerer and Feiner, 2004).

Modern smart devices often have high-resolution cameras, fast multi-core processors,

1Ryan Donovan: https://www.information-age.com/augmented-reality-mainstream-123484406/.

August 2019.
2Niantic: https://pokemongolive.com/en/. Accessed August 2020.
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and sufficient memory to perform the computation required to produce AR content.

The main disadvantage is that the user must use the display on their device as a

window, and all AR content is rendered from the perspective of the mobile device’s

camera, rather than the perspective of the user (Langlotz et al., 2014).

2.1.1 Mobile Augmented Reality

Mobile AR is desirable due to its convenience, and affordability. However, enabling

AR on this kind of hardware brings its own technical challenges. Headsets such as the

Magic Leap are designed specifically for Augmented Reality, and as such, feature many

different sensors that can be used to track the motion of the devices (Koulieris et al.,

2019). In the case of mobile AR, it is often assumed that the only sensor available is a

camera, and in some cases an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) (Li et al., 2017). This

raises the question of how to track the viewing direction of mobile devices with such

limited sensory data.

Recently, mobile operating systems provide their own frameworks that support AR ap-

plication development, namely Google’s ARCore for Android (Google LLC, 2018), and

Apple’s ARKit for iOS devices (Apple, Inc., 2018). These frameworks have resulted in

a surge of AR application development by abstracting some of the complex algorithms

required to precisely align virtual content in real spaces. Behind the programming

interface, these frameworks apply highly researched methods such as simultaneous lo-

calisation and mapping (SLAM) to track the movement of the camera, and generate

a map of the user’s environment (Davison et al., 2007). This information can then be

applied to render virtual content in the user’s space (Klein and Murray, 2007).

While mobile AR is a relatively new concept (Höllerer and Feiner, 2004) compared to

AR as a whole (Azuma, 1993), it has existed long enough for common usage patterns to

appear. While Optical See-through AR systems such as Magic Leap allow users freedom

to move their whole bodies, there are many application scenarios that do not require

much movement from the user. These applications can include seated experiences such

as sport spectating (Zollmann et al., 2019) or outdoor tourism scenarios (Narzt et al.,

2003), and outdoor AR annotations (Langlotz et al., 2014), and can be implemented

effectively with the more ubiquitous mobile AR hardware.
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2.1.2 Requirements for Extended Reality

Azuma (1997) says that an AR system has three defining characteristics: it must

“combine real and virtual”, be “interactive in real time”, and be “registered in three

dimensions”. However, the underlying requirements for both AR and VR have a large

amount of overlap. For this reason, these systems are often referred to collectively as

Extended Reality (XR) (Mann et al., 2018). The following are some key components

that are often involved in the technical implementation of XR systems:

• Pose estimation is the process of determining the position and orientation of

a camera, usually defined as a rotation (commonly either a 3 × 3 matrix or a

quaternion) and a translation (3× 1 vector).

• Tracking involves determining the pose of a moving camera in real-time. Usu-

ally this involves pose estimation at a base level, but also leveraging similarities

between sequential frames of video.

• Localisation is interested in determining the pose of a camera in a known envi-

ronment, such as an existing model.

These terms were briefly introduced in the previous chapter but are essential back-

ground to this thesis. To that end, the related work in each of those areas is covered

in detail in this chapter. We first cover pose estimation (Section 2.2) and reconstruc-

tion (Section 2.3), followed by localisation (Section 2.4) then tracking (Section 2.5).

We also discuss the latest deep-learning approaches to these problems (Section 2.6).

Then we discuss the related work in panorama generation, as it is closely tied to our

focus of stationary users (Section 2.7), and finally summarise the literature findings

(Section 2.8).

2.2 Camera Pose

Camera pose can be defined as the position and rotation of a camera within some

co-ordinate system. In some cases, camera poses are relative to an unknown origin in

an encompassing global co-ordinate system (such as relative to another camera). In

other cases, the camera pose can be computed as absolute, and completely defines the

cameras position and orientation within the global co-ordinate system.

Given an image or photograph, computing or estimating its camera pose is a funda-

mental topic in computer vision, and has many applications such as photogrammetry,
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tracking, and 3-D reconstruction. Knowing the precise position and orientation of the

camera allows us to learn more about the scenes we are looking at, such as the structure

and shape of the surfaces, or the distance to an object of interest.

In AR, camera pose can be used to align the virtual camera of a graphical rendering

system with a real camera. When this is applied to video in real-time, it can create

the illusion that virtual objects are integrated into a real environment. These factors

combined form the foundations for AR, and a system that implements these will meet

the criteria for AR defined by Azuma (1997).

To estimate camera pose, the projective geometry of the camera must be modelled. A

typical camera will refract incoming light rays through a lens which converge on an

image plane (or commonly a CMOS sensor). Such as in Hartley and Zisserman (2003),

cameras are often approximately modelled as pinhole cameras using the following equa-

tion that defines its projective geometry:

x = PX. (2.1)

The matrix P can be used to transform homogeneous 3-D points X in the world into

homogeneous 2-D co-ordinates x in the camera’s reference frame. P is a projection

matrix which can be further decomposed, resulting in the camera pose.

The projection matrix P can be represented by

P = K [ R | t ], (2.2)

where K is a 3× 3 matrix representing the internal characteristics of the camera (such

as its focal length, and principal point), R is a 3× 3 orthonormal matrix representing

the rotation, and t is a vector representing the translation of the camera.

The matrix K, which describes the internal parameters of the camera, can be referred

to as the intrinsic camera matrix, or calibration matrix. It is a 3 × 3 matrix of the

form

K =


fx s px

0 fy py

0 0 1

 , (2.3)

where fx and fy represent the horizontal and vertical components of the focal length, s

represents any pixel skew, and (px, py) represents the pixel co-ordinate of the camera’s

principal point. In most mobile devices, it is common to have approximate values

available through the device’s factory calibration, and in other cases these values can
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be acquired relatively easily through multiple images of a calibration pattern (Zhang,

2000). Due to the simplicity of calibration, we assume this matrix K to be prior

knowledge where applicable in this thesis.

2.2.1 Perspective-n-Point Pose

Perspective-n-Point (PnP) pose estimation is the process of computing the camera

pose given n 3-D points in some co-ordinate system and their corresponding 2-D image

locations. It differs from relative pose estimation, in that the goal is to compute pose

in a global reference frame defined by some known structure in the environment. The

term PnP was coined by Fischler and Bolles (1981), who in the same paper introduced

Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) for solving the problem.

The PnP problem has many solutions, with different approaches requiring different

numbers for n. Some PnP methods are capable of computing the entire projection

matrix P (Triggs, 1999; Hartley and Zisserman, 2003), while others will assume the

parameters of K to be known in advance, or assume the 2-D co-ordinates to be nor-

malised (Fischler and Bolles, 1981).

A visual representation of the Perspective-3-Point problem is shown in Figure 2.1. A

camera with its centre of projection originated at Oc observes the projections of three

points X1, X2, X3 to xc
1, x

c
2, and xc

3 respectively. The objective is to find the pose R and

t that satisfies these projective constraints. Some approaches may first determine the

depths λi of these points from the camera’s origin, as an intermediate step to finding

the transformation [ R | t ].

Hartley and Zisserman (2003) suggest a combination of a linear solution using the

direct linear transform (DLT) approach to initialise P combined with the Levenberg-

Marquardt Algorithm (LMA, Moré (1978)) to minimise the geometric error. This

geometric error is essentially the distance between projections of 3-D points Xi given

the current state of P using the relationship of Equation 2.1, and their actual observed

locations xc
i in the image plane of camera C.

Other approaches have been successful in solving PnP problems with smaller sets of

points, such as Gao et al. (2003), which require only three correspondences. However, in

practice, it is possible to attain many more correspondences through feature matching.

As feature matching approaches can produce incorrect matches, combining PnP solvers

within a RANSAC scheme is a common approach to handling these outliers.
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Figure 2.1 Depiction of the Perspective-3-Point (P3P) problem. A camera centred at Oc observes

projections xc
i of corresponding 3-D points Xi. The objective of the P3P problem is to find the camera

pose [ R | t ] that supports those correspondences.

2.3 Reconstruction

As outlined in the previous section, pose estimation approaches often rely on known

structure or 3-D points of an environment. Thus, reconstructing this information in

the first place is an important aspect of many tracking and localisation systems. 3-D

reconstruction is any method of recovering 3-D structure from a scene using obser-

vations from sensors such as simple cameras, or advanced depth sensors such as the

Kinect structured light camera (Microsoft Corporation, 2010), or LIDAR sensors (Intel

Corporation, 2019). In this section, we cover reconstruction from cameras, as they are

the most abundant sensor and are essentially guaranteed to be present on all modern

mobile devices.
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Figure 2.2 Illustration of motion parallax and disparity caused by a translating camera. As the

camera moves, the yellow cube begins disoccluding the blue sphere, then occludes the red cube due

to differences in depth and disparity.

Reconstructions are often used in localisation (covered below in Section 2.4), as in

many cases a prior model of the environment to localise in is assumed to be available

(Sattler et al., 2011). In the case of tracking, many methods also map the environment

(Davison et al., 2007). In the case of Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM), an

initialisation phase reconstructs a number of points from two distinct initial views via

triangulation, and this reconstruction forms the basis of the co-ordinate system to be

tracked within (Klein and Murray, 2007).

In the case of reconstruction from cameras, two distinct views of the scene with signifi-

cant translational movement are required. By translating the camera, different objects

in a scene exhibit different amounts of parallax or disparity across the two views (i.e.

nearby objects will show larger amounts of disparity than far objects, as illustrated

in Figure 2.2). This basic concept is fundamental to how humans can perceive depth

through binocular vision. In the same way, depth can be computed with reasonable

accuracy through matching points between two distinct views and performing triangu-

lation (Hartley and Sturm, 1997).

A camera which is purely rotating about its focal point will not be able to create reli-

able views for triangulation, as there is no parallax. This is also the case for camera

movements with small translational components, and the severity of this effect is pro-

portional to the scale of the environment. In work by Paz et al. (2008), a tracking

method is introduced which relies heavily on reconstruction from small-baseline stereo

cameras (e.g. SLAM, covered below in Section 2.5), and through simulated experimen-

tation, the authors suggest that stereo triangulation is reliable to depths up to 40 times

the baseline of the stereo camera (e.g. approximately 5 m with a 12 cm baseline).

Reconstruction from two images is a fundamental problem in computer vision (Szeliski,

2010; Hartley and Zisserman, 2003), and has various applications from outdoor local-

isation (Li et al., 2010) to 3-D content creation (Nguyen et al., 2013, 2014). An in-
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termediate step for computing a 3-D point reconstruction from two images is to first

compute the relative pose between the two images. Hartley and Zisserman (2003) dis-

cuss a wide variety of methods for estimating relative pose, such as by decomposition

of a fundamental matrix F, computed with the normalised 8-point algorithm (Hartley,

1997).

Relative pose can also be computed through decomposing an essential matrix E com-

puted with the 5-point algorithm such as that described by Nistér (2004). The differ-

ence in these approaches is that the 8-point algorithm is a linear solution that does

not require knowing the intrinsic parameters K of the camera, while the 5-point algo-

rithm requires known K matrices for each view with a non-linear solution. There have

also been advancements in these algorithms that can exploit the known orientation of

features such as SIFT (Lowe, 2004), to add constraints to the essential or fundamental

matrices, reducing the number of correspondences required (Mills, 2018).

Finding the correspondences required for these algorithms is a challenge in itself, and

is commonly handled through matching of feature descriptors such as SIFT (Lowe,

1999, 2004), or ORB (Rublee et al., 2011). While SIFT and some of its variations are

widely used in many reconstruction pipelines (Snavely et al., 2006; Schönberger and

Frahm, 2016), ORB is often found to show similar matching performance with faster

computation time due to more compact binary representations (Khan et al., 2015).

Alternatively, after feature descriptors have been computed, corners can be tracked

through video frames (Shi et al., 1994) using methods such as optical flow (Bouguet

et al., 2001) as depicted in Figure 2.3. Once relative pose is estimated, and a set of

corresponding observations between the two distinct frames is established, the points

can be triangulated to create an initial reconstruction.

2.3.1 Spherical Structure-from-Motion

In this section, we provide details of spherical motion which was first introduced by

Ventura (2016). Here, we provide the required background explaining how the methods

in this work enforce a spherical constraint on the computation of the essential matrix E

for relative pose estimation. As previously mentioned, relative pose estimation through

computation and decomposition of an essential matrix is a key step for many recon-

struction systems including both SfM and SLAM systems, and this work in particular

is used as a basis for much of the contributions of this thesis.

Spherical motion is an approximation of the type of motion that occurs when a user
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Figure 2.3 Preliminary reconstruction results from early prototyping of our tracking system outlined

in Chapter 5. Top-left: points are tracked using standard feature tracking techniques to acquire two

distinct views of matching points. Bottom-middle: matching points are reconstructed via triangulation

using a relative pose estimate between the views. Top-right: triangulated points are projected back

into to the image and align correctly with the dominant corners in the image.

moves or rotates a camera at arm’s length from their body. It can include inward-facing

cameras such as when capturing self-portraits, or outward facing cameras such as in

panorama capture. As discussed later, in Section 2.5, many methods oversimplify this

type of motion to being pure-rotations such as by assuming a fixed camera position for

each image in a sequence (Kurz et al., 2013). In general cases, the camera position c

can be determined by the rotation and translation where

c = −RTt. (2.4)

In spherical motion, the translation component t is assumed to be equal to a fixed

vector z = [0 0 1]T, allowing the camera position c to move freely on the sphere’s

surface.

In the stationary use-cases we consider in this thesis, we assume the camera is facing

outward and so the pose of the camera can be represented as

P = [ R | − z ], (2.5)
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where R represents the unconstrained rotation matrix of the camera (Ventura, 2016).

We do not consider the calibration matrix K here as done in Equation 2.2, as the

essential matrix is used to relate cameras by point correspondences in the form of pairs

of normalised co-ordinates (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003).

Fixing the translation does not result in a fixed camera position (as in rotation-only

tracking), but it forces the camera to remain at a fixed distance from the origin. This

results in the camera positions being constrained to the surface of an imaginary sphere.

It also forms a constraint where the viewing direction of the camera is always parallel

with the normal of the sphere at every position.

As was detailed by Ventura (2016), fixing the translation resulted in a simplified method

for representing the relative pose between two cameras. While absolute translation is

fixed with the spherical constraint (i.e. with the origin at the centre of the sphere), the

relative translation between the co-ordinate systems centred on the cameras themselves

is not fixed. For two outward-facing cameras P1 = [R1 | − z] and P2 = [R2 | − z], we

want to find the relative pose [R1→2 | t1→2] between them which can be defined as

R1→2 = R2R
>
1 , (2.6)

for the relative rotation, and

t1→2 = r3 − z, (2.7)

for the relative translation, where r3 is the third column of the rotation matrix R.

In spherical SfM, the primary information we supply is normalised point correspon-

dences. However, to triangulate points, we need to know the camera poses. In general,

the essential matrix E1→2 can be decomposed to give us the poses we need (Ventura,

2016), and relates these correspondences by the equation

x>2 E1→2x1 = 0, (2.8)

where x1 and x2 represent the normalised point correspondences. Given the relative

pose [R1→2|t1→2], the essential matrix can also be defined by

E1→2 = [t1→2]×R1→2, (2.9)

where [a]× is the skew-symmetric matrix such that [a]×b = a× b ∀ b.
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And for spherical SfM, we can substitute the Equations 2.6 and 2.7 for spherical relative

pose into this definition, giving us

E1→2 = [r3 − z]×R2R
>
1 . (2.10)

The work in Ventura (2016) developed solutions for computing the essential matrix

in this form for both inward- and outward-facing cameras. This method required

only three correspondences (compared to five in Nistér, 2004), and resulted in two

possible solutions for the relative rotation, and one for the translation. However, the

correct solution could be robustly chosen as only one of the relative rotations would be

spherical.

2.4 Localisation

In the previous section, we covered some fundamental background on camera models,

pose estimation, and reconstruction. These concepts are fundamental to localisation,

as the localisation problem can be viewed as a specific type of pose estimation, where

the correspondences between image and model are unknown. In this section, we cover

the related work on localisation, including feature-based methods that use structure-

from-motion (SfM) models, as well as alternative methods that localise from pure

geometry.

The purpose of localisation is to compute the pose of a camera with respect to a model of

its environment. It differs from pose estimation essentially in that the correspondences

between the model, and the image are unknown. Pose estimation methods, as outlined

above, typically require knowing corresponding points between the image and the model

in advance, while in the case of localisation, the model and the image are the only input.

These can be 2D-to-3D (Sattler et al., 2012b), or a hybrid of 2D-to-3D and 2D-to-2D

(Camposeco et al., 2018).

The term relocalisation is also important, and it refers to localisation after tracking

failure or a previously successful localisation. In this case, it is also common to assume

knowledge of where the user was when they were last successfully localised. This type

of localisation is relevant to many tracking systems which are outlined in the following

section, but for simplicity it is safe to assume that the techniques involved are similar.

In the context of AR, localisation can provide a base positioning from which a real-time

tracking system can take over. In some systems, the localisation process is performed
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Figure 2.4 Indoor example of Bag-of-Words localisation. BoW is used to find the closest matching

image (green) in a database to a given query image (blue). Feature matching can then be applied to

find 2D-to-3D correspondences, and compute a pose using PnP methods.

on a separate server (Ventura et al., 2014), though this is not always required.

2.4.1 Localisation with Location Recognition

A common approach to localisation is location recognition, or place recognition. The

idea is given a query image, and a collection of localised images in a database, find

the closest matching image. In some applications, simply finding a match to a la-

belled image is enough to localise (Khan and McCane, 2012). However, in most AR

applications, more precision through 6-DoF pose estimation is required (Reitmayr and

Drummond, 2006; Arth et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2016).

Since the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) was introduced in Lowe (1999), there

has been much research in applying SIFT to camera localisation. As SIFT descriptors

and keypoints can compactly represent an image, many approaches have addressed

camera localisation by first using image retrieval techniques such as local feature his-

tograms (Siggelkow, 2002), or inverted indices with a SIFT vocabulary (Wang et al.,

2005). Some approaches have combined these image retrieval techniques with Monte

Carlo localisation (Wolf et al., 2005), or appearance-based mapping (Cummins and

Newman, 2008) to compute 2-D trajectories on a large scale such as a moving car.

Bag-of-words (BoW) methods such as DBoW2 (Gálvez-López and Tardós, 2012) can

be used in conjunction with SLAM methods to support re-localisation when the SLAM

algorithm exhibits tracking failure. ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015) employs this
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method to regain tracking by applying BoW matching to the keyframes in the SLAM

system. The BoW matching is used to efficiently recover correspondences between the

keypoints in the query frame and the map points, allowing a full 6-DoF pose estimation

using PnP methods (as in Section 2.2.1). The same technique can also be applied to

localise from a model produced by SfM, as shown in Figure 2.4.

2.4.2 Model-based Localisation

Recently, SfM has created many opportunities for localised XR applications, especially

in large environments. Snavely et al. (2006) have shown that SfM systems can pro-

duce accurate reconstructions of landmarks from images automatically pulled from

web searches. While these systems require lengthy processing times to build the re-

constructions, there are many scenarios where it may be desirable to invest this time

into creating an accurate reconstruction, with the intention of re-using the model for

fast localisation later on.

Many SfM systems take an incremental approach to reconstruction, adding images one

at a time (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016). In this case, each time images are added

to the reconstruction, their camera poses are computed, which can itself be considered

localisation. However, localisation in its simplest form typically refers to registration of

unseen images without the necessity of expanding and re-optimising the reconstruction.

Snavely et al. (2006) supports localising user-added images by first requiring the user

to indicate an approximate location, resulting in a simpler computation.

Since the release of open-source and free SfM systems such as Bundler (Snavely et al.,

2006), VisualSFM (Wu et al., 2011; Wu, 2013), and COLMAP (Schönberger and

Frahm, 2016; Schönberger et al., 2016), SfM reconstruction has become a popular

research topic. This has resulted in a surge of interest in localisation with such mod-

els. Work by Li et al. (2010) focuses on localising separate test sets of images to SfM

models of large areas. In contrast to the location recognition approaches outlined in

Section 2.4.1, it aims to find matches between points of the 3-D model and features in

the images. These correspondences are then applied to pose estimation using a direct

linear transform.

As outlined in Section 2.2, knowing correspondences between image and model points

is required for absolute pose estimation and as such, having a reliable feature matching

strategy is crucial. Li et al. propose to search for matches of 3-D points to 2-D features

(P2F). They prioritise 3-D points based on how many views they are visible in, given
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the reconstruction. When a match is found for a point X, the priorities of 3-D points

in views that also observe X are increased.

Sattler et al. (2011)’s method investigates the more intuitive feature-to-point direction

(F2P) by first assigning 3-D points to words in a vocabulary tree (similar to BoW).

Then, given a query image, features in that image undergo the same transformation.

This results in a short list of possible 3-D matches for each feature, which are searched

using the standard SIFT ratio test (Lowe, 2004).

Later, Sattler et al. (2012a) improved upon this by presenting an active search method

that leverages the advantages of matching in both directions. In this approach, once a

match has been found with F2P matching, the nearest neighbours of the 3-D point are

used in a P2F matching scheme resulting in better performance than pure F2P. In more

recent work, this type of prioritised matching was again extended and incrementally

improved in Sattler et al. (2016). Li et al. (2012) noted that their initial P2F matching

technique was not scalable with very large 3-D point clouds, and thus the authors also

developed a bi-directional matching technique.

While the above works have focused on localisation in general, other methods have

investigated localising within SfM models specifically for mobile devices. Arth et al.

(2009) addressed this by dividing SfM models into potentially visible sets to reduce the

matching overhead. However, this approach assumed knowing an approximate location

in advance, such as from GPS or a prior localised state. Work by Ventura and Höllerer

(2012) demonstrated a system which could map an environment using panoramic pho-

tographs captured with omnidirectional cameras. In their system, multiple overlapping

views were extracted from the panoramas and processed with an offline SfM system.

Their system allowed for localising and tracking mobile devices from this pre-built map

and found good localisation performance on a separate server with a simple exhaustive

matching method.

There has also been work by Zollmann et al. (2014), which also uses SfM models as a

basis for localisation and tracking. Their approach aims to assist micro-aerial vehicle

(MAV) pilots using AR visualisations, using a similar global registration method to

Ventura and Höllerer (2012). To account for lighting and seasonal differences, they use

appearance information from the initial frame to update the SfM reconstruction.

While localisation to a prior SfM model has been widely researched (as above), it has

also been applied to CAD models. An early example of such work is by DeMenthon and

Davis (1995) who propose POSIT (Pose from Orthography and Scaling with Iterations)
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which can estimate the pose of a camera with respect to an object of known geometry

using known correspondences. Later, this method was improved to SoftPOSIT in David

et al. (2002a) by combining the pose estimation method with SoftAssign (Rangarajan

et al., 1997) to automatically determine correspondences in the same iterative loop.

This method differs from typical approaches in that it establishes correspondences

using purely geometric comparisons (i.e. the projections of point or line geometry),

rather than appearance-based descriptors like SIFT.

Campbell et al. (2017) show a method for estimating the globally optimal camera

pose and correspondences of a set of 2-D points to a 3-D point cloud without appear-

ance information. The method uses SoftPOSIT as part of its computation to speed

up convergence to the global optimum. This method is point-based and has a large

computation time for relatively small point clouds. This makes it unsuitable for large

line-based SfM models, and interactive AR applications. However, their work sup-

ports the need for a pose computation method that does not require appearance-based

correspondences, and works toward a similar goal as SoftPOSIT.

Other approaches to model-based localisation are also common, such as the Vuforia

library (PTC, Inc., 2015), which includes a model-target localisation function. The

current Vuforia implementation requires a 3-D model of the object or environment (a

CAD model is recommended) and the user is instructed to roughly align the model

with the image before tracking starts. Vuforia also supports tracking from images (i.e.

image targets), and mapping of these textures into simple 3-D geometry (such as boxes

or cylinders) for initialising a co-ordinate system to track from. Like Vuforia’s model

target, SoftPOSIT also requires an approximate pose to initialise.

2.5 Tracking

The previous section of related work covered the problem of localisation – how to deter-

mine the pose of a camera in a known environment when we have no prior knowledge

of correspondences between the image and the model. In this section, we cover track-

ing. Tracking is the process of determining the pose of a camera as it moves. For

many applications, it is also required that this camera pose is computed in real-time.

This is particularly true in the case of XR, where the camera pose is used to render

visualisations from the user’s perspective as they move their device.

In some instances, such as sports broadcasting or virtual studios, it is possible to use

dedicated hardware to track the pose of a camera, such as Viz Virtual Studio (Vizrt,
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Figure 2.5 Two examples of tracked cameras used in broadcast television. Left: A half-time discus-

sion by rugby commentators in a virtual studio, utilising a 3-D representation of the team formation.

Right: a presenter with a 3-D model of a Hoiho for a Bird of the Year presentation, utilising Viz Vir-

tual Studio (Vizrt, 2010) to portray the bird’s visual features and habitat (Sources with permission,

Sky Sport NZ, and TVNZ).

2010), StarTracker (Mo-Sys, 2017), and FRESH (ChyronHego, 2019). These systems

are capable of providing sufficient pose data to accurately register visualisations to

the view of the broadcast cameras as shown in Figure 2.5. However, this type of

hardware requires careful setup in addition to being very expensive, so is not useful for

providing XR visualisations tailored to an individual spectator’s perspective. Advanced

broadcast camera technology is also prevalent outside the studio, in particular with

sports broadcasting (Animation Research Ltd., 2020; Thomas et al., 2017).

Beyond the context of sport broadcasting, XR tracking methods typically make use of

sensors onboard each user’s mobile device, such as their smartphone, tablet, or head-

mounted display (Koulieris et al., 2019). These sensors can include one or multiple

cameras, inertial sensors, and in some cases depth (RGB-D) sensors. Salas-Moreno

et al. (2013) show how depth cameras can track from high-level objects in the scene

via object recognition, however it is not always feasible to assume a depth camera

would be readily available.

Tracking from a single camera (i.e. monocular) is a fundamental type of tracking,

since it is often possible to combine additional inertial measurements using monocular

tracking as a base. Since early work by Davison et al. (2007), there have been many

examples of monocular tracking systems being used as a starting point, and later

extended to support inertial sensor measurements, depth sensors, or stereo cameras

(Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017a,b).
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2.5.1 Monocular Tracking

Due to its wide applicability and simple hardware requirements, monocular tracking

is a key focus of this thesis. Monocular tracking can refer to any tracking system that

uses a single camera as its primary sensor. SLAM has been a popular approach to

tracking single cameras, particularly in the field of robotics, since work by Davison and

Murray (2002), and Davison (2003) which was later extended to MonoSLAM (Davison

et al., 2007). Their method uses an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to update camera

pose and landmark locations based on measurements from the image. The authors note

that the EKF update can be expensive when there are many features in the map, and

address this by tracking a small number of dominant features. Other approaches to

the SLAM problem have existed for longer, such as work by Dissanayake et al. (2001)

which proposed a solution to the SLAM problem for GPS and radar sensors. However,

the EKF approach was standard for a while, and there has been research in reducing

the filter update complexity (Knight et al., 2001; Montemerlo et al., 2002). But more

recently, approaches have taken to separating the mapping and tracking into separate

tasks.

A famous example of this kind of monocular tracking being applied to AR is Klein

and Murray’s Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) system (Klein and Murray,

2007). In this work, the authors design a tracking system specifically targeting small

AR workspaces. This work was one of the first to take a multi-threaded approach

to the SLAM problem. Specifically, they separate the tasks of tracking and mapping

into two separate threads, where tracking is prioritised for real-time performance, while

mapping may update less frequently. However, creating a map usually requires knowing

a camera pose (i.e. from tracking) and tracking usually requires a map. To overcome

this, the authors implemented a separate initialisation stage. They require the user

to start the system, move the camera, then press a key which triggers an initial map

reconstruction from which the tracking and AR rendering system can take over.

More recently, ORB-SLAM has been published which offers many improvements over

PTAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015). ORB-SLAM has more capabilities than PTAM and

is designed with the similar idea of using multiple threads to increase computational

efficiency on multi-core devices. A recent survey of SLAM suggests that SLAM systems

should cover three basic components: initialisation of a 3-D map, tracking the motion

and further map updates, while an accurate and stable solution would additionally

cover global map optimisation and relocalisation (Taketomi et al., 2017).
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Figure 2.6 Point clouds (top row) and depth maps (bottom row) from a direct SLAM system

LSD-SLAM (Engel et al., 2015). Copyright c© 2015, IEEE. The resulting semi-dense reconstruction

contains many more points due to the direct usage of pixel intensities, rather than features as in

indirect methods such as ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015).

In contrast to PTAM, ORB-SLAM also offered relocalisation, which allows the tracking

system to resume tracking after tracking is lost. Methods for relocalisation share sim-

ilarities with localisation approaches, with the expectation that the camera is viewing

part of the scene that has already been mapped. ORB-SLAM also offers improvements

in mapping through pose graph optimisation, and loop closure. These allow for reduced

drift while tracking, and an even distribution of error when optimising keyframe poses

when the camera trajectory loops back to a revisited position (i.e. closing a loop).

Another key aspect of ORB-SLAM is, as the name suggest, its use of ORB (Oriented

Robust BRIEF) features for all key components of the system (Rublee et al., 2011).

Since the images are being processed by a feature detector and only the resulting fea-

tures are used (i.e. indirect measurements from the camera sensor), ORB-SLAM is

known as an indirect SLAM system. Direct approaches also exist, which take mea-

surements directly from the images (Engel et al., 2014). These systems usually end

up with a more dense reconstruction of the scene (see Figure 2.6), which can be more

expensive to process and optimise, with the advantage of having less overhead due to

the lack of feature extraction. Both indirect and direct methods have been shown to

run in real-time, so either approach is feasible for the purposes of XR.

Large-Scale Direct Monocular SLAM (LSD-SLAM, Engel et al., 2014) is one of the

most promising direct approaches. This method offers a scalable direct approach by

focusing the reconstruction on regions of the images with large intensity gradients.

This results in what the authors call a semi-dense reconstruction that ignores untex-
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tured surfaces. This is an improvement upon previous methods which created fully

dense reconstructions with real-time performance, but with the added requirement of

powerful Graphics Processing Units (GPU) acceleration (Newcombe et al., 2011).

However, the use of features has strong advantages over direct approaches. When fea-

tures are available, it would be possible to use feature-matching approaches such as

active search for relocalisation when tracking is lost (Sattler et al., 2012a). Further-

more, it would also be possible to apply Bag-of-Words (BoW, Sivic and Zisserman,

2003) approaches to loop detection and loop closure (Gálvez-López and Tardós, 2012).

This BoW approach is used by ORB-SLAM and works by essentially finding the clos-

est keyframe that approximates the relocalisation frame, and rediscovering map point

correspondences through feature matching.

While there has not been much work on direct SLAM methods that support relocali-

sation (some works such as Engel et al. (2017) disable these features when comparing

direct to feature-based SLAM), a naive approach would be to relocalise by aligning

points (such as through iterative closest point, Besl and McKay, 1992) between the ex-

isting reconstruction, and the reconstruction produced by the detached tracking. This,

however, could be prohibitively expensive due to the density of the reconstructions, and

lack of features for finding such correspondences. More recent work in direct SLAM

by Engel et al. (2017) also does not discuss relocalisation with their system.

While direct tracking systems have not focused on relocalisation, there has been re-

search into implementing loop detection in direct SLAM systems, such as Gao et al.

(2018). The loop detection problem shares similarities with the relocalisation problem

in that both require detecting when the camera has returned to a previously visited

place. In this work, the authors work around the limitations of direct approaches by

detecting features on keyframes only, allowing for typical BoW style matching among

keyframes to detect and close loops.

Some research has also looked into combining the advantages of both feature-based

and direct approaches, such as Forster et al. (2014). In this work, they use the direct

approach for frame-to-frame motion estimation, while detecting features in keyframes

to allow for global optimisation via bundle adjustment. They later improve their

method in Forster et al. (2016) by supporting more camera types, stereo rigs, and

external inertial sensors. Other approaches have also been taken to combine direct and

feature-based SLAM, such as Lee and Civera (2018), who propose maintaining two

separate maps, one sparse map from features for global consistency, and a semi-dense

map from direct odometry for robust tracking.
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2.5.2 Rotation-only Tracking

The works discussed in the previous section all share a common theme, being that they

aim to track a camera assuming it has 6 degrees-of-freedom. That is, the camera pose

can be described by a rotation R and translation t, as in Equation 2.2. However, some

tracking methods reduce computation by estimating pose with fewer parameters, such

as via homography estimation (Prince et al., 2002). Using a homography to estimate

the camera pose is accurate provided that the scene to be tracked is planar, or the

motion being modelled is a rotation.

There are two driving factors behind the use of homographies. In some cases, it is fair

to assume that the scene may be planar. For example, tracking a camera for field sports

can utilise the homography assumption, provided they are able to segment the planar

sports field from the image (Hadian and Kasaei, 2015), or tracking from obviously

planar objects such as books (Billinghurst et al., 2001), fiducial markers (Wagner et al.,

2008), or board games (Huynh et al., 2009). While not all of these works explicitly

apply homography-based tracking, they clearly demonstrate a use-case for tracking

from planar objects.

The other application of homographies occurs when the camera motion is purely rota-

tional. This use-case is a little harder to justify with perfect examples. This is because

pure rotational movement is very uncommon in the natural world. Especially in the

case of XR, where almost all motion that we are interested in tracking is generated

by people. However, there are many situations where user motion is almost purely

rotational. The classic example of this is in panorama generation, in which early work

by Brown et al. (2007) successfully presented minimal homography solvers and demon-

strated their applicability to panorama construction.

Other approaches have also successfully been applied to panorama generation, many of

which assume rotation-only motion, but not necessarily using homographies. DiVerdi

et al. (2008) introduced a method for rotation tracking for the purposes of panorama

generation. Their method applied optical flow to track corners frame-to-frame, project

each 2-D point into a 3-D point at a fixed depth, then align point sets using Horn’s

method (Horn, 1987) to compute an orientation for each frame. Wagner et al. (2010)

introduced a method for rotation tracking which was optimised for mobile device usage.

Their approach tracks the rotations using non-linear refinement to minimise reprojec-

tion error between 3-D cylindrical projections of points, and their 2-D correspondences.

While these works were successful in applying rotation-only tracking to panorama
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Figure 2.7 Many rotation-only tracking systems utilise panoramas to represent a map of their

environment. In this example, the camera’s view of the environment is mapped to a cylinder, with

the assumption that the camera purely rotates at the centroid of the cylinder (Wagner et al., 2010).

Copyright c© 2010, IEEE.

generation, work by Langlotz et al. (2010) demonstrated that this type of tracking is

also suitable for AR and shared annotations. Later, Langlotz et al. (2011) extended this

system with improved panorama re-detection, and improved tracking via integration of

measurements from an inertial sensor. These types of mobile annotated AR experiences

are referred to as AR browsers (Grubert et al., 2011), and individual usage patterns

have been studied. In this user survey, it was reported that most users of AR browsers

interacted with the system while standing in one position and rotating.

2.5.3 Sensor Fusion and Hybrid Tracking

Sensor fusion refers to tracking systems that leverage more than one type of sensor,

commonly cameras and inertial sensors or gyros. These types of hybrid systems have

existed for a long time (Azuma and Bishop, 1994) and have been shown to improve the

reliability of a tracking system. The advantage of using inertial sensors is that they

provide additional tracking information with no extra computation. While inertial

devices used on their own are usually insufficient for XR tracking due to drift (Siciliano

and Khatib, 2016), the extra information they provide can be applied to improve the

results of visual tracking for both general and rotation-only tracking systems (Langlotz

et al., 2011; Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017b; Qin et al., 2018).

In an effort to create tracking systems which can be used in all tracking scenarios, such
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Figure 2.8 Hybrid tracking systems aim to predict the type of motion the user is making and switch

their motion model accordingly. In this figure, a panorama of the environment is mapped based on

the rotational movement, and additional 3-D points are also generated from the translation (Gauglitz

et al., 2012). Copyright c© 2012, IEEE.

as small indoor spaces with large translations, to large open outdoor areas, switching

hybrid systems have been introduced. Work by Gauglitz et al. (2012) has introduced

a system that can switch between rotation-only and general motion tracking based on

what the input to the system is. Their method applies the Geometric Robust Infor-

mation Criterion (GRIC) score introduced by Torr (2002) to determine which tracking

model to use. Pirchheim et al. (2013) also took a similar approach to switching between

panorama-based tracking, referring to their system as a hybrid tracking system.

2.6 Localisation and Tracking with Deep Learning

Following the emergence of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), there has been a

range of research into applying deep learning for computer vision tasks. Deep learn-

ing has been applied extensively through various application scenarios ranging from

medical (Milletari et al., 2016), to animation (Kim et al., 2018). Alongside this, there

has been much recent work that focuses on localising images with deep learning. The
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Figure 2.9 Results reported by PoseNet, a deep-learning localisation method (Kendall et al., 2015).

Their method shows promising results for localisation in challenging outdoor scenarios and dynamic

environments but can suffer from accuracy error as depicted by the misalignment of the model (red)

when overlaid with the image. Copyright c© 2015, IEEE.

deep learning approaches often aim to either attempt full pose regression with a single

CNN (Kendall et al., 2015), or split the process into multiple stages (Brachmann et al.,

2017) and applying end-to-end learning on the whole system.

The PoseNet approach introduced by Kendall et al. (2015) uses a single CNN based

on the GoogLeNet architecture (Szegedy et al., 2015). The input to the network is a

single image, and the network is trained using ground-truth poses from a typical SfM

system (Wu, 2013). The resulting poses from the system showed promising results and

worked with small numbers of training images. However, as depicted in Figure 2.9 the

results often showed issues with accuracy.

Other work by Brachmann et al. (2016) took a different approach that applies con-

cepts of scene co-ordinate regression to learning image localisation. Scene co-ordinate

regression is the process of computing the corresponding 3-D co-ordinate for each pixel

in an image or RGB-D data (Shotton et al., 2013). The result is like a depth map but

in the scene co-ordinate system rather than camera’s local co-ordinate system, which
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allows for simplified pose estimation.

Later, Brachmann et al. (2017) extended this work by incorporating a differentiable

RANSAC, then later showed that scene co-ordinates can be learned by the pipeline

as a whole (essentially requiring no prior model) (Brachmann and Rother, 2018), and

finally extended to a more scalable solution that incorporates first a gating network

that essentially acts as a scene classifier, followed by expert networks that are trained to

localise within smaller regions of a larger disconnected model (Brachmann and Rother,

2019). Brachmann and Rother call their approach expert sample consensus (ESAC).

Tateno et al. (2017) propose using a CNN to assist with SLAM. The CNN component

of their system is trained to estimate depth values for each pixel of their monocular

input images (RGB-D). Their method showed promising results with pure rotational

movement, as using the learned depth estimation allows for mapping without transla-

tional movement. Though the CNN component requires GPU acceleration to run in

real-time, so may not be suitable for current mobile device hardware.

While these deep-learning approaches are promising, localisation approaches such as

ESAC report lower accuracy in large environments when compared to state-of-the-art

feature-matching approaches (Brachmann and Rother, 2019). To achieve good perfor-

mance, all these methods rely on GPU acceleration, which is not typically available

with consumer-grade mobile phones (Kendall et al., 2015; Brachmann and Rother,

2019). Another limitation of the CNN-based localisation approaches is that they do

not consider how to report failed or erroneous localisation results. Typically, feature-

based methods will apply a threshold on the number of matches to determine when

localisation is unstable (Li et al., 2010; Sattler et al., 2012a).

2.7 Panorama Generation

In the previous sections, we covered localisation and tracking, including tracking meth-

ods for mostly stationary users (i.e. rotation-only and hybrid tracking), particularly

in the context of AR. In this section, we investigate the application of these tracking

methods for another stationary use-case: panorama generation. Panorama genera-

tion and panorama capture is becoming common, with most smartphones providing

panorama stitching functionality within the stock camera applications. High quality

and immersive panoramic experiences have become more desirable for use-cases such

as immersive communication (Young et al., 2019), and education (Kavanagh et al.,

2016) among many others. With the increased demand for VR content, a lot of re-
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cent research has focused on capturing environments in ways which support immersive

viewing experiences (Richardt et al., 2020). As VR hardware becomes more accessible,

users are able to use these methods to relive experiences, or revisit places by viewing

panoramic content in a virtual environment.

The reconstruction of stereo panoramas is a well-researched field. Early works used in-

put from cameras that were moved on perfectly circular trajectories (Shum and Szeliski,

1999; Peleg et al., 2001; Li et al., 2004) in order to capture the necessary views to gen-

erate separate left- and right-eye panoramas. The idea is that when using the centre

strip of each image a normal panoramic image is generated. When using strips from the

left side, a right-eye panorama is generated and vice-versa for the left-eye panorama.

These approaches come with some disadvantages when the input camera sequence is

not perfectly acquired. When frames of video do not lie perfectly on the circle, they are

warped to approximate these positions resulting in visual artefacts such as aliasing or

stretching. This often occurs in the case of casual panorama capture, such as a typical

user moving a mobile device in a circle at arm’s length.

The Megastereo (Richardt et al., 2013) and MegaParallax (Bertel and Richardt, 2018;

Bertel et al., 2019) systems compensate for these artefacts by adopting a view synthesis

approach. Both methods use SfM in combination with flow-based ray blending in order

to compute more accurate synthetic views. In contrast to SfM and view synthesis,

Zhang and Liu (2015) use a purely stitching-based method in order to stitch the left

and right panoramas from casual input video, but their method requires calibrated

stereo cameras which are not common on typical mobile devices.

Stereo panoramas are limited to providing horizontal parallax from a fixed viewing

position. Other techniques such as plenoptic modelling (McMillan and Bishop, 1995),

view-dependent image-based rendering (Debevec et al., 1998), unstructured lumigraph

or light field rendering (Buehler et al., 2001; Davis et al., 2012), and more recent

methods (Luo et al., 2018; Hedman et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2017) go beyond stereo

panoramas using view synthesis techniques for free viewpoint experiences. In recent

years, methods based on deep neural networks (Flynn et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016;

Kalantari et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2018; Flynn et al., 2019) have also shown impressive

results for view synthesis. However, these approaches require a high density of input

views, which generally make them unsuitable for casual capture of a 360◦ scene.

An alternative approach is to use a stereo or multi-camera rig to facilitate capturing

the large set of views needed to stitch a stereo panorama. Facebook and Google provide

camera setups that are specifically designed for 360◦ capture and consist of a ring of
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outward facing cameras, such as the Google Jump (Anderson et al., 2016) or Facebook

Surround360 (Facebook, Inc., 2016). These camera rigs provide a sparse set of views

with known extrinsic and intrinsic calibration combined with view interpolation to

produce smooth stereo panoramic output. Similarly, Schroers et al. (2018) presented

an approach for computing omnistereo videos from a sparse set of 16 cameras that

also allow for virtual head motion. Recently, Broxton et al. (2020) suggest leveraging

deep learning based view interpolation with a 46 camera rig for light field rendering.

While these rigs are ideal for professional panoramic video capture, they are less than

ideal for “casual” capture given the cost, size, and weight of the camera rig. Hedman

and Kopf (2018) enabled fast reconstruction of a scene for free-viewpoint rendering

from casually captured smartphone video, but require a stereo camera and integrated

inertial measurement unit (IMU) for initial depth and motion estimates.

For casual capture of stereo panoramas with a handheld perspective camera, Bertel and

Richardt (2018) noted that one of the main challenges is that “structure-from-motion

is also known to not be robust for our desired narrow-baseline inside-out capturing

scenario”. There has been research into applying spherical motion constraints to SfM

systems to support this kind of movement. Ventura (2016) provide methods for com-

puting an essential matrix for relative pose estimation under a spherical constraint,

and integrate it into an SfM system. Recent work by Sweeney et al. (2019) also inves-

tigate methods for computing a fundamental matrix with this constraint for panoramic

videos. The authors also found that state-of-the-art SLAM and SfM pipelines were un-

suitable for reconstruction in this scenario. These works highlight the need for robust

reconstruction for the stationary use-cases which we address in this thesis.

2.8 Summary and Trends

To summarise, in this chapter, we have covered the related work on XR, and what is

possible with the latest hardware such as Quest, Magic Leap, and mobile frameworks

ARKit and ARCore. We provide the background required to understand the computer

vision concepts behind the chapters that follow. We have also summarised the literature

in localisation, tracking, and panorama capture. In this section, we will conclude this

chapter with final remarks on the trends and gaps in the previous research.

Localisation On the topic of localisation, we have found that approaches differ de-

pending on prior assumptions about the environment. There has been much research on
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localisation via location recognition, such as BoW approaches. Methods which utilise

SfM models tend to be developing advanced feature matching methods to increase

the robustness of Perspective-n-Point pose estimation. Other research has focused on

localising with respect to predictable structures in the environment such as building

facades. While the feature-based approaches were often shown to work with dynam-

ics such as different lighting and weather, the problem of dynamic environments has

been largely absorbed by the robustness of the features themselves and not addressed

directly. For this reason, in Chapter 4, we look into state-of-the-art line-based localisa-

tion approaches which can support environments such as sport stadia, which are very

dynamic in their appearance while maintaining consistent linear geometry. Also, in

Chapter 4, we investigate state-of-the-art image-based localisation approaches in the

context of localising stationary users at sports events.

Tracking With regard to tracking, the related work has mostly taken one of two

approaches: either fully unconstrained tracking (6-DoF), or rotation-only tracking (3-

DoF). Many works have shown that either of those tracking approaches can combine

inertial sensors to improve robustness, but only a few works have attempted to bridge

the gap between the two approaches. For this reason, we focus our attention on tracking

for stationary users, and try to explore novel tracking methods for users who are mostly

rotating. We address this gap with a novel tracking system based on spherical motion

in Chapter 5.

Panorama Generation Recent related work in panorama generation are tending

toward a more immersive experience such as the stereo panorama, or free viewpoint

video. In many cases, it is assumed that a calibrated multi-camera rig is available,

but there is also interest in the casual capture of panoramas with simple smartphone

hardware. The current state-of-the-art approaches tend to use general SfM methods

to compute camera poses, which often struggle when users are standing in one place.

For that purpose, we aim to investigate the applicability of the spherical SfM method

introduced in Ventura (2016) to produce stereo panoramas in Chapter 6.
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In the previous chapter, we covered the related work in localisation, tracking, and

panorama generation. We also provided some background to the fundamental computer

vision problems involved in addressing these topics. We now focus on the problem

at hand: how to provide AR content to users in a large dynamic environment such

as a sport stadium. A key component to this goal is sourcing suitable data for our

experimentation.

As we saw in the related work, implementing such a system would require localisation

with respect to a prior model of the environment. Also, to provide live updates to the

AR visualisation, real-time tracking is also required. In this chapter, we investigate

what is available in terms of localisation and tracking datasets and determine their

suitability for our use case of localising and tracking stationary AR users.

3.1 Existing Datasets

In this section, we outline some of the most widely used datasets and discuss their

suitability for our purpose. We group the datasets into two natural categories: photo

and video. As the localisation problem is concerned with pose estimation of a single

image, most localisation datasets are represented as collections of photographs, while

tracking datasets usually consist of video sequences, sometimes with depth data as

captured through a depth sensor such as a Kinect (Microsoft Corporation, 2010).
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Figure 3.1 Sample point renderings of the public large-scale SfM datasets. Top row: Rome, con-

taining many small reconstructions of various sites of interest, and bottom row: Dubrovnik, containing

a single large reconstruction (Li et al., 2010).

3.1.1 Localisation Datasets

Localisation datasets usually consist of images from arbitrary viewpoints in an envi-

ronment, as well as reconstructions and pose data for each image. In the context of

AR, the reconstruction can be used as a guideline for placement of virtual content,

and the provided images and pose data can be used as a basis for evaluation of locali-

sation approaches. Here we discuss the suitability of these datasets for the stationary

use-cases that we investigate in this thesis.

There has been a lot of research on large-scale localisation, particularly at city-scale.

Datasets such as Dubrovnik and Rome, released by Li et al. (2010), contain thou-

sands of images from a range of views in historic city centres. The datasets consist

mainly of feature descriptors for each image, and their correspondences to points in

3-D reconstructions as shown in Figure 3.1. They do not openly provide the original

images, as they were taken from the image sharing site Flickr 1. Similar datasets have

been published in Sattler et al. (2012b), who provide a full dataset including images,

and reconstruction. This dataset was later extended to include both day and night

conditions in Sattler et al. (2018) (Aachen Day/Night).

Many public datasets have considered localisation in dynamic environments, specifically

regarding natural lighting conditions in outdoor scenarios. However, public localisation

datasets for sport events, such as a stadium environment, do not currently exist. As one

1https://www.flickr.com/
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Figure 3.2 Two similar views of a sport stadium, with dynamic appearance. The presence of

spectators, field lights, line markings, and lighting conditions combined result in a drastic difference

in appearance when compared to a visit to an empty stadium.

of our motivating applications is to localise and track stationary users, such as sport

spectators, we require a dataset that reflects this use-case. The types of dynamics in a

sport stadium are not widely represented in outdoor city-scale localisation datasets.

As shown in Figure 3.2, a similar view of a sport stadium can have drastic differences in

appearance. The presence of distant spectators creates a unique textural appearance

on the (approximately) flat surface of the stands. As this type of dynamic cannot

be predicted, localising in this environment is difficult. Challenging dynamics such as

inconsistent lighting, advertisements, and field markings are not widely covered in the

currently available localisation datasets.

3.1.2 Tracking Datasets

Tracking datasets typically differ from localisation datasets, as tracking is interested

in determining camera pose with small frame-to-frame movements. For this reason,

most tracking datasets consist of video data, compared to general images found in

localisation datasets. Ideally, these datasets would contain ground-truth or reference

poses for each frame of video. We also require that the camera motion approximates

that of the stationary use-cases which we address in this thesis. Some of the widely

used tracking datasets are discussed here.

In the New College dataset (Smith et al., 2009), the authors capture data from a mov-

ing robot with various sensors. The authors captured from a stereoscopic camera, a

panoramic camera, wheel odometry readings, laser range scanners, and global position-
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ing system (GPS) sensors all attached to a single robot. While the movement pattern

they captured is outdoor, it contains significant translation movement. An important

aspect of this dataset is the necessity of synchronisation of the data from each sensor.

Similar to this, the KITTI dataset introduced by Geiger et al. (2013) contains data

captured from multiple sensors attached to a moving car.

The outdoor dataset introduced by Kurz et al. (2013) directly targets monocular AR

use-cases. This dataset provided ground-truth tracking data for video sequences cap-

tured by outdoor stationary users, which is similar to our use-case except that they

assume the camera is rotating at a fixed location (i.e. pure rotation). This makes

the dataset suitable for evaluating rotation-only trackers for large-scale AR, but lacks

the precision we are specifically aiming to address. Additionally, we learned through

contacting the authors that the dataset is not currently available as the company that

initially authored it, Metaio, was acquired by Apple in 2015 2.

The 7-Scenes dataset is introduced by Shotton et al. (2013), and Glocker et al. (2013).

In these instances, the dataset was used to analyse depth sensor relocalisation tech-

niques, and for the application of dense mapping. As their application scenario was

based on attempting to map an environment, the data they captured contains a large

amount of translational movement. As the Kinect depth sensor has limited range,

they also focused their capture on close-range indoor scenes, making it unsuitable for

evaluating stationary tracking methods.

Another commonly used dataset for evaluating SLAM systems is the TUM dataset

introduced by Sturm et al. (2012a,b). This dataset contains a wide variety of move-

ment patterns captured from RGB-D cameras, with several sequences that somewhat

replicate the type of movement pattern we are targeting. The authors provide some se-

quences which seem promising. Specifically, sequences labelled 360 hemisphere where

they aim to capture a hemispherical view of a large room. However, the authors move

significantly by walking in a circle. Also, the sequences labelled rpy (roll-pitch-yaw),

contain purely rotational movement. However, in these sequences, the authors make

very unnatural movements with the device in an effort to remove translational motion

altogether.

While small sections of these datasets may be suitable, they further highlight that

most research into tracking with SLAM techniques typically relies either on significant

translational motion outdoors (such as from moving cars), demonstrate unnatural pure

2Ron Miller, Josh Constine: https://techcrunch.com/2015/05/28/apple-metaio/. May 2015.
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rotations, or target 6-DoF tracking with depth sensors indoors. As our use case targets

large environments with small translations, we found none of these standard datasets

to be suitable for our experimentation.

3.2 Stadium Localisation

To prepare for experimentation with state-of-the-art localisation techniques in a sta-

dium environment, we captured data in various formats to process with offline re-

construction approaches. We captured a combination of photo datasets to use with

a structure-from-motion (SfM) system such as COLMAP (Schönberger and Frahm,

2016), synchronised stereo video with a custom-built wide-baseline stereo rig for map-

ping with ORB-SLAM2 (Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017a), and videos from a Ricoh Theta

S dual-fisheye 360◦ camera which could be used with panoramic localisation and track-

ing systems such as that suggested by Ventura and Höllerer (2012). We also add a

mobile device camera to the capture rig to use the mobile camera footage for testing

with similar conditions to real users.

While the usage of some of this data is beyond the scope of this thesis, we simply capture

as much data as possible to support future work in this area. This is particularly

necessary as there are currently no public datasets for localisation in large sport stadia.

3.2.1 Photographs for SfM

Firstly, we captured photographs with the intention of later processing with offline

SfM. These SfM systems are based on triangulation which, as discussed in the previous

chapter, requires significant translational movement to achieve reliable results. An

example of the capture pattern that we used is shown in Figure 3.3.

In order to capture a complete representation of the stadium, we captured photos in

clusters where we aim to capture several overlapping views with a range of orientations

at each position. We then move to a different position and repeat the process, while

aiming to capture from an even distribution of locations.

Using this technique, we captured photos in two sport stadia. Most of the data was

captured in the Forsyth Barr Stadium (FBS) in Dunedin, New Zealand, which has

four separate stands around a rectangular pitch (1125 images). We also captured a

much smaller dataset in the Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG) in Australia, which is

essentially one large stand surrounding an oval pitch (49 images).
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Figure 3.3 Left: example of our complete reconstruction on the FBS dataset. Right: close-up view

showing the clustered capture pattern.

Figure 3.4 Output of our two stadium reconstructions. Top row: FBS dataset with 120454 points.

Bottom row: MCG dataset with 2719 points.

With the rectangular stadium captured in FBS dataset, we found good results captur-

ing most of the photographs from the two largest opposing stands, as well as ground-

level photos of the two smaller adjacent stands. In our second dataset, we followed a

similar capture pattern but from a smaller region.

In both cases, we were able to create a single reconstruction of the stadium using

COLMAP. In the case of the MCG data, as expected, the reconstruction was far sparser

(2719 points) compared to the FBS dataset (120454 points) due to having far fewer

views. However, we use this data to demonstrate the feasibility of reconstruction when

data availability is limited. The output of these reconstructions is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.5 Diagram of the stereo rig with four cameras. Three cameras are calibrated before and

after the capture session, with three main baseline configurations (33 cm, 66 cm, and 1 m). The

mobile device camera is also calibrated to allow for comparisons with the other cameras, which may

be used as a baseline or ground-truth.

Figure 3.6 The complete stereo-rig being used to capture in the stadium. Left: close-up of the view

from the stereo-rig. Right: how the rig was held, including the backpack setup.

3.2.2 Capture with a Stereo Rig

As there has been a wide range of research on reconstruction through calibrated stereo

rigs, we capture this type of data in the FBS dataset. For our capture, we custom-built

a portable handheld stereo rig with multiple cameras. A prototype of the rig is shown

in Figure 3.5, and an example of the final rig (with the Theta S panoramic camera

added), and its usage during our capture at FBS is shown in Figure 3.6.

In total, our rig contained 3 webcam-style cameras (Creative Senz3D), one smartphone

camera (Samsung Galaxy S6), and a panoramic camera attached at a higher position

in the centre (Ricoh Theta S). The Senz3D cameras are RGB-D cameras, but we only

capture the RGB data as the depth range is limited. While the S6 and the Theta have
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their own on-board storage, the three Senz3D cameras require a data connection to a

laptop PC for recording.

Synchronised Cameras The Senz3D cameras were connected via USB cables to a

laptop carried in a backpack (Figure 3.6, right), and the entire rig was carried using a

shoulder-strap. The laptop’s record functionality was controlled remotely by a tablet

to avoid the need for unpacking to start and stop the Senz3D recording procedure,

while the S6 and Theta were manually controlled.

The Senz3D cameras were capturing at 30 Hz with 1280×720 resolution and saving un-

compressed frames to the laptop’s solid state drive (SSD). Writing from three cameras

at this rate required a write speed of over 200 MiB per second, so the high maximum

write speed offered by the SSD (compared to mechanical hard drives) was essential.

This data was captured using a multi-threaded application, and a thread-safe queue.

As frames were acquired from the devices, they were stored in the queue alongside the

UTC time in which they were acquired, with a separate thread polling the queue and

and writing frames to disk with the timestamp as the filename (following the convention

of the EuRoC dataset, Burri et al., 2016).

Approximate Synchronisation The S6 video data provided similar data to the

Senz3D cameras, but with a higher resolution of 1920 × 1080 with the drawback of

less precise synchronisation to the other cameras. All cameras recorded a hand-clap at

the beginning of each sequence in the case that we needed a rough synchronisation of

these other devices later. For our purposes, precise synchronisation of just the Senz3D

cameras was sufficient.

The data captured with the Theta camera was also approximately synchronised in

this way, but its usage is beyond the scope of this thesis. The main purpose of the

Theta capture was to open the possibility of a panorama-based mapping and tracking

procedure similar to Ventura and Höllerer (2012). However, we leave this for future

work, and instead focus on localising with the SfM photograph data.

3.3 Spherical Spectator Video

The previous section focused on capturing data with the purpose of reconstructing the

stadium environment. In this section, we outline our capture process for data that
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replicates stationary spectator motion. The purpose of this data is to evaluate how

tracking algorithms can perform with limited translational movement in large spaces.

In this case, we do not restrict ourselves to sport stadiums alone, and instead capture

data in a range of large environments. For this dataset, we have the following criteria

common to all captured sequences:

• Video captured from a mobile device.

• The user holds the device casually at approximately arm’s length.

• The user is sitting or standing with only pivotal motion.

These criteria correspond to an outward-facing spherical motion as described by Ven-

tura (2016), and covered in more detail in Chapter 5. As previously discussed, many

public datasets do not contain large portions of spherical motion, and any spherical

motion within is coincidental. We therefore see value in capturing our own spherical

datasets for the purposes of evaluating tracking methods for stationary users.

3.3.1 RealSense Synchronisation

In some of these sequences, we also captured pose data from a RealSense T265 tracking

camera. The mobile device and T265 were mounted to a single beam with as small a

distance as practical (approximately 5 cm) between the T265 tracking origin, and the

mobile device lens. The idea behind this was to capture pose data from state-of-the-art

multi-sensor tracking hardware to use as a baseline for comparing monocular tracking

methods.

To synchronise the two devices, all pose data recorded by the T265 was recorded with

UTC timestamps. To associate accurate UTC time to the mobile device, the current

UTC timestamp was displayed on the laptop screen, and all tracking sequences view the

screen at the beginning of the sequence, as shown in Figure 3.7. This synchronisation

section was trimmed from the final data, with the timestamp propagated forward based

on the mobile device’s capture frame rate.

3.4 Casual Circular Video

The last type of data we are interested in is circular videos, such as those that would

be captured by a user capturing a panorama of their environment. Circular panoramic
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Figure 3.7 Synchronising the RealSense and mobile device capture. Left: an initial frame of video

displaying the current UTC timestamp (white) on the PC. Right: the sequence begins looking out

into the field for tracking evaluation.

videos are a special case of the general spherical videos described above.

In our case, we have the same requirements as above, except the user must attempt

to keep the device level, and rotate in a complete circle (i.e. the video should end

with approximately the same view orientation as it started with). We allow for small

deviations, such as what would be captured by a casual user. For example, lifting their

feet while turning their body, or ending the capture at a slightly lower position than

they started.

The latter case is common due to the weight of the device naturally pulling the user’s

hands lower as they rotate. In our case, we provide no feedback to the user of this

kind of deviation. But in typical panorama capture scenarios, users are provided live

feedback and hints to guide their trajectory. However, as we are interested in the

robustness of tracking stationary users, it makes sense to test the more challenging

scenario where the deviations are potentially greater.

There do exist some datasets which meet these criteria already. Works such as Mega-

stereo (Richardt et al., 2013) and MegaParallax (Bertel and Richardt, 2018; Bertel

et al., 2019) offer a Mountain dataset, and Ventura (2016) offers a Street dataset. We

make use of these datasets, as well as capturing our own, while following the movement

style shown in Figure 3.8.

3.5 Dataset Summary

In this chapter, we outlined what is available in terms of localisation and tracking

datasets, as well as their limitations. We detailed our capture hardware and custom-
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Figure 3.8 An example of the capture process for casual circular videos. Left: the user uses two

hands to activate the recording function. Centre and right: the user begins rotating around the Y

axis (green). The user approximately tries to keep the device level at a fixed distance in the Z axis

(blue) from their body, moving the device in a circle on the X-Z plane (red dashes).

built camera rig, as well as our method for synchronisation of the multiple sensors.

A summary of all key datasets used in this thesis is shown in Table 3.1. We include

Photo datasets (used in Chapter 4), Spherical Video datasets (used in Chapter 5),

and Circular Video datasets (used in Chapter 6). In the remainder of this thesis, we

investigate the feasibility of using current state-of-the-art localisation approaches with

this data. We also develop new tracking solutions that can process it robustly in the

context of AR for sport spectators, and stereo panorama generation for VR viewing.
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Table 3.1 Summary and details of all key datasets used in this thesis.

Name FPS # Frames Length (s) Resolution Ref. Pose

Photo

Stadium-FBS — 1125 — 5184× 3456 —

Stadium-MCG — 49 — 4608× 3456 —

Spherical Video

Auditorium-close 30 457 15.23 1920× 1080 —

Auditorium-far 30 471 15.70 1920× 1080 —

River-close 30 492 16.40 1920× 1080 —

River-far 30 466 15.53 1920× 1080 —

Courtyard 30 487 16.23 1920× 1080 —

Field 30 476 15.87 1920× 1080 —

Garden 30 461 15.37 1920× 1080 —

Lab 30 475 15.83 1920× 1080 —

Stadium-1 60 750 12.50 1920× 1080 —

Stadium-2 60 703 11.72 1080× 1920 —

Spectator-1 240 4980 20.75 1920× 1080 RealSense

Spectator-2 240 7170 29.88 1920× 1080 RealSense

Spectator-3 240 8490 35.38 1920× 1080 RealSense

Spectator-4 240 10620 44.25 1920× 1080 RealSense

Circular Video

Shrine 30 602 20.07 1080× 1920 —

NaturePath 30 697 23.23 1080× 1920 —

Campus 30 667 22.23 1080× 1920 —

Courtyard360 30 690 23.00 1080× 1920 —

Lab360 30 695 23.17 1080× 1920 —

Park360 60 978 16.30 1080× 1920 —

Stadium360 240 7007 29.20 1080× 1920 —
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In the previous chapter, we covered the details of our data capture process, as well as

a discussion of the standard datasets for localisation in the literature. As we want to

focus specifically on stationary use-cases such as the ARSpectator, we captured our

own localisation datasets in two sports stadia.

In a stadium context, the presence of spectators can create large regions of point

features in the stands which change in appearance between events. Towards this, we

first look to localise from the strong linear structures commonly found in a stadium

environment. We apply SoftPOSIT for this purpose, a geometry-based method first

introduced by David et al. (2003), and test it on various datasets. Our datasets include

handmade computer-aided design (CAD) models, as well as complex SfM models which

have so far been unexplored for localisation with this method. This part of the chapter

has already been published in Baker et al. (2018).

Beyond this, previous research has shown that many localisation approaches success-

fully rely on descriptors (e.g. SIFT, Lowe, 2004), and robust outlier rejection (e.g.

RANSAC, Fischler and Bolles, 1981) to handle dynamics. For this reason, we also

evaluate state-of-the-art appearance-based methods in the second part of this chapter.

Our evaluation showed that these methods can be used effectively for localisation, with

promising initial results toward localisation at live dynamic sports events as well.
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Figure 4.1 Two views of a virtual scoreboard, and animated flag floating above a cricket pitch,

viewed by a moving camera. Sport broadcasts that include these enhanced visualisations are becoming

increasingly common, which motivates working toward an enhanced experience for on-site spectators.

Source, with permission: ICC, Cricket World Cup 2019, https://cricketworldcup.com

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we investigate localisation approaches particularly in the context of

the Augmented Reality Spectator (ARSpectator) application that was first introduced

in Zollmann et al. (2019). The aim of the ARSpectator application is to provide vi-

sualisations and statistics to on-site spectators of sport events to enhance their overall

experience. There are countless examples of such visualisations being shown on broad-

cast TV. In particular, large multi-national competitions such as the ICC Cricket World

Cup provide this enriched content to home viewers using AR localisation and tracking

methods (see Figure 4.1).

A common approach to localisation for AR is to use a prior model and an image

to perform the localisation. These methods often use the appearance of features to

find 2D-to-3D correspondences and compute the camera pose (Sattler et al., 2011; Li

et al., 2012). In some dynamic environments, the appearance is constantly changing, so

finding these feature matches is potentially unreliable. An example is a sport stadium,

where a prior model may not be able to capture the appearance of the spectators at

any given sport event.

By modelling only the static features in the environment, and detecting those features in

2-D, we can eliminate problems caused by appearance-based descriptors. Line features

can help achieve this, since lines will often correspond with structural components

of a given scene, whereas points may correspond with textures. Previous work has

demonstrated that line features can be effectively used for localisation, such as the work

by Zhang and Koch (2013), but there has been little research in line-based localisation

with appearance-free lines.
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Work by Reitmayr and Drummond (2006) supports the idea of using lines (or edges) for

correspondence matching for model-based tracking. In their work, they use a textured

3-D model and an appearance-based edgel (i.e. a pixel corresponding to a textural

edge) matching method to align a projection of their 3-D model to their mobile camera

feed. Their method requires a pose initialisation from a known location, so cannot be

directly applied to localisation from arbitrary positions. This work shows that edges

can be applied reliably to localisation and tracking problems, though edge appearance

is also an important factor.

Appearance-free methods also exist such as SoftPOSIT (David et al., 2002b). Soft-

POSIT is a point-based algorithm that computes both correspondences and pose si-

multaneously without using appearance-based descriptors. David et al. (2003) show

that this method can also be applied to lines. SoftPOSIT has been tested thoroughly

in synthetic test cases, and some real applications using CAD models. The results

are promising, but it is often not possible to attain CAD models of the environment.

Structure-from-motion (SfM) has been shown to produce accurate models of large envi-

ronments easily (Agarwal et al., 2009), but SoftPOSIT has not been thoroughly tested

on these types of models.

There have been a variety of related works in the area of model-based localisation,

(also known as image-based localisation). Sattler et al. (2011) show a method for

localising images against a large prior point cloud model. Their initial work used 2D-

to-3D feature-to-point correspondences, but the authors later expanded their work to

employ an efficient search that leverages both 2D-to-3D and 3D-to-2D correspondences

using SIFT descriptors readily available in the model (Sattler et al., 2012a). The work

of Li et al. (2012) is similar in that it combines “forward” and “inverse matching”,

also making use of SIFT. In our case, we cannot guarantee that the appearance of

the environment will be consistent with the model, so we first investigate the most

promising appearance-free approach, SoftPOSIT.

As previously introduced, SoftPOSIT is a method that can be applied to line-models to

compute pose without relying on the appearance of the features. SoftPOSIT and some

of its variations have been applied in some basic real-life cases, Diaz and Abderrahim

(2007) employ SoftPOSIT for localisation of mechanical parts, for example. Since

SoftPOSIT can be applied to line models and does not use appearance-based line

descriptors, we elect it as our first localisation method for our experimentation.

SoftPOSIT seems to be the most appropriate method that theoretically accommodates

our requirement of appearance-free line models. In the following two sections, we
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investigate the effectiveness of SoftPOSIT in a range of scene complexities and two

model formats. With our initial objective being to localise in a sport stadium, we

also demonstrate the limitations of this method when applied to other complex SfM

models. As SoftPOSIT has not thoroughly been applied to real data, our contribution

is an overview of the kind of performance that can be expected from this method under

real-life use cases.

4.1.1 Limitations of Tracking

Alternatively, the simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) approach aims to

create a map of the environment and localise the user with respect to the map on the

fly. PTAM by Klein and Murray (2007), and ORB-SLAM2 by Mur-Artal and Tardós

(2017a), are some key examples of this approach. While showing huge potential for

AR, these SLAM methods have limitations which make them unsuitable for stadium

localisation. In our use-case, where only monocular vision is available, these SLAM

methods require significant translational motion to produce the parallax required to

build accurate maps.

A key issue we face is the lack of interoperability between state-of-the-art localisation

and tracking systems. While some SLAM-based tracking systems have shown the

possibility of relocalising (Williams et al., 2007), and are capable of reusing maps (Mur-

Artal and Tardós, 2017b), in practice, these systems cannot reliably relocalise when

significant changes affect the appearance of the environment (for example relocalising

at a different time of day, or with different weather conditions).

In our testing with ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015), we found that tracking in a

sport stadium can be made relatively stable (as shown in Figure 4.2), but only under

very specific and impractical usage conditions. We were able to produce these results

provided that the initial map was created with significant translational movement, and

that the same camera was used for relocalisation. Additionally, producing precise field-

registered visual content required careful manual alignment between the SLAM point

cloud, and a prior CAD model of the field dimensions.

While this result looks promising on the surface, it is unfortunately impractical. For

the purpose of localising and tracking sport spectators, it is unreasonable to expect

them to stand and move to create a reliable reconstruction to track and relocalise from.

Furthermore, relocalising against a map created on a specific user’s device is not useful

for creating registered virtual content which is displayed uniformly to multiple users
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Figure 4.2 An example of ORB-SLAM tracking via relocalisation in a stadium, with an AR overlay.

This type of AR visualisation is only possible with ORB-SLAM when initialised with significant

translational movement, and careful alignment of the SLAM map to the existing pitch dimensions.

with varying perspectives. Ideally, a pre-built map would be distributed to the users

of the system, and AR content would be authored in this co-ordinate frame. For this

reason, we first investigate localisation in this chapter, then revisit tracking later in

Chapter 5.

4.1.2 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, we aim to solve the problem of localising stationary users within a

sport stadium in the context of the ARSpectator. We make the following contributions

toward this goal:

• Implement and investigate the usage of SoftPOSIT for localisation with a range

of CAD and SfM models.

• Provide implementation details of a simple Bag-of-Words style localiser that op-

erates on SfM models using ORB for image retrieval and SIFT for localisation.

• Compare and evaluate various state-of-the-art localisation approaches with our

own SfM models of two sports stadia. This is a novel usage scenario, as this type

of localisation in a stadium context has not been investigated before.

First, we investigate the feasibility of using SoftPOSIT, a geometry-based approach to

localisation in Section 4.2. We discuss our results on computation time and localisation

rate in Section 4.3, with discussion in Section 4.4.
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In Section 4.5, we introduce state-of-the-art methods for localising using image de-

scriptors (image-based localisation), as well as our data preparation. In Section 4.6,

we introduce the details of the state-of-the-art approaches by Sattler et al. (2012a),

Brachmann and Rother (2019), and our own simple implementation of a Bag-of-Words

(BoW) style localiser which we compare to COLMAP as a baseline (Schönberger and

Frahm, 2016). In Section 4.7, we report our results and observations on the image-

based techniques. Finally, in Section 4.8, we conclude and discuss pathways for future

work.

4.2 SoftPOSIT for Localisation

In this section, we outline our method for evaluation of SoftPOSIT. Since we already

know from previous research that this method works in basic cases, we build a dataset

of increasing complexity from a small CAD model of a line-based object to a large 3-D

reconstruction of a sport stadium. The process consists of ground-truth pose acqui-

sition, model creation, and localisation with respect to this model with SoftPOSIT.

The method is applied to five test cases across two types of models. In the following

subsections, we will explain our line-based SoftPOSIT implementation, our two model

types, our method for acquiring ground-truth pose, our pre-processing steps, and our

datasets.

As explained in Section 4.1, we choose SoftPOSIT as our candidate for localisation

since it is appearance independent, and requires less computation compared to other

approaches. In this section, we explain our implementation of SoftPOSIT, and some

pre-processing steps that we introduce for reducing computational complexity.

SoftPOSIT is an algorithm that can be used for model-based localisation. It takes

as input an initial estimate of the pose, a 3-D model (line or point based), and an

image of the model (David et al., 2002b, 2003). The model itself must be of sufficient

detail that the features represented can also be captured from mobile device cameras.

The algorithm has been extensively tested on synthetic examples, and virtual examples

(David et al., 2002a).

The method works by using the pose estimate to project model lines into the image. It

then creates an initial assignment matrix based on the geometric differences between

the projected 3-D lines, and the observed 2-D lines. This step is based on the SoftAssign

method of Rangarajan et al. (1997). This matrix is normalised, and then used by the

POSIT algorithm to produce an updated pose estimate (DeMenthon and Davis, 1995).
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Figure 4.3 Six iterations of SoftPOSIT running on our basic Dodecahedron case (top-left through

to bottom-right). The red lines represent the 2-D lines in the photograph detected by the line segment

detector (LSD, Von Gioi et al., 2010). Black lines represent the CAD model rendered with the current

pose. Initially, the pose estimate is far from correct, but iteratively gets closer until the black and red

lines align. The first six iterations are shown here, but more iterations can result in more accurate

alignment.

Finally, this process is repeated for several iterations until an accurate pose is achieved.

Figure 4.3 shows the first six iterations on our basic Dodecahedron test case.

SoftPOSIT has several parameters that we fix empirically in our experiments. The pa-

rameter α acts as a threshold for the assignment matrix. When 3-D lines are projected

using the pose estimate, each 3-D line has its difference to each 2-D line computed, and

differences above this threshold will be assigned a correspondence that tends to zero.

The difference is computed as a weighted combination of the angle between the lines,

and the distance between their endpoints. We found that an α value of 0.5 produced

good results.

The second parameter β controls the rate of convergence and is increased at each

iteration of the algorithm. Small values for β will search a larger space of possible

poses but can lead to larger execution times. As suggested in the original work, large

β values are better suited for cases where we know that the pose estimate is close to

the actual pose (David et al., 2003). We have this parameter set to 20. We observed
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that values lower than 20 caused the first few iterations of SoftPOSIT to consistently

diverge from the correct pose on our Stadium test case.

4.2.1 Model Types

There are two different types of 3-D models that we consider. The first, which we refer

to as CAD models, are created manually in a 3-D modelling software, where all visible

lines on the object are represented in the 3-D model. The physical objects that we

targeted for these cases have simple geometry and lack complex texture which make

them suitable for manual modelling. Our CAD models were measured and modelled

to scale using Blender (Blender Foundation, 2016).

The second model type is a line-based SfM model. For these models, we use the point-

based VisualSFM system by Wu (Wu, 2013; Wu et al., 2011), and then process the

resulting point model with Line3D++ (Hofer et al., 2017) to create the final line model.

In this chapter, we assume that creating these models in advance is a required step for

localisation in a large space such as a stadium. This is a fair assumption, as these types

of software are straightforward to use, and can produce high-quality models with little

effort. In our stadium example, we captured 604 photographs from various locations

on one stand and fed them through the SfM pipeline above to create the final model.

Note that this is based on an early version of the Stadium-FBS dataset described in

Chapter 3. The model used here was reconstructed from fewer images and is complete

except for one stand (behind the camera in all test images).

4.2.2 Ground-truth Poses

In our SfM test cases, we simply take the output generated by VisualSFM and consider

these as our ground-truth poses. The images we use for testing the localisation method

are a random selection of 20 SfM input images.

For the CAD models, we placed a chessboard marker of known dimensions at a mea-

sured distance from the target object. Using standard techniques and known intrinsic

camera parameters, we detect the chessboard corners in the image, and use this to

compute the pose (Zhang, 2000). We then offset the origin of our 3-D model by its

known translation from the chessboard origin. Finally, the chessboard is masked out of

the input when passed to the localiser to prevent the chessboard lines from interfering

with the localisation result.
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Figure 4.4 Example output from k-means clustering of the 3-D line model, shown from two views.

Left: the original output from Line3D++ which contains over 22000 lines. Right: the output of

performing k-means with k set to approximately 2,200 (10%).

While both methods can be expected to produce a small amount of error, our main

interest is in the rate of localisation, and speed rather than accuracy. In our exper-

iments, we compute a reprojection error by projecting the model lines with both the

ground-truth pose, and the estimated pose, and comparing the corresponding projec-

tions. We then introduce an error threshold which will encompass the small errors in

our measurements, resulting in a metric for the rate of success.

4.2.3 Pre-processing

We found that the execution time of SoftPOSIT was high when run with large SfM

models. Our initial stadium model produced by Line3D++ contained over 22000 3-D

lines. An example photograph at original resolution contained over 9000 lines. Execu-

tion time at this level of complexity can take several minutes per iteration of SoftPOSIT

and is therefore not practical, so we considered some approaches to reduce the com-

plexity for our experiments.

We reduced the number of 2-D lines by scaling our input images down to quarter-

size. This scaling was applied to all five of the test cases in our dataset. For the SfM

models, the number of 3-D lines was further reduced by clustering similar 3-D lines in

the model using k-means (Lloyd, 1982), and storing only the representative lines for

each cluster. The result of our clustering (with small k for illustration purposes) is

shown in Figure 4.4. For each SfM model, we set k to be equal to half the number of

3-D lines in the original model, which is notably denser than the example on the right

in Figure 4.4.
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Computing k-means clustering involves a metric for determining the distance between

the line segment observation and the cluster centres. In our implementation, the dis-

tance was taken as the 6-D distance between each line described as the union vector

of its endpoints. Two 3-D lines can be identical but have different ordering of their

endpoints when they are described as a 6-D vector. For comparing two line segments

(p1 | p2) and (p̂1 | p̂2), we use

d1 = || p1 − p̂1 ||2 + || p2 − p̂2 ||2, (4.1)

and

d2 = || p1 − p̂2 ||2 + || p2 − p̂1 ||2, (4.2)

where pn is the nth endpoint of a line segment, and take the minimum of the two

distances d1 and d2 to determine which of the line pair’s endpoints are corresponding,

and re-order the endpoints in the vector if necessary.

Since we are assuming that we have an initial estimate of our pose (as this is a re-

quirement for SoftPOSIT), we employ one other basic line filtering mechanism. We

assume that the pose estimate is reasonably good. Before SoftPOSIT is run, we remove

all lines from the 3-D model that are not visible given the initial pose estimate. We

achieve this by projecting the endpoints of the 3-D line segments into the image using

the pose estimate, and discard lines which do not fully project within the image frame.

We discard these incomplete lines, as the line distance methods used by SoftPOSIT

(described below) require two visible endpoints. This process removes a large portion

of lines which are in the model but not the image. Some observed model lines will also

be removed as the initial estimate is not always perfect, but the idea is that SoftPOSIT

will be robust to some occlusion as was shown by David et al. (2002b).

4.2.4 Datasets

Our objective is to explore SoftPOSIT’s ability to function under test cases of varying

difficulties and model types. We constructed a dataset of five test cases, where each

test case contains 20 sample photographs. The subject of each test case is an object or

environment of which we have a prior model. Figure 4.5 demonstrates a sample image

from each test case, and the corresponding 3-D line model that is tested against.

The dataset consists of CAD models of two subjects: a wire-frame dodecahedron, and

a snake puzzle. It also contains SfM models of three subjects: the same snake puzzle,
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Figure 4.5 The left column shows a sample image from each test case, the right column shows a

render of the 3-D model we used for that test case. The CAD models were created manually and

contain all of the visible lines in the object. The SfM models are generated by a combination of

VisualSFM and Line3D++ and are generally sparser and noisier than the CAD models.
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a stack of books, and a sport stadium. The test cases cover some of the key properties

that can cause problems for a model-based localiser, such as occlusion, noise, distractor

lines, and imperfections in the model.

4.3 Results

In all tests, we set an upper limit of thirty seconds on the execution time unless stated

otherwise. We deem any execution time over thirty seconds to be well and truly

over the threshold of what is useful for an AR application, even allowing for careful

optimisation. In these cases, the tests are terminated early, and the reprojection error

is taken based on the last computed pose.

To determine the accuracy of the localisation, we project the visible model lines into

the image using both the ground-truth pose, and the final pose output by the localiser.

We then compare these projections and compute the reprojection error as the average

of the distances between each line endpoint. We present the final error as a percentage

of the image width, as well as pixels at 1920× 1080 resolution.

We are also interested in the rate of successful localisation. To determine the success

rate, we set a threshold on the reprojection error, and compute the percentage of test

cases that produce a pose that falls below this threshold. In the following experiments,

we set the error threshold to 2% of the image width. This is a generous threshold,

corresponding to over 30 pixels at 1920 × 1080 resolution. This value was chosen to

encompass any error contained in our model and pose data.

Our first experiment looks at the effectiveness of our pre-processing methods, the sec-

ond and third experiments show the overall results of SoftPOSIT on our dataset under

both basic and typical use cases, respectively.

4.3.1 SfM Model Pre-processing

In Section 4.2.3, we introduced the idea of pre-processing the SfM models to reduce

the complexity of localisation with SoftPOSIT. In this experiment, we show that the

execution time of SoftPOSIT can be reduced using this pre-processing method. In the

Stadium case, we have a large SfM model that details nearly all lines in the stadium.

However, in most cases, a lot of these 3-D lines do not lie in the spectator’s field of

view.
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of success rate of different line clustering methods on two SfM models in

the dataset. The filter methods are as follows. KM-M: k-means outputting the means of each cluster.

KM-L: k-means outputting the longest line in each cluster. VF: visibility filtering.

In this experiment, we tested 2 variations of k-means clustering of the 3-D lines, and

a visibility filter based on the initial pose estimate. The first variant of k-means filters

the 3-D model and outputs the means (or cluster centres) as the final model (we refer

to this as KM-M in Figures 4.6 and 4.7). The second variant of k-means outputs

the longest input line assigned to each cluster as the final model (referred to as KM-

L). The visibility filter is applied to each individual test case, rather than the entire

model. It essentially discards any lines that are not visible, given the initial pose

estimate (referred to as VF).

We apply this experiment to two of our SfM datasets, but not the CAD datasets, as

the purpose of the filtering is to reduce spurious lines and noise, which are not present

in the CAD models. We leave out the Books SfM case, as we show in the following

subsections that this case is infeasible. We apply a random perturbation to the ground-

truth pose of each sample to simulate real-world inaccuracies in the pose estimate. To

generate this error, we iteratively add a small randomly generated rotation increment

until the overall reprojection error reaches a randomly selected value between 1% and

10% of the image width.

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the results of this first experiment. All test samples were

capped at an execution time of 5 minutes instead of 30 seconds to increase the rate

of success. Even this large cap is reached, which accounts for the low success rate of
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of execution time of different line clustering methods on two SfM models in

the dataset. The filter methods are as follows. KM-M: k-means outputting the means of each cluster.

KM-L: k-means outputting the longest line in each cluster. VF: visibility filtering. The computation

time includes just the SoftPOSIT execution, and the image pre-processing.

the Stadium SfM cases with KM-M, and KM-L filtering. The VF filtering method

seemed to have the most visible effect on execution time, bringing the Stadium SfM

test samples below the 5 minute execution cap and increasing the success rate.

The Snake SfM results suggest that if execution time is not a priority, the best results

will be obtained with no filtering applied. But in practice, it is not feasible to run for

extended periods of time. So, applying a filtering method such as VF or a combination

of VF and KM-M, can reduce the execution time. More thorough testing of the effect

of these filtering methods is left for future work. For the remainder of the experiments,

we set the execution cap to 30 second, and use KM-M + VF since it resulted in the

best execution times with similar success rate compared to VF for the Stadium SfM

test case.

4.3.2 Basic Use-case

Table 4.1 shows the results of our experiments in an ideal use case. In this experiment,

we fix SoftPOSIT’s parameters, and provided the ground-truth pose as the initial pose

estimate. This was done as a base case, to determine how effectively it can localise

under the unlikely but possible circumstance that the pose estimate is highly accurate.
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Table 4.1 Results from SoftPOSIT in the basic use-case where the provided initial pose estimate

is accurate, across a dataset of two CAD and three SfM models. Error is averaged over successful

samples and reported as a percentage of image width.

Test Set Size=20 (n = 20), for all cases.

Test case Dodec. Snake 1 Snake 2 Books Stadium

Model type CAD CAD SfM SfM SfM

Success (%) 90 95 40 0 20

Err. M (%) 0.888 0.980 0.865 — 0.408

Err. SD (%) 0.312 0.323 0.338 — 0.224

Time M (s) 0.050 1.59 0.691 2.47 19.0

The results show that even in the basic case, localisation using SfM models is difficult.

The CAD test cases worked relatively well, with an average success rate of over 90%

for both. But all of the three SfM cases had low success rates, and the Books case

failed to produce an accurate localisation result in all of its samples.

The Books case, while not completely planar, contains a large proportion of lines on

the surface of the top-most book. Scenes consisting of co-planar lines are known to

be a failure case of the POSIT algorithm, so this result is not surprising. A variation

of POSIT (pose from known correspondences) for co-planar scenes is presented by

Oberkampf et al. (1996). There has been no work in applying this to SoftPOSIT for

points or lines when the correspondences are unknown, but this could be investigated

in future.

An interesting result is the Snake test, for which we had both CAD and SfM models.

Our SfM pipeline was unable to capture all the lines that were present in the object, so

the Snake SfM model was sparse compared to its CAD counterpart. In the cases where

the SfM Snake succeeded, it did produce a slightly lower reprojection error than the

CAD model. This could be to do with imperfections in the physical joints of the Snake

puzzle, which caused it to misalign slightly with the “perfect” CAD model. Since the

SfM model was produced using actual observations of the object’s edges, the lines that

are present have the potential to be highly accurate.

It is also notable that while the Stadium SfM case had a low success rate, it also

produced a relatively small reprojection error in success cases. While the success rate

leaves much to be desired, it shows promise in its application to AR with an average

reprojection error of 0.408% image width (7.8 pixels at 1920× 1080 resolution).
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Table 4.2 Results from SoftPOSIT in a more typical use-case where the provided pose estimate

is inaccurate, across a dataset of two CAD and three SfM models. Error is averaged over successful

samples and reported as a percentage of image width.

Test Set Size=20 averaged over 5 runs (n = 100), for all cases.

Test Case Dodec. Snake 1 Snake 2 Books Stadium

Model type CAD CAD SfM SfM SfM

Success (%) 94 81 36 0 12

Err. M (%) 0.926 1.049 0.744 — 0.496

Err. SD (%) 0.392 0.475 0.456 — 0.367

Time M (s) 0.080 1.65 0.680 2.56 18.7

4.3.3 Typical Use-case

In this experiment, we look at the performance of SoftPOSIT under a more typical

use case, where the input pose estimate is erroneous. In an AR application, such an

estimate could be obtained from mobile device sensors.

In this experiment, we do not use mobile sensors to acquire a pose estimate. This is

because our SfM models are scaled arbitrarily, and we do not assume that our models

are aligned to GPS co-ordinates (geo-referenced). Instead, we artificially add error

by adding random adjustments to the ground-truth camera pose. Since SoftPOSIT lo-

calises by minimising the 2-D error of projected model lines, we pick a pose adjustment

that results in a random reprojection error in a predetermined range. In this way, the

2-D error added is consistent regardless of the scale of the model.

The results in Table 4.2 show the success rate, error, and execution time of each of our

models when the ground-truth pose is modified randomly. We have 20 testing images

for each model, and each image is run with 5 random pose modifications. The average

success rates and errors over the 5 trials are presented in this table.

Compared to the basic use-case, the success rates are mostly lower as expected. The

exception here is the dodecahedron model. This case was simple, was generally in-

sensitive to inaccuracies in the pose estimate, and often succeeded in cases where the

estimate was drastically wrong. The higher percentage here could be attributed to the

larger sample size (5 runs per image) due to the randomness in the pose estimate.
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4.4 Discussion

In the previous section we outlined the problem of model-based localisation, specifically

in cases where our image may not be similar in appearance to our prior 3-D model. We

implement a line-variant of SoftPOSIT into an SfM pipeline, and apply our method to

some challenging real-life examples using different model types.

Our results showed that with some simpler SfM models, good results can be achieved

but not reliably, and that more work is needed to achieve good results in complex

scenes such as a sport stadium. We also showed that SoftPOSIT can be effective in

some real-life cases, but only when the model is simple. In these cases, it can achieve

a good rate of localisation with short execution times.

As it is not always feasible to assume the availability of a CAD model, we look more

into localisation methods that can be applied directly to SfM models. Taking the same

motivational approach as in the previous chapter, we still argue that SfM models are

easily obtainable for large environments such as sports stadia and may therefore be

suitable as a basis for localisation. In the remainder of this chapter, we broaden our

scope and investigate the possibility of localising in a sport stadium with state-of-the-

art appearance-based methods.

4.5 Appearance-based Localisation

Earlier, we investigated the use of SoftPOSIT for this purpose since it does not rely on

descriptors which encode the appearance of the environment. However, some recent

works have found success with localisation methods that utilise the descriptors, despite

being used in dynamic environments (Sattler et al., 2016). The success of these methods

suggests that descriptor matching may be robust enough to handle the dynamics of a

sport stadium.

Previous research on localisation with SfM models can be coarsely grouped into three

categories: feature matching approaches (Li et al., 2010), image retrieval approaches

(Khan and McCane, 2012; Wolf et al., 2005), and deep learning approaches (Kendall

et al., 2015; Yin and Shi, 2018; Brachmann and Rother, 2019). Here, we take an

example of each and compare them on several SfM datasets including two sports stadia.

We focus on the most promising open-source systems, namely ESAC (Expert Sam-

ple Consensus) released by Brachmann and Rother (2019), Active Search released by

Sattler et al. (2012a), and our own simple implementation of a Bag-of-Words (BoW)
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localiser that utilises the fbow library (Muñoz-Salinas and Medina-Carnicer, 2020),

which is an optimised implementation of the method by Gálvez-López and Tardós

(2012). We compare these methods in their ability to localise with our SfM models

built using COLMAP (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016), using COLMAP’s vocabulary-

tree image registrator as a localisation baseline.

4.5.1 Data Preparation

Our main objective is to analyse various localisation approaches in their ability to

localise in a sport stadium environment. Due to limited availability of public stadium

datasets, we captured our own in two stadia, as outlined in Chapter 3. Sample images

from the dataset are shown in Figure 4.8.

The following describes how we prepare the data for evaluation. The first step in our

data processing is to create a sparse reconstruction using the training images of each

dataset. For this, we used the open-source COLMAP SfM software from Schönberger

and Frahm (2016) with default parameters. In this section, we make use of the MCG

and FBS stadium datasets that we discussed in Chapter 3.

Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG) For this dataset, we captured a small dataset

of 49 images from several positions within one side of the stadium during a single visit.

The lighting condition was sunny, and the stadium was at near-full capacity. This data

was randomly split into 39 training, and 10 test images (approximately 8:2 split).

Forsyth Barr Stadium (FBS) For this dataset, we captured 1,125 images from

a range of positions primarily from the two opposing main stands, with some taken

from ground level. This dataset was captured over two visits to the empty stadium,

one overcast, and one sunny daytime condition. This dataset was randomly split into

a training set of 900, and testing set of 225 images (8:2 split).

4.6 Overview of Methods

In this section, we provide an overview of our three chosen localisation methods. Our

first method is Active Search, based on work by Sattler et al. (2012a). We choose

this method as it is frequently used as a benchmark for image-based localisation ap-

proaches and is provided open-source. We also investigate ESAC by Brachmann and
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Figure 4.8 Four sample images from each of the stadium SfM datasets. Top row: Forsyth Barr

Stadium (FBS) dataset, taken on two visits with two lighting conditions. Bottom row: Melbourne

Cricket Ground (MCG) captured in one visit, with near-full stadium capacity.

Rother (2019) as it appears to be among the most promising and scalable of all the

deep-learning approaches to localisation, while also being provided open-source by the

authors. Our third method is our own implementation of a Bag-of-Words localiser,

based on ORB and fbow for image retrieval (Muñoz-Salinas and Medina-Carnicer,

2020; Gálvez-López and Tardós, 2012) while using SIFT for registration (Lowe, 1999).

These BoW solutions tend to focus on image-retrieval results, and do not provide re-

sults with the type of accuracy that can be achieved when they are used for full 6-DoF

localisation, so we implement our own using these libraries.

4.6.1 Active Search

In this chapter, we use the open-source implementation of the Active Search method

from Sattler et al. (2012a). In this work, a bi-directional feature matching method is

used. First, a descriptor vocabulary is used to quantise the descriptor space and words

are assigned to each point in the model, as well as each feature in the query image. For

each feature f in the query image, the 3-D points which share a node in the vocabulary

tree are searched for matches using the typical ratio test from Lowe (2004), resulting

in an initial match to a point P.

Then, the 3-D points in the neighbourhood of this match are prioritised and matched

to the features in the inverse direction using a coarser vocabulary. The point of this

bi-directional matching is to exploit the assumption that points in the same 3-D region

are likely to share similar visibility.
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4.6.2 Expert Sample Consensus

The approach taken in Expert Sample Consensus (ESAC) by Brachmann and Rother

(2019) is to train a convolutional neural network to learn scene co-ordinates for a given

input image using both scene co-ordinate images, and 6-DoF pose as ground truth. The

localisation component uses RANSAC to sample the output scene co-ordinate images,

which naturally encode 2D-to-3D correspondences for pose estimation.

The method was first introduced in Brachmann et al. (2017), where they presented a

modification to RANSAC which allows the entire pipeline to be differentiable, allowing

for gradient-descent end-to-end learning. Their method was later improved in Brach-

mann and Rother (2018), and their final system ESAC (Brachmann and Rother, 2019)

improves scalability by clustering the datasets and first training a scene classifier, fol-

lowed by an ensemble of expert networks that are able to operate on the smaller scene

clusters.

Pre-processing The ESAC localisation approach requires more data to train the

CNN, in addition to the pose information from COLMAP. This method utilises ground

truth scene co-ordinate images for its own training process. Scene co-ordinate images

are like depth maps, except instead of encoding a depth value (i.e. distance from

camera to scene) into each pixel, the full 3-D scene co-ordinate is stored resulting

in a 3 × H × W tensor. It is possible to attain a dense representation of this data

from a sparse model through dense MVS reconstruction methods (Schönberger et al.,

2016); however, Brachmann and Rother (2018) suggest that a sparse representation is

sufficient and in fact completely optional, as the entire pipeline is capable of learning

the scene structure.

After processing the datasets with COLMAP to acquire a sparse reconstruction, the

point cloud is then projected into a small (H = 60 and W = 80, as in Brachmann

and Rother, 2019) representation of the training images using the known pose from

the reconstruction. For each pixel, we encode the 3-D co-ordinates of the nearest point

that projected to that pixel using a z-buffer. We exclude points behind the camera

and leave zeros (white) for empty pixels. Examples of the resulting scene co-ordinate

images are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 Top row: sample images used to train ESAC on the FBS dataset. Bottom row: their

corresponding scene co-ordinate images used for training. Each pixel encodes a 3-D point as a floating

point RGB value, where the R, G, and B channels represent the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively (scale

adjusted for illustration). The values for each pixel are acquired by projection of the points in the

sparse model produced by COLMAP.

4.6.3 Naive Bag-of-Words

In this section, we outline our own simple method for localisation based on BoW

techniques. Our system is designed to operate on the output of a typical COLMAP

reconstruction and represents the expected performance from localisation with a basic

implementation. Our system can be used in two stages, pre-processing, and localisation.

We also require a vocabulary file containing representative ORB descriptors. In our

implementation, we make use of the ORB-SLAM vocabulary. The BoW approach

allows for quick matching between images by using an inverted file that contains both

image and keypoint indices for each word. Here, we are interested in the feasibility of

fast image retrieval using ORB, while maintaining robust matching via SIFT.

Pre-processing This stage only needs to be completed once per COLMAP model.

The objective of this phase is to create an inverted index file, which stores for each

word in the vocabulary, a list of image identifiers corresponding to the training images

that contain that word. The purpose of this file is to act as a database for the image

retrieval, and only needs to be computed once per SfM model.

We first detect 2000 ORB features for each training image. Then map the descriptors to

words in the vocabulary using the optimised transformation implementation of fbow

(Muñoz-Salinas and Medina-Carnicer, 2020). Finally, the inverted index is updated

by appending the image identifier to the corresponding list in the inverted file for all
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transformed words in the image.

Localisation To localise a query image, we first detect and map ORB features to

the vocabulary as before. Then, for each word in the query image, we parse the list

of training images via the inverted file and accumulate votes for each training image

that contains that descriptor. The image with the most votes is accepted as the closest

match, from which we begin establishing matches to compute a 6-DoF pose.

To achieve this, we then detect SIFT features in the query image, as they tend to show

better matching rates than ORB (Karami et al., 2017). Then we apply a FLANN-based

matching method (Muja and Lowe, 2009) to find the two nearest neighbours for each

potential match, and discard unreliable matches using the ratio test of Lowe (2004).

Finally, we apply an iterative solution to the Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem based

on Hartley and Zisserman (2003) within a RANSAC scheme (Fischler and Bolles, 1981)

to compute the 6-DoF position and orientation of the query image.

4.6.4 Baseline: COLMAP Registration

As COLMAP is a modern and well-established state-of-the-art system, we use it as

a baseline for comparing the accuracy of the different localisation approaches. Most

incremental SfM systems include functionality for registering images to the existing

model. During the reconstruction, Schönberger et al. (2016) first register images to the

existing reconstruction, followed by triangulation of new points, then local optimisation

via bundle adjustment. In our experiments, we use the initial image registration stage

of this pipeline with vocabulary tree matching (Nistér and Stewénius, 2006), as a

baseline for comparing the other localisation approaches.

4.7 Results

We tested all methods in their ability to localise the images of the testing set against

the SfM models. In this section, we compare the computation time of both training

(one-off computation), and the localisation itself, as well as accuracy metrics when

compared to the COLMAP baseline method. We also provide and compare qualitative

results from renderings of the sparse point clouds overlaid with the input query images.
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Table 4.3 Computation times from various localisation approaches on both stadium datasets.

Dataset = MCG, Dataset = FBS,

Test Set Size = 10 Test Set Size = 225

Method Training Localisation Training Localisation

Active Search 2.77 s 158 ms 116 s 221 ms

ESAC (4 experts) 101 h 88 ms 85 h 75 ms

ESAC (1 expert) 34 h 92 ms 22 h 145 ms

BoW 1.27 s 603 ms 30.2 s 1559 ms

COLMAP register — 420 ms — 468 ms

Computation The computation times for each of the methods are reported in Ta-

ble 4.3. Localisation time refers to the mean time to localise over all query images.

Training time refers to the time taken to pre-process the model or images for each

localisation method. Computation times were measured on a PC with an Intel Core

i9-9900KF CPU at 3.6 GHz, 32 GiB memory, and a GeForce RTX 2080 Ti video card.

In the case of ESAC, the training time includes initialising the gating network (classi-

fier), initialising and refining 4 experts, and the end-to-end training stage. For Active

Search, this includes the pre-processing stages of parsing the SfM data and computing

descriptor assignments with the vocabulary. For our BoW method, this includes all

steps detailed under pre-processing in Section 4.6.3, namely the ORB detection, fbow

transformation, and creation of the inverted index.

We found that the ESAC approach has the longest training time, which is to be ex-

pected from a deep learning approach. However, training time is not particularly

critical, and 101 hours is not prohibitively long for a one-off computation. We thus

deem all methods to be viable for localisation with regards to training time. ESAC

(Brachmann and Rother, 2019) reported the fastest localisation time with an average

of 88 and 75 ms on the MCG and FBS datasets, respectively.

In Table 4.3, we see that the BoW approach had the fastest training time, likely due to

the optimisations of fbow, combined with more compact ORB descriptors. However,

the localisation time was the slowest, due to the overhead introduced by requiring both

ORB and SIFT computation for the query images. For this reason, we conclude that

the performance potential from using ORB over SIFT is beneficial in the indexing and

pre-processing stages, but attempting to leverage the matching robustness of SIFT in

conjunction with the simpler computation of ORB can be detrimental to performance.
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Figure 4.10 Examples of successful localisation with our BoW approach on the MCG dataset. We

report results with a geometric error over 10 pixels as false positives (outlined in red), with true

positives outlined in blue. We found one false positive with a geometric error of 18.07 pixels.

This could suggest that using ORB features for both tasks might produce better results,

which we suggest for future work.

We find that all methods produce acceptable localisation times, with the slowest being

our BoW approach, which is not yet optimised for speed on the localisation side. While

our method localised the slowest, realistically the localisation process would only need

to happen occasionally in an overall AR system. For example, localising with only the

initial frames or keyframes of a SLAM system. These methods therefore do not need

to perform in real-time.

Error Metrics The localisation results showed potential for most of the methods,

especially with ESAC, and Active Search. Sample results from the MCG dataset using

the simple BoW method are shown in Figure 4.10, and ESAC results from the FBS

dataset are shown in Figure 4.11.

Out of the 10 MCG test cases, 4 were reported successful by our BoW approach, and

are shown in Figure 4.10. We note, however, that some cases are reported successful

but exhibit visible error when overlaying the points on the image. In our results, we

use ‘# Reported’ to refer to the number of images reported to be successfully registered

by the method itself.

Due to the potential for false positives, we take the localisation results from COLMAP
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Figure 4.11 Examples of accurate localisation results from ESAC on the FBS dataset. We render

the sparse point cloud from COLMAP over the input images using the pose estimate from ESAC and

known prior intrinsic calibration.

as a baseline, P̂, and compare with the reported successful pose, P, using a geometric

error over all co-visible points x1, . . . ,xn following the equation:

n∑
i=1

|| Pxi − P̂xi ||
n

, (4.3)

where

P = K [ R | t ]. (4.4)

We then flag any result with a geometric error of less than 10 pixels as a successful

registration (# Actual). To get an idea of how accurate the successful registrations are

with each method, we finally compute the mean (Err. M) and standard deviation (Err.

SD) of the geometric error over all the true positive cases. All methods were tested

with images of the same resolution (480 pixels in shortest dimension, as required by

ESAC). The 10 pixel threshold corresponds to approximately 1.5% of the image width.

To avoid making comparisons between potentially erroneous poses from the COLMAP

baseline, each baseline registration was visually checked for quality. Ideally though, it

would be preferable to have higher quality baseline or ground-truth poses for the test

set, and this is something we suggest is worth investigating for future work.
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Table 4.4 Accuracy and success rate of localisation approaches on the MCG dataset.

Dataset = MCG, Test Set Size = 10

ESAC (4

experts)

Active

Search

(fixed K)

BoW COLMAP

(baseline)

# Reported 10 0 4 7

# Actual 6 0 3 7

Err. M (px) 1.67 — 6.99 —

Err. SD (px) 0.86 — 3.04 —

Table 4.5 Accuracy and success rate of localisation approaches on the FBS dataset.

Dataset = FBS, Test Set Size = 225

ESAC (4

experts)

Active

Search

(fixed K)

BoW COLMAP

(baseline)

# Reported 225 215 161 221

# Actual 209 203 119 221

Err. M (px) 1.91 3.27 3.43 —

Err. SD (px) 1.68 2.00 1.81 —

The results for all methods on the MCG and FBS datasets are shown in Tables 4.4,

and 4.5, respectively.

Discussion The Active Search method of Sattler et al. (2012a) produced robust

registration with the FBS dataset, with higher success rate compared to our BoW

results, and with faster localisation time. However, Active Search failed completely on

the MCG dataset likely due to the limited number of points in the sparse model.

In our initial testing, many results from Active Search were reported as “successfully

registered” while the point renderings were noticeably misaligned. This could be be-

cause the provided Active Search implementation computes both intrinsic and extrinsic

camera parameters, and often incorrectly estimates large skew values in the intrinsic

matrix.

For this reason, we modified the original implementation of Active Search to use the

same PnP solver as our BoW implementation (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003; Fischler

and Bolles, 1981). Using this method, we supply a fixed camera matrix and estimate
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Figure 4.12 A comparison of the accuracy of state-of-the-art Active Search in Sattler et al. (2012a).

The default implementation estimates incorrect skew values in the camera matrix. When the camera

matrix is fixed, the points register more accurately.

the pose directly, achieving more consistent results. A comparison between the original

results to the updated method is shown in Figure 4.12.

To compare the accuracy between the three methods we make three comparisons, so

we must account for this. We start with a typical threshold of p = .05 and apply

Bonferroni correction to get an adjusted threshold of p = .016. As each method

has the potential to succeed or fail on each sample (producing no accurate output),

performing a paired test is impractical. For this reason, we use two-tailed unpaired

t-tests here. We compared three groups of accuracy results: ESAC, Active Search,

and BoW. ESAC (M = 1.91, SD = 1.68) showed significantly lower geometric error

when compared to Active Search (M = 3.27, SD = 2.00) with p < .0001, and also

when compared to BoW (M = 3.43, SD = 1.81) with p < .0001, where both of these

p-values fall below our adjusted threshold. However, comparing Active Search to BoW

showed no significant difference, p = .474.

The smaller error output by ESAC could be due to the fact that our COLMAP poses

are actually a baseline and can’t be regarded as ground-truth. As Active Search and

BoW compute poses independently of the COLMAP training poses, their error could

be attributed to the noise in the point cloud, whereas ESAC is trained specifically to

replicate the training poses, and is able to refine the point estimates that were provided
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in the form of the scene co-ordinate images (Figure 4.9). Some examples of successful

localisations from the ESAC approach are shown in Figure 4.11.

4.7.1 Dynamic Localisation

As we have seen in the previous section, the ESAC and Active Search localisation

approaches both appear promising for localising sport spectators. However, in our FBS

dataset, we only evaluated with images of an empty stadium (for both reconstruction,

and localisation). The reprojection errors we previously saw from ESAC were low,

which suggest an accurate alignment to the poses from the COLMAP baseline, from

which that method was trained.

In this section, we take a qualitative look at how these results would be visualised

in a realistic scenario, where the reconstruction was made from images of an empty

stadium, and localisation is taken under different dynamic conditions, such as changes

in lighting, and presence of other spectators. For these tests, we use different images

from what were previously used, captured during a live rugby game.

As depicted in Figure 4.13, we can see that both the Active Search and ESAC ap-

proaches have the potential to produce highly accurate localisation. As we do not

have ground-truth poses for these additional images, we are unable to perform more

evaluation on the accuracy. Though, upon visual inspection of the projected points in

Figure 4.13, both methods produce very similar results with good overall alignment of

the sparse model to the image. Though these results appear promising, a more thor-

ough evaluation of the effects of the dynamic elements would be beneficial for future

work.

4.8 Conclusion

To summarise the findings of this chapter, we have shown how SLAM systems such as

ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015) are not sufficient on their own for localisation in

the ARSpectator application, and require significant translational movement to pro-

duce a reasonable model. We first looked into applying SoftPOSIT (David et al., 2003)

to solve this problem using line-based SfM models. However, we were unable to achieve

good localisation performance with complex SfM models such as our sport stadium,

with a success rate of 12% with an inaccurate pose estimate, and 20% when given an
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Figure 4.13 Qualitative results of localisation in a dynamic stadium with spectators, and different

lighting. As we do not have ground-truth, we cannot report accuracy numbers. However, both methods

appeared to produce very similar results when aligning the sparse point cloud with the image using

the pose outputs.

accurate pose estimate. The results on smaller models were better, which suggest it

may be applicable to other contexts beyond the scope of this thesis.

With the SoftPOSIT results as a starting point, we then looked into more robust

localisation approaches such as Active Search (Sattler et al., 2012a), ESAC (Brachmann

and Rother, 2019), and our own implementation of a BoW-based localiser. In the

second part of this chapter, we showed that these methods may require significant

pre-processing or training to be used, but once trained can localise with acceptable

processing time.

In terms of localisation accuracy, we found that all methods produced acceptable re-

sults for successful localisations, but with many false positives reported by the naive

BoW approach. Our final recommendations would be to use the ESAC approach for

application scenarios where GPU acceleration is practical, as this method produced
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good localisation robustness and accuracy, while also performing reasonably well with

the small MCG dataset. A system where localisation is performed on a separate server,

with results being transmitted to the mobile devices would be ideal. For cases where

localisation must occur on the mobile device, either the Active Search approach or

COLMAP approach would be suitable, as their processing times were reasonably low

and did not require GPU acceleration.

For future work in this area, we aim to create a complete localisation and tracking

system. Such a system would support multiple users localising within a single existing

model, which would result in a framework that supports AR content registered to

key parts of the stadium in meaningful ways. Another pathway for future work is to

compare to methods which localise with respect to the lines of the pitch as in Skinner

and Zollmann (2019). This could be combined with field segmentation to assist with the

line detection. However, as field lines are not always available, this type of localisation

is less widely applicable than the SfM model approaches investigated here.
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In Chapter 4, we have explored the possibility of localising in a large dynamic environ-

ment such as sports stadia using a variety of methods ranging from geometry-based

with SoftPOSIT, to appearance-based with Bags-of-Words, active search, and deep

learning. We have found that the appearance-based methods show promising results

and discussed the possibility of integrating such a localisation method into a keyframe-

based tracking system to create a complete system that can robustly localise and track

in large environments.

We also observed that some SLAM-based tracking methods are not able to track ro-

bustly in these large environments, due to the small translational movements that sta-

tionary users make. Thus, in this chapter, we investigate alternative tracking methods

that specifically target this stationary use-case. We explore the application of spheri-

cally constrained SfM concepts (Ventura, 2016) into a real-time tracking method. Here

we build a tracking system from scratch, and discuss the implementation challenges,

and advantages that such a constrained system can offer. The work in this chapter has

been published in Baker et al. (2020b).
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Figure 5.1 Sample depth output from the SPLAT tracking system. The system triangulates 3-D

points, and projects them back into the image coloured by their computed depth values. Blue repre-

sents close points, and red represents far points.

5.1 Introduction

Driven by the availability of programming frameworks such as Vuforia, ARKit, and

ARCore, we have seen a wider adoption of handheld and mobile Augmented Reality

(AR) where mobile devices, typically mobile phones, provide an AR interface to the

user. Most applications focus on small indoor environments where digital objects

are integrated into our physical environment. Examples include digital enhancements

of physical books or magazines, augmentation of board games, Augmented Reality

games, or previewing digital furniture augmented within our physical environments.

While these environments can be handled well by most AR frameworks, large and

open environments still pose challenges and are consequently less often targeted.

Key among these challenges is the precise tracking of a mobile device’s location and

orientation, which is a necessity for AR. When in outdoor environments or large open

areas (e.g. stadiums, large spaces), users often have a fixed position, they are standing

in place or even seated, observing the scene or event from a single location. Being

stationary in one position means that there is insufficient parallax for conventional

simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) approaches. One approach is to use

panoramic trackers (DiVerdi et al., 2008; Wagner et al., 2010) to address these issues.

However, the motion of the user’s device is not purely rotational either, which is prob-

lematic for panoramic trackers, which assume a perfect rotation centred around the

camera.

We experienced these issues first-hand when investigating using an AR interface in a
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stadium environment (Zollmann et al., 2019) with the goal of providing live sports

spectators rich real-time visualisations and overlays as they are used in sports broad-

casting, but this time using an AR interface on a mobile device. However, being in one

position is not limited to the scenario where spectators are watching a game or event

within a stadium environment. An example where similar usage patterns have been

observed are many outdoor AR applications utilising mobile phones, in particular AR

browsers on handheld devices, where users have the tendency to stand in one position

and then rotate their device to explore the surroundings (Langlotz et al., 2013, 2014;

Kurz et al., 2013).

In this chapter, we address the problem of reliably tracking a camera in the situation

where users are stationary and performing mostly (but not purely) rotational move-

ments. We observe that for a static user, their device is generally held at arm’s length,

so moves on a roughly spherical surface. However, instead of assuming a pure rota-

tion around the camera centre (rotation-only tracking) or unconstrained movement

with a large enough baseline (SLAM), we propose Spherical Localisation and Tracking

(SPLAT), a SLAM system based on spherical structure-from-motion (SfM) via 2-D

feature tracking (Ventura, 2016), paired with a new spherical 3-D absolute pose solu-

tion. Our system is implemented as a keyframe-based tracking and mapping pipeline

using ORB features, similar to ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017a).

We show that this approach is more robust to restricted parallax through experiments

on synthetic data (where ground-truth motion is available). We also demonstrate

its effectiveness on real video sequences captured in several large spaces, including a

stadium environment during a live sports event.

Our tracker is based on the work of Ventura (2016) and extended in the following ways:

• We integrate the SfM methods into a complete real-time simultaneous localisation

and tracking system suitable for use in Augmented Reality.

• We detail and implement a method for computing absolute pose with a spherical

constraint based on a MATLAB solution by Jonathan Ventura.

• We evaluate the performance of our spherical tracking system in various synthetic

and real environments.

Our implementation is built from scratch, and loosely based on ORB-SLAM (Mur-

Artal and Tardós, 2017a) with the following contributions:
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• We apply a spherical constraint to the initialisation, tracking, and bundle adjust-

ment.

• We present a unique keyframe sphere which is used to adaptively trigger SLAM

initialisation and keyframe selection, while replacing the need for a keyframe

culling mechanism.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 reviews previous

approaches to localisation and tracking for AR, and examines the limitations of these

approaches in our context. Our new method is explained in detail in Section 5.3, with

an explanation of the Spherical P2P solution in Section 5.4. We evaluate our SPLAT

system in comparison to ORB-SLAM and homography tracking in Section 5.5 and

Section 5.6. Finally, in Section 5.7, we conclude by summarising our findings.

5.2 Background

The problem of determining a camera’s pose within an environment (localisation) and

updating it over time (tracking) has been studied for a long time. In the context of

AR, the dominant approaches are SLAM and panoramic tracking. We review these

two approaches, highlighting their limitations for the task of localisation and tracking

in large environments with limited (but not negligible) translational movement.

We focus primarily on visual localisation and mapping with RGB cameras. Depth

cameras (RGB-D sensors) are sometimes available on mobile devices, but they usually

have limited range, making them more suited to indoor scenarios (Young et al., 2020).

Inertial sensors are likely to be used in practical applications but are often combined

with visual tracking and localisation to overcome sensor drift.

5.2.1 Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping

SLAM is a tracking approach originating from robotics. A robot typically moves

through its working environment and while moving, the robot builds up a spatial

map of the environment which it uses for tracking and localisation (Dissanayake et al.,

2001). While the original approaches often used direct range sensors (Dissanayake

et al., 2001) or multiple cameras (Davison and Murray, 2002), later research focus-

ing on AR scenarios showed variations of SLAM approaches that work in real-time

using a single camera only, (e.g. MonoSLAM, Davison et al., 2007, or PTAM, Klein
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and Murray, 2007). Since then, many approaches for monocular SLAM systems have

been introduced that differ mainly in what kind of features are taken or how they

are matched. Examples include the use of invariant image features (e.g. ORB-SLAM,

Mur-Artal et al., 2015, Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017a), dense image registration (e.g.

LSD-SLAM, Engel et al., 2014), objects as landmarks (e.g. SLAM++, Salas-Moreno

et al., 2013), and the use of deep learning to estimate pose (Kendall et al., 2015) or

compact scene representations (Bloesch et al., 2018).

However, despite the differences in feature handling and matching (or the lack thereof,

Engel et al., 2014), most monocular visual SLAM systems rely on the same basic

concept of requiring a reasonable parallax at some stages (e.g. initialisation) to compute

correct depth information. In our work we use ORB-SLAM, one of the most widely

used SLAM systems, to represent a general SLAM system. ORB-SLAM is a keyframe-

based SLAM system, meaning that a sparse set of frames are chosen for map update,

while the others are used for pose tracking only. It is capable of tracking moving

cameras in a variety of environments and mapping the 3-D structure. The method

supports loop closure when returning to previously mapped areas, bundle adjustment

of the computed map, and relocalisation to recover from tracking failure (Mur-Artal

et al., 2015; Mur-Artal and Tardós, 2017a).

While all these SLAM systems have shown potential for tracking in various types of

indoor and outdoor environments, they are unable to perform reliably in very large

spaces when the user’s camera motion is small. This is a significant problem for AR

in large open spaces, such as a stadium, as their environment will be much larger

than the typical office or home that these systems perform well in. Furthermore, live

event spectators, such as sport spectators, will often be constrained to a fixed position

or seat, moving only small distances throughout an event, which causes initialisation

problems due to the small baselines.

5.2.2 Panoramic Tracking

Tracking of purely rotational movements has also been considered previously within the

research community. While one can use integrated hardware sensors such as compass

and gyroscopes, these are in practice not reliable enough to deliver precise information

for tracking the rotation of a mobile device. Works such as Envisor (DiVerdi et al.,

2008) or Panoramic Mapping and Tracking (Wagner et al., 2010; Müller et al., 2016;

Young et al., 2019) provide different algorithms for tracking by building a panoramic
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map. The former optimises the algorithm for using the GPU to achieve real-time

performance, while the latter optimises the handling of the panoramic map and the

feature matching to achieve real-time performance on a mobile device. Common to

all these approaches is that they require purely rotational movements, and a violation

of those (e.g. when not rotating around the camera centre) will introduce errors and

ultimately tracking failure.

Panoramic trackers assume that the camera’s motion is purely rotational (or that

the scene is planar). Under these circumstances, the images of the scene are related

by homographies, and so can be mapped to a sphere (or plane) (Szeliski, 2006). This

approach has two main drawbacks for our application. The first is that while the camera

movement is largely rotational, there is a translational element. This is introduced by

the camera position being usually offset, and the fact the the centre of rotation is not

the phones’ camera centre when held an arm’s length from the user. This translation

element is restricted (i.e. to arm’s reach), but may be large enough that the assumption

of (nearly) pure rotational motion is violated. The second is that the visualisation of

the event may rely on a 3-D interpretation of the scene, which panoramic trackers do

not provide. Rather than forming a 3-D model, panoramic trackers represent the scene

as directional rays from the viewer’s location.

Hybrid solutions also exist that combine panorama tracking and SLAM. Pirchheim

et al. (2013) describe a method to track through periods of rotational motion in a

general SLAM system. However, they assume that there is sufficient translational

movement at some point in the sequence to create the map. Gauglitz et al. (2012)

introduce a method for tracking through both general and rotational motions but do

not build and localise from a global map.

5.2.3 Limitations for Users in Large Open Environments

Augmented Reality applications often assume that the user is in a relatively small

enclosed space, such as an office or workshop (Klein and Murray, 2007), or moves

freely through a larger environment (Reitmayr and Drummond, 2006). In both of

these cases, the motion of the user is a significant fraction of the size of the scene,

providing a good baseline for triangulation-based reconstruction. Alternatively, the

user might view distant objects from a single view point (Langlotz et al., 2013). In

this case, the motion of the user is insignificant compared to the size of the scene and

panoramic tracking is viable. We are concerned with the intermediate case – where the
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user’s motion is small, but not negligible, compared to the distance to the scene.

This case arises in our application of Augmented Reality for sports spectators, where a

large stadium environment (on the order of 100 m) is combined with limited motion of

the user’s device (on the order of 1 m). Treating the motion as pure rotation leads to

an angular error on the order of 0.5◦, which corresponds to tens of pixels of error on a

typical HD display. A similar situation arises when a seated user with a head-mounted

display (translations on the order of 0.1 m) views a large indoor scene (on the order of

10 m).

The case of a seated or otherwise stationary user does, however, offer some advantages.

The key advantage for our purposes is that the user will be likely returning to the

same position multiple times and will quickly be able to scan and observe their entire

environment.

This means that some of the key advantages of typical SLAM systems, such as loop

closure, and regular addition of new keyframes, become more constrained. A SLAM

system that is constrained to spectator type motion would need to keep track of fewer

keyframes and would rarely need to perform loop closure procedures.

Apart from the focus on our specific use-case of live spectators in a stadium, we believe

the applicability of our approach goes further, including many AR applications that

use handheld devices in outdoor environments. As Grubert et al. (2011) showed, when

using AR browsers or related applications, stationary position and rotation-dominant

movement is the dominant movement pattern.

5.3 Method

As we have seen, existing approaches use specific constraints, parallax, or pure rotation

that are often violated in the real world. In this section, we present a new approach

of spherical localisation and tracking that has, so far, not been widely considered. By

doing so, we address the problems that arise when using state-of-the-art SLAM for

mostly pure rotational movements. Our system represents a SLAM approach based on

spherical SfM (Ventura, 2016).

Contrary to existing solutions, our approach does not assume a large parallax, fixed po-

sition, or pure rotational movement. Instead, our approach uses a spherical constraint

introduced by Ventura (2016). The spherical constraint relaxes the fixed position of

a camera and instead allows a position on the surface of a sphere, and a viewing di-
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Figure 5.2 Different spherical movements captured by a mobile phone user in a stadium environment

(colour coded for different paths). Left: front view. Right: top view.

rection parallel to the sphere normal (Figure 5.2 shows different near-spherical user

movements).

This has several advantages that we want to explore. Firstly, as already shown by

Ventura, the spherical constraint allows us to use a minimal representation of the

camera pose based on three rotation parameters which only requires three point cor-

respondences to compute the relative pose between two cameras in contrast to using

five correspondences in the case of unconstrained movements (Nistér, 2004). More

importantly, we argue that this spherical constraint is a better approximation of the

user’s movement when stationary in a large environment such as in our sports stadium

scenario.

In his work, Ventura only investigated the spherical constraint for offline 3-D recon-

struction but did not implement a full tracking system or a real-time spherical SLAM

approach. In the following, we present our implementation of a SLAM-based system

using this spherical constraint, while later evaluating its performance using synthetic

and realistic data, and comparing it against state-of-the-art SLAM. As part of our so-

lution, we also propose a method for computing the absolute pose with two 3D-to-2D

point correspondences with a spherical constraint.

Our spherical SLAM system takes a unique approach to the selection and storage of

keyframes (Section 5.3.1) and, as with many SLAM systems, has three distinct stages:

Initialisation (Section 5.3.2), Tracking (Section 5.3.3), and Mapping (Section 5.3.4).

Figure 5.3 depicts an overview of the whole system.
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Figure 5.3 High-level overview of our tracking and mapping system. The first component handles

initialising a 3-D map and the keyframe sphere, before handing off to the tracking component. The

tracking component tracks keypoints from the last reference frame and creates new reference frames

when required by the keyframe sphere. The mapping thread updates the 3D-to-2D matches of the

latest reference frame asynchronously, triangulates new points, and updates the keyframe sphere.

5.3.1 The Keyframe Sphere

We propose a new method for subdividing the space of possible camera poses which

is tailored specifically to a spherically constrained keyframe SLAM system (visualised

in Figure 5.4). We compute N points approximately evenly distributed across the

surface of a sphere using the method of Saff and Kuijlaars (1997). These points act

as anchors for the keyframe selection, with the goal of achieving an even distribution

of keyframes. This kind of careful keyframe selection can help a SLAM system in

scalability and performance, with N acting as an upper limit on the possible number

of keyframes.

Through experimentation, we found good results with N = 1000 anchor points. We

also set a threshold requiring that a new keyframe’s camera centre must be within some

small distance of an anchor point. We set this distance threshold to be equal to 25% of

the distance between two neighbouring anchors. Setting larger values here can cause

issues, such as two similar keyframes being assigned to different neighbouring anchor

points.
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Figure 5.4 Example output of our system. Left: tracked features overlaid with the current input

frame. Right: Tracked poses (blue) alongside, occupied (red), and unoccupied (black) keyframe anchor

points.

5.3.2 Initialisation

We perform an automatic initialisation step before we can start with the tracking.

For our application scenario, this would be quite feasible since we can direct users to

scan part of the area with their mobile devices. Our system automatically initialises

a map and begins tracking when enough spherical motion has occurred, using the

process described below. The overall initialisation step is based on spherical SfM

method introduced by Ventura (2016), but with a focus on faster computation by only

triangulating from two frames.

Feature Extraction and Tracking Our feature extraction method uses ORB fea-

tures (Rublee et al., 2011). We extract 2000 keypoints and descriptors in the initial

frame. To match keypoints between successive frames, we find matches using a pyra-

midal KLT feature tracker (Bouguet et al., 2001). At each frame, we use these 2-D

matches to make an estimate of the current pose relative to the initial frame with a

spherical constraint (Ventura, 2016).

Relative Pose Estimation To determine the relative pose for initialisation, we use

the spherically constrained relative pose estimation introduced in Ventura (2016). We

assume that the camera moves on a mostly circular path with a constant radius of 1

unit from the origin. Also, we assume that the viewing direction of the camera is in

alignment with the normal of the sphere that is given by this radius. These assumptions

allow us to simplify the pose estimation. The camera pose can then be described as:
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Figure 5.5 3-D point cloud (blue) and spherical camera poses (red) from the indoor Lab sequence.

[ R | t ] where t = [0 0 − 1]T, and the camera centre c = −RTt. We use the method of

Ventura (2016) for both computing and decomposing an essential matrix to compute

the spherically constrained relative pose (as introduced in Chapter 2). We use this in

combination with Preemptive RANSAC to discard outlier tracks (Nistér, 2005), and

to determine an estimate of the poses for the first two camera frames. Preemptive

RANSAC is an adaptation of the original RANSAC formulation that aims to reduce

the computational overhead of scoring potential hypotheses through preemption of

smaller computational blocks.

Triangulating the Initial Map Using the relative pose estimate from the previous

step, we determine if the angular motion is sufficient, as determined by our keyframe

sphere structure. If the poses of the start and end frames fall within the distance

thresholds of two different anchor points, we proceed with initialisation. We then

extract features in the final initialisation frame and match them to the initial frame

using the feature tracks. Finally, we use the matches and relative pose to perform

triangulation to compute the 3-D points (Figure 5.5).
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5.3.3 Tracking

After the map has been initialised with two keyframes, and the 3-D points from trian-

gulation, we use this data as input for our tracking method. The tracking step can be

described by the following components:

Feature Extraction and Tracking The extraction of ORB features is very similar

to the extraction from the initialisation step. Again, we have an upper limit of 2000

keypoints and descriptors. We first use KLT feature tracking (Bouguet et al., 2001)

to keep track of matches from the most recent reference frame, or keyframe. We then

compute a convex hull (Sklansky, 1982) surrounding the KLT tracked keypoints, and

extract a number of new ORB features outside this mask.

We enforce the 2000 keypoint limit which includes both the KLT tracks (and their

already known descriptors), as well as the newly detected features. In our current

implementation, we extract features in this way from each frame; however, it could be

optimised to only compute new descriptors in reference frames, as matching descriptors

to the existing 3-D points is only applied to reference frames (as detailed next).

3D-to-2D Feature Matching We next use the extracted ORB features to obtain

more 3D-to-2D correspondences. We use the KLT tracks to maintain references to 3-D

map points that were found in the last reference frame, which in many cases is enough

to track. However, we must also find potential correspondences between the newly

detected features, and points which have already been mapped (to avoid triangulating

duplicate points).

In a separate thread, we perform simple bruteforce matching between the features in

the reference frame (which represents the origin of the current KLT tracks), and the

keyframes in the system. Our bruteforce matching essentially computes the normalized

hamming distance between each binary descriptor, and filters incorrect matches using

a distance threshold. When new matches are found, the correspondences are updated

in the reference frame, which can be accessed asynchronously (via their corresponding

feature tracks) by the current frame in the main thread.

Absolute Pose Estimation To estimate the pose for each frame, we use a new

Perspective-2-Point (P2P) method with a spherical pose constraint within a preemptive
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RANSAC scheme to determine the current pose, and an inlier set of matches (Nistér,

2005). Details of this P2P solution are covered in Section 5.4.

Reference Frame We use a single frame (with known pose from tracking) which

we refer to as the reference frame to store the origin of the currently tracked features.

When a frame has been successfully tracked, we decide whether it will become the

new reference frame based on its distance to the keyframe anchors. When a new refer-

ence frame is selected, the mapping thread matches its keypoints to all neighbouring

keyframes and merges the observations. This is equivalent in some respects to loop

closure when loops and drift are small. If the closest keyframe anchor is empty, the

reference frame will then become a keyframe as described in the following paragraph.

Keyframes The reference frame will become a keyframe if its anchor point in the

keyframe sphere is unoccupied. In this case, new points are triangulated using the KLT

tracks between the reference frame and the current frame, and bundle adjustment takes

place. Since the tracking thread is acquiring many matches through feature tracks to

this frame, the new map points are automatically assigned to the current frame as soon

as they are ready. This allows new map points to be added asynchronously.

5.3.4 Mapping

Once a frame has been tracked successfully, it is sent to the mapping thread to use the

newly visible feature points in the image to update the map. The mapping thread has

three main stages:

Guided Matching When a new keyframe is created, the tracking thread follows

features from the reference frame using KLT tracking as before. The mapping thread

uses these results to guide the matching of keypoints between these two frames.

Updating the Map The previously computed matches are then triangulated in a

similar manner to the initialisation phase. If more than 50 map points were triangulated

from the matches, then the keyframe is considered successful, and is added to the

keyframe sphere structure as described below. We empirically determined 50 to be the

lower end of what can result in stable tracking, though larger thresholds may be used.
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In some cases, points are triangulated behind the camera corresponding to incorrect

initialisation.

Bundle Adjustment In the mapping thread, after triangulation, bundle adjustment

takes place to optimise the 3-D point locations, and keyframe camera poses. To enforce

a spherical constraint here, we set the parameters for the camera translation to be

fixed in the optimisation (Ventura, 2016). Once this process is complete, we remove

keyframe references to outlier 3-D points using the same reprojection threshold we set

in our tracking thread. We then update the positions of the remaining points, and

camera poses of the keyframes. We found that running a small number of iterations

(one to two) each time a keyframe is added is a good way to keep map updates frequent.

This also allows for faster performance than full bundle adjustment as used in Ventura

(2016) at the cost of some accuracy. The use of fewer iterations has also been shown

to be beneficial by Engels et al. (2006), where fast computation is needed. In our

experiments, we use two iterations of bundle adjustment between map updates.

5.4 Spherical Perspective-2-Point Solution

A key component of our SLAM system is a method for computing absolute pose under

the spherical constraint, which we integrate into our overall system based on a novel

solution by Jonathan Ventura. This is a key component of a tracking system which al-

lows for computing the pose of a camera with respect to a pre-computed 3-D map using

correspondences between the observed image points, and the 3-D map point locations.

This is widely known as a Perspective-n-Point (PnP) problem. PnP solvers are often

used in SLAM systems to determine the pose of the camera with respect to the map.

In the unconstrained case, solutions require at least three 3D-to-2D correspondences

to determine the pose (Fischler and Bolles, 1981).

Previous work by Ventura (2016) defines spherical motion as having a fixed translation,

causing the camera to remain on the surface of an imaginary sphere. This section covers

our solution to this problem using two correspondences and the known translation

vector t.

The 3-D points Xw = {Xw
1 , . . . ,X

w
n}, and their corresponding observations xc =

{xc
1, . . . ,x

c
n} are related by a known translation t, unknown rotation R, and unknown
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Figure 5.6 Visual representation of the Spherical Perspective-2-Point problem. Note, the third

correspondence comes from the projection of the world origin Ow to the principle point of the camera

xc
3, known through the intrinsic calibration.

scale factor λi:

RXi + t = λixi (5.1)

Since we assume that the camera motion is spherical, we can fix t = [0 0 − 1]T, so our

objective is to compute R. Our approach is to first compute the scale factors λi which

can be used to unproject a homogeneous 2-D observation xc
i into a 3-D point Xc

i in the

camera co-ordinate system. Finally, we can find R by aligning the two 3-D point sets

using Horn’s method for absolute orientation (Horn, 1987).

We also know that the distances between each pair of 3-D points must be the same

in both the world co-ordinate system and the unprojected (scaled) camera co-ordinate

system. So, we can produce the following equations:

||Xw
1 −Xw

3 ||2 − ||λ1xc
1 − λ3xc

3||2 = 0 (5.2)
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||Xw
2 −Xw

3 ||2 − ||λ2xc
2 − λ3xc

3||2 = 0 (5.3)

We can also assume that our camera is facing outwards, with the camera axis parallel

to the normal of the sphere. This assumption can give us one correspondence for free –

that the world origin Ow = [0, 0, 0]T, located behind the camera, should always project

to the centre of the image. So, let Xw
3 = Ow = [0, 0, 0]T, xc

3 = [0, 0, 1]T, and λ3 = −1.

Equations 5.2 and 5.3 can be solved for λ1 and λ2, respectively, using the quadratic

formula, resulting in four solutions. Finally, R is computed by applying Horn’s method

to the two 3-D point sets Xw and Xc (Horn, 1987).

To implement this into our overall SLAM system, we perform this computation on

minimal samples (two correspondences, plus the spherical correspondence xc
3 → Ow

in Figure 5.6) within a Preemptive RANSAC scheme (Nistér, 2005). As we require

our system to be tracking with a minimum of 15 correspondences, we can use an

additional (fourth) correspondence (xc
4 → Xw

4 ) from our matching to determine which

of the solutions is correct. For each of the four solutions, we use the full pose to find

the projection of Xw
4 . We then accept the solution which has the smallest distance

between the projected and the observed points.

While Equations 5.2 and 5.3 are correct when the spherical motion constraint is fol-

lowed, error may be introduced when the user deviates from this assumption. This

type of error is to be expected, as it is not practical for a user to follow the spheri-

cal constraint perfectly. However, in our testing on real-life data, our implementation

was able to reach a good solution for R in most cases, with small deviations from the

spherical path as shown later in Section 5.6.

5.5 Synthetic Experiments

Our initial evaluation focuses on synthetic experiments with controlled parameters in

order to determine the theoretical limits of SPLAT, and the other tracking algorithms.

Brückner et al. (2008) suggest a framework for comparing relative pose estimation

algorithms with controlled 3-D point data generated in a cuboid. Our experiments are

similar in that we generate a 3-D space of a known size and structure. However, we

generate points in a 3-D sphere rather than a cuboid, to have a finer level of control

over the space size, and the distance between the generated points and the simulated

cameras. In this section, we compare our spherical tracking system to state-of-the-art
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Figure 5.7 Example of our synthetic video setup. The world texture is projected onto a sphere

with a variable radius (5 in this case), and a camera (white) moves in a circle (orange) within this

sphere.

ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015), which does general 6-DoF tracking, and also a

simple implementation of a rotation-only 3-DoF tracker based on homographies.

5.5.1 Data Preparation

We take a high-resolution texture and map it to a sphere within a 3-D rendering soft-

ware. To avoid unrealistic seams, the texture we use is a high resolution equirectangular

photograph of the interior of a church 1 (Figure 5.7).

Generating Videos To simulate camera motion, we focus on the simple case of a

camera moving in a circular arc with a fixed speed and radius. We run our experiment

over 1000 frames, (0.36◦ of rotation per frame), and an arc radius of 1 unit.

To determine how the tracking algorithms perform in spaces of various sizes, we fix the

circular arc radius of the camera, and its movement and internal calibration parameters.

1Original image captured by Jürgen Matern 2018, shared under the Creative Commons Attribution-

Share Alike 4.0 International license.
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We then vary the radius of the textured world sphere at regular intervals ranging from

2 to 50 units. At each interval, we encode a lossless 30 FPS video, resulting in 49 videos

at a resolution of 512× 512 pixels, which we use as input for the tracking systems.

Error Evaluation Since we are interested in determining the reliability of these

systems, we look to evaluate a tracking rate, as a measure of tracking robustness.

In our experiment, we define tracking rate as the ratio of the longest sequence of

successfully tracked frames with respect to the total number of frames input to the

system. We used this error metric (error metric A) to analyse the suitability of the

tracking algorithms.

To determine the accuracy of the pose estimation, we evaluate the synthetic results

compared to the synthesised ground-truth poses with the odometry evaluation tools in

Grupp (2017), which offer the same absolute trajectory error (ATE), and relative pose

error (RPE) metrics as Sturm et al. (2012b). The absolute trajectory error (ATE) is

the average difference between two estimated locations at each time after least-squares

alignment with a rigid transform, while the relative pose error (RPE) measures the

difference in estimated motion of the aligned trajectories over a short period.

Normalising Parameters All tracking systems we tested had certain parameters

which can influence when the system would report a tracking failure. In all systems,

we set the number of detected ORB features to 2000, and the minimum number of

3D-to-2D match inliers to 15. In both SPLAT and the Homography tracker, we set the

inlier reprojection threshold to 5.0 pixels at a resolution of 512× 512 pixels.

5.5.2 Tracking Rate

In our synthetic tests, we found that all three methods handled the challenges of varying

space sizes very differently. Our approach was able to reliably track in all tested space

sizes. Our results are summarised in Figures 5.8 and 5.9.

ORB-SLAM Our results from this experiment showed that ORB-SLAM was able to

track reliably with small space radii, but as the space increased in size, tracking began

to fail. Between radius 2 and 5, tracking was very reliable. Between 6 and 14, tracking

was sometimes reliable, but would occasionally lose track. And due to the nature of

the circular video sequences, there are no opportunities for the algorithm to relocalise.
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Figure 5.8 Tracking rate of our spherical tracker (blue), ORB-SLAM (red, Mur-Artal et al., 2015),

and a homography-based tracker with two metrics (A yellow, and B orange), on our synthetic video

sequences with different 3-D sphere radii.

From a space radius of 15 and higher, ORB-SLAM was usually able to initialise, but

would lose tracking nearly immediately, resulting in very low tracking rates.

Homography Tracking We also compared our system to a simple homography

tracking system based on a simple panorama stitching pipeline 2. We modified it to

perform sequential matching and use the same number of ORB features as the other al-

gorithms. Since this method is essentially performing homography estimation between

sequential frames with no propagation of existing matches (through feature tracking), it

performed very poorly when using our tracking rate metric A described in Section 5.5.1

(yellow line, Figure 5.8). We include another, more forgiving, tracking rate metric B,

which is the percentage of sequential frame-pairs where homography estimation was

successful (orange line, Figure 5.8). In both error metrics, the homography estimation

was less reliable for smaller space sizes.

SPLAT Our spherical SLAM method was able to track reliably in all test cases.

We found that with a small space radius, our algorithm is somewhat sensitive to the

frequency of the map updates (e.g. if the keyframe sphere has too few anchor points).

We chose 1000 anchor points, as this produced around 70 keyframes for a full circle,

2https://opencv.org/release/opencv-3-4-3/
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Figure 5.9 Pose error from synthetic testing of our tracking system (blue), compared to ORB-SLAM

(red, Mur-Artal et al., 2015) with different 3-D sphere radii.

which is a similar number to ORB-SLAM. We also found good results with as few as

250 and as many as 2000 anchors, with larger values producing more keyframes at the

cost of performance.

One of the main challenges of tracking in small spaces is that small camera movements

can result in large disparities. As the objects are much closer, they move in and out of

view more quickly which can cause similar tracking issues to those of fast movements.

We do show, however, that our method is much more reliable than ORB-SLAM in this

scenario, and that homography-based tracking can also struggle with smaller space

radii. In the next section, we test our method on real data captured from a mobile

device, in order to determine how reliably we can track when the movement is not

perfectly spherical.

5.5.3 Accuracy

To compare the accuracy of our system to the state of the art, we computed the

absolute trajectory error (ATE) and relative pose error (RPE) of both SPLAT and

ORB-SLAM with respect to the synthetic ground-truth. In Figure 5.9, we plot the

mean ATE and RPE for each synthetic video sequence with the corresponding size of

the 3-D sphere. The RPE metrics were taken at 1-frame intervals, which corresponds

to 0.36◦ of circular motion at radius 1 for all tested space sizes.

The ATE results for ORB-SLAM suggest that increasing the space size beyond 10 units

introduces large variations in the ATE. Looking at the RPE metric, there is a more

steady increase of error up to approximately radius 15, which is similar to the point
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where the tracking rate of ORB-SLAM began failing in Figure 5.8. The large variations

beyond this point would likely be due to the early tracking failure, resulting in fewer

successfully tracked frames to compare with the reference poses. Overall, the results

suggested that SPLAT had a lower pose error with both metrics. The error remained

low as the space size increased, without suffering from the steady RPE error scaling

with respect to space size that was exhibited by ORB-SLAM.

5.6 Real Data Experiments

For our real-life experiments, we captured a set of ten video sequences with different

light conditions, and in environments of various scales, including a large sport stadium.

The data was captured with a OnePlus 6 smart phone at a frame rate of at least 30 Hz

and a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. Sample frames from each sequence are shown

in Figure 5.10.

5.6.1 Experimental Method

During the capture, the mobile phone was rotated around the body of the user at

arm’s length. This constraint was not enforced strictly, and all sequences were captured

casually from either a fixed seated or fixed standing location. To compare our SLAM

system to the state of the art, we run ORB-SLAM in a similar way to our system,

configured with the same calibration parameters and number of ORB features.

Since we have no ground-truth pose or point data for the real experiments, the experi-

ments in Section 5.6.2 are presented using a tracking rate defined by the states of either

tracking or lost tracking. Both systems are configured to avoid re-initialisation when

tracking is lost and will instead attempt to relocalise from the previously initialised

map. To measure our pose accuracy, we compare poses output by our system to out-

put from a RealSense T265 Tracking Camera. This device is state-of-the-art hardware,

purpose-built for real-time motion tracking. This is discussed in Section 5.6.3.

5.6.2 ORB-SLAM Tracking Rate Comparison

In general, the experiments confirm our initial findings from the synthetic experiments.

In particular that ORB-SLAM has problems tracking in large spaces (see Figure 5.11).
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Figure 5.10 Sample frames from each of the ten video sequences used in our real data tracking

experiments. The dataset consisted of ten video sequences in various spaces including close-range

indoor, and long-range outdoor.

The results from the experiments are depicted in Figure 5.12. We tested our method

and ORB-SLAM on several video sequences in the manner described in Section 5.6.1.

ORB-SLAM performed well in large spaces some of the time. In tests Field, and

Stadium-1, tracking was robust once initialised. However, in Stadium-2, tracking was

lost shortly after initialisation. Both sequences were taken from a sport spectator

perspective within a live rugby game. This could suggest that tracking success is

dependent on a successful initialisation in large spaces.

SPLAT tracked robustly in all the sequences, with a slightly delayed initialisation

in Stadium-1. A delayed initialisation in our system would usually mean that the

triangulation resulted in some points behind the camera. These initialisations can be

caused by moving objects, such as other spectators, or insufficient parallax, and are

discarded.

In general, we found high tracking rates with our algorithm. This is desirable for

Augmented Reality applications and would reduce the amount of work needed to be

done by a relocalisation module. A common use case of our method would be with

full integration into a global localisation module, and perhaps registering to a prior

model of the environment. Such registration can be computationally expensive, so

maintaining robust tracking is important.

In some of the very large spaces, such as Stadium-1 and Stadium-2, our method takes
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Figure 5.11 ORB-SLAM failing to initialise on one of the stadium sequences. Left) Trying to

initialise. Right) Successful initialisation after more frames.

Figure 5.12 Tracking timelines of ORB-SLAM compared to our Spherical SLAM system across ten

video sequences at 540p video resolution. Blue represents a successfully tracked frame, red represents

an untracked frame. We show the percentage of successfully tracked frames (metric B) alongside each

sequence.

a little more time to initialise. But once initialised, tracking is robust. The largest

space in all our test videos was River-far, depicting a large building from across a river.

This case was able to initialise quickly with SPLAT but did not perform well with

ORB-SLAM. Notably, ORB-SLAM initialised more quickly on River-close, which falls

in line with the synthetic results, where initialisation was fast on smaller scenes.

In some cases, ORB-SLAM is able to initialise sooner than SPLAT, such as the

Stadium-1 and Lab sequences. As mentioned in Section 5.3.2, our system attempts

to initialise a map after a predetermined amount of rotation, and in the case of ini-

tialisation failure, the entire process is restarted which can result in slow initialisation.

This could be optimised by automatically detecting when a good enough initial map
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Table 5.1 Absolute trajectory error (ATE) and relative pose error for SPLAT and ORB-SLAM

compared to RealSense tracking reference poses. Relative pose errors are computed as translation and

rotation differences over 6 frame (0.1s) intervals.

SPLAT ORB-SLAM

Data Set n ATE (m) Translation (m) Angle (deg) ATE (m) Translation (m) Angle (deg)

Spectator 1 1339 0.026± 0.017 0.0070± 0.0032 0.64± 0.35 0.024± 0.015 0.0075± 0.0034 0.67± 0.39

Spectator 2 808 0.016± 0.007 0.0076± 0.0040 0.68± 0.42 0.017± 0.009 0.0081± 0.0053 0.72± 0.48

Spectator 3 519 0.014± 0.006 0.0053± 0.0041 0.69± 0.38 0.013± 0.006 0.0058± 0.0043 0.71± 0.38

Spectator 4 901 0.026± 0.016 0.0053± 0.0033 1.01± 0.57 0.028± 0.016 0.0054± 0.0034 1.14± 0.62

is able to be computed, rather than initialising after a fixed amount of motion. This

is similar to how ORB-SLAM operates, and could result in more comparable initiali-

sation speed. As our system is more a demonstration of applicability of the spherical

constraint to SLAM, we leave this optimisation for future work.

5.6.3 RealSense Accuracy Comparison

To determine accuracy, and to see how well the spherical motion constraint holds true

to real AR user motion, we compared our pose outputs to a RealSense T265 Tracking

Camera. The RealSense provides a SLAM solution integrating stereo fisheye cameras

with inertial measurement. This provides us with reference trajectories independent

of the video stream used to compute SPLAT and ORB-SLAM tracks, but cannot be

considered absolute ‘ground truth’ as the RealSense solution is itself subject to tracking

errors. This data was captured from the stadium stands, modelling a spectator viewing

a sports event and tracking play on the pitch, and was separate from Section 5.6.2.

The trajectories from SPLAT and ORB-SLAM were aligned to the RealSense tracking

path and compared using the TUM evaluation tools (Sturm et al., 2012b). In this

work, the authors suggested best practices for comparing estimated trajectories from

methods such as SLAM systems with reference trajectories from toher sources. They

provide an open source toolset which we use to compute the absolute trajectory error

(ATE) and relative pose error (RPE) as previously desribed in Section 5.5.1. For

RPE, we evaluate trajectories over a short period (we use 6 frames, or 0.1s). Here we

provide RPE values for both translational and angular errors. The RealSense reports

translations in units of meters, which we adhere to in our results. These results are

shown in Table 5.1.

The ATE values indicate that ORB-SLAM generally gives better alignment to the

RealSense data by a small margin, but the relative pose over short periods is more
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accurately estimated by SPLAT, with better estimation of both translation and orien-

tation over short time-frames (0.1 seconds). Statistical validation of these differences

needs to be dealt with carefully since the relative pose errors are not independent

of one another for overlapping time segments. To overcome this, we take sequen-

tial non-overlapping 0.1s (6 frame) periods. Furthermore, there are eight comparisons

(translation and pose for each sequence), so a Bonferroni correction is applied to our

significance threshold. Starting with a threshold of p = .05 yields a corrected signif-

icance threshold of p = .00625. Two-tailed paired t-tests then indicate a significant

improvement in RPE for SPLAT over ORB-SLAM for both translation and rotation

in the sequence Spectator 1 and for rotation in Spectator 4. Translation in Spectator

3 is close to the corrected threshold (p = .0077). All other cases have p-values larger

than the uncorrected threshold.

The differences in ATE are more difficult to interpret, since the ATE between SPLAT

and ORB-SLAM is generally smaller than the ATE between either tracker and the

reference (RealSense) path. This could indicate some overall drift in the RealSense

tracking. The short-term relative poses (as used in the RPE transformation) should

be more reliable due to the integration of inertial sensors in the RealSense tracking.

Despite these limitations, the RealSense provides a reference for comparison that is

computed independently from the SPLAT or ORB-SLAM trackers. From this compar-

ison, it appears that SPLAT and ORB-SLAM provide similar accuracy, with SPLAT

providing a statistically significant improvement in relative pose estimation over short

periods in some cases.

5.6.4 Performance

The spherical tracking method runs currently with an average of 25.1 frames per second

with 2000 ORB features per frame, at a resolution of 960 × 540. With 750 features,

we maintain similar tracking rates at a frame rate of 35.6 frames per second. The

hardware we use is a modern desktop with an Intel Core i9 processor. The method is

so far not optimised for speed.

We profiled the per-frame execution time of our spherical P2P solver and compared

this to OpenCV’s P3P solver (Bradski, 2000) which is based on the method by Gao

et al. (2003). We ran the same video sequence on both algorithms within the same

SLAM framework, taking timings before and after the RANSAC computation. We

use Preemptive RANSAC (Nistér, 2005) with 500 samples, and a block size of 50.
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Table 5.2 Profiling results of OpenCV’s implementation for solving Perspective-3-point (OpenCV

P3P) problems for general camera motion compared to our constrained Spherical Perspective-2-Point

(Spherical P2P) solution. Here we present the mean (M), standard deviation (SD), and standard

error of the mean (SEM) for each method.

Method M (ms) SD (ms) SEM (ms) n

Spherical P2P 22.31 9.68 0.46 443

OpenCV P3P 28.36 10.76 0.51 443

Due to the unconstrained pose from the general P3P solver, the tracking produced

unsatisfactory results for an AR application, while our method produced more stable

pose output. Both algorithms were able to successfully track to the end of the sequence

once initialised, for a total of n = 443 frames.

Again, with a significance threshold of p = .05, we ran a paired two-tailed t-test

on the computation time for both methods. Spherical P2P showed small but signif-

icant speedup with p ≤ .0001. This suggests that using a spherically constrained

pose solution in place of a general solution can offer performance benefits, despite

our less-optimised overall solution. The mean performance improvement per frame

was approximately 6 ms, which could account for a reasonable frame rate boost. The

computation results are shown in Table 5.2.

5.6.5 AR Prototype

We integrated the spherical SLAM into an AR prototype. For this purpose, we use

the computed poses to place virtual content at the corresponding location within the

real environment. The AR prototype uses OpenGL for rendering and the Assimp

library 3 for model loading. We implemented different prototypes, one for visualising

3-D content for stadium environments (more specifically Rugby, Figure 5.13, right),

one for sightseeing applications visualising labels corresponding to sights in an urban

environment (Figure 5.13, left) as well as a guide for lecture theatres. For content

placement in these AR applications, we make use of the 3-D point cloud created by

the SPLAT system. By selecting a 3-D point in the point cloud with a mouse click, we

place content at this location.

Through our AR prototype, we were able to demonstrate some important advantages

in visualisation that our SLAM system has over a typical homography-based tracker.

In many AR scenarios, it is desirable to place virtual objects at varying depths within

3http://www.assimp.org
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Figure 5.13 Application scenarios for our AR prototype. Left: sightseeing application with distant

billboards. Right: up-close virtual display board for rugby.

the scene (such as small widgets near the user, and large billboards in the distance).

While it is possible to render these objects with homography-based tracking, the objects

would exhibit no motion parallax with respect to each other as the user moves. This

kind of rendering would only be correct if the user rotated about the camera centre,

which is unrealistic. With our system, the objects can appear to cross over each other

as the user moves, adding an extra depth cue, and resulting in a more convincing

visualisation. In our demo, we do not address the fact that our system operates at an

arbitrary scale. However, localising tracked frames to an existing map of known scale

could provide the information required for scale correction.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed SPLAT – a SLAM system based on the spherical motion

assumption. We developed a method for computing spherically constrained absolute

pose relative to a 3-D map and integrated this into a complete tracking solution.

Our method showed more reliable tracking rates compared to state-of-the-art ORB-

SLAM, and we compared the accuracy of both methods to reference data from a

RealSense tracking camera. We found that while ORB-SLAM had advantages in ab-
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solute trajectory errors, our method performed more reliably in synthetic and real

experiments. Our experiments showed SPLAT’s ability to track reliably in spaces of a

range of sizes, and we demonstrated its application through an AR rendering system.

When presented with spherical motion data, a general SLAM system can be expected

to operate reliably in small spaces, while a panoramic tracker would perform reliably

in large spaces. However, our method can be applied to many environments ranging in

scale from an office laboratory to a large sport stadium, provided the camera motion

is spherical. This has many direct applications and is useful for situations where the

environment scale is unknown.

For future work, we want to focus on improving the performance of the system, as

our initial profiling shows performance advantages in using a simpler spherical pose

computation. We also think that more investigation into the benefits of the keyframe

sphere data structure could be useful, such as using it to reduce global bundle adjust-

ment overhead, in a similar way to ORB-SLAM’s essential keyframe graph (Mur-Artal

et al., 2015).

There is potential for extending this system to a hybrid method (similar to Gauglitz

et al., 2012), combining both spherical and general motion by linking multiple keyframe

spheres and tracking general motion between locations. A method like this would be

useful in tourist applications, where users are moving from point-to-point, occasionally

initiating spherical motion when they stop to look around.

Acquiring ground-truth pose data for large scale video sequences is a priority and would

allow for more extensive accuracy evaluations. It is difficult to attain this, as most

datasets used for tracking do not follow the spherical motion assumption as discussed

in Chapter 3. More accurate reference data could come in the form of video sequences

registered to pre-computed SfM models but would be subject to error.

Finally, pairing our tracking system with a global localisation method (such as those

discussed in Chapter 4) would improve its usefulness in AR. In a sport stadium, for

example, this would allow AR content to be easily placed in meaningful locations and

be displayed correctly for multiple spectators.
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In Chapter 5, we covered the possibility of applying the spherical motion constraint

of Ventura (2016) to real-time tracking of stationary users in large spaces. We found

that our approach, SPLAT, was able to track more reliably than state-of-the-art ORB-

SLAM through stationary spherical motion in large spaces, while being less constrained

than rotation-only 3-DoF trackers.

In this chapter, we explore the application of the spherical SfM concepts from Ven-

tura (2016) to capturing stereo panoramas for VR. Stereo panoramas are a form of

panorama that allow for depth perception by displaying two stereoscopic views to the

user, creating a more realistic experience when viewed in VR. State-of-the-art meth-

ods for creating stereo panoramas are typically not required to run in real-time, as

panorama creation can be considered a pre-processing stage, and the viewing of the

resulting panoramas can be handled by VR hardware. As previously mentioned, much

of the work in this chapter has been published in the poster Baker et al. (2019), and

the paper Baker et al. (2020a).
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Figure 6.1 Example stereo panoramas produced using our spherical structure-from-motion pipeline,

rendered as red-cyan anaglyphs. Top: “ElfinForest”, Bottom: “Lab360” sequences (best viewed with

red-cyan 3-D glasses).

6.1 Introduction

With the continuous rise of immersive viewing devices, such as head-mounted displays

(HMDs), there is a growing need for consumer-grade methods of virtual reality (VR)

content capture. The ideal VR content capture modality is inexpensive, lightweight

and easy-to-use. For example, most smartphones and cameras today offer a panoramic

capture mode, in which the user can stitch together a 360-degree field-of-view image

by turning the camera in a circle. However, HMD viewing is greatly enhanced by

stereoscopic viewing to give a sense of depth to the user, which a normal panorama

cannot provide.

A viable alternative is the stereo panorama (Shum and Szeliski, 1999; Peleg et al.,

2001; Li et al., 2004) which does provide stereoscopic, 360-degree viewing—two exam-

ples of which are shown in Figure 6.1. To capture a stereo panorama, the camera is

spun in a circle while facing outward. Columns from the left and right side of each

image are concatenated to form the right- and left-eye panoramas, respectively. The

disadvantages of this approach are the need for a perfectly circular trajectory and a

high density of views. The angular resolution of the resulting panorama is determined

by the number and density of the input images.

Many recent works explore casual capture of stereo panoramas (Richardt et al., 2013;
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Zhang and Liu, 2015), where the camera can be handheld and spun in a roughly

circular trajectory. To recover the pose of each camera, traditional structure-from-

motion methods (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016; Schönberger et al., 2016) are used.

Once the camera poses have been determined, new views on a perfectly circular path

are synthesised using flow-based blending. However, this case of camera motion is

especially difficult for traditional structure-from-motion (SfM) methods because of the

small baseline between views, and the relative lack of overlap between frames.

In this chapter, we evaluate the use of spherical structure-from-motion (Ventura, 2016)

as an effective alternative for reconstructing handheld stereo panorama sequences.

Spherical SfM differs from general SfM in that the camera is assumed to move on

the surface of an imaginary sphere (i.e. the camera is assumed to maintain a con-

stant distance from the origin and to always be facing directly outward). Handheld

stereo panorama capture matches these assumptions well since the camera is held in

an outstretched hand and spun roughly in a circle.

The spherical constraint removes disambiguity in two-view relationships and provides

a strong, implicit regularisation on the SfM result. In addition, because each camera

pose is determined completely by the rotation of the camera, there is no need for

scale propagation and incremental reconstruction as in traditional monocular SfM. In

this chapter, we show that by using spherical structure-from-motion, we can produce a

stereo panorama from an input video sequence in minutes rather than hours as required

by previous work (Richardt et al., 2013).

6.1.1 Chapter Overview

In this chapter, we review the theory of spherical structure-from-motion and describe

our spherical SfM and stitching pipeline for causal stereo panorama generation. We

then evaluate the use of spherical SfM for processing handheld-captured videos and the

resulting stereo panoramas produced using the camera pose estimates within a technical

evaluation as well as within a user evaluation. Our evaluation on several handheld

captured sequences shows that we can reconstruct casual stereo panorama capture

trajectories and produce high-quality stereo panoramas, and that even untrained users

can produce suitable input videos for our pipeline.

Specifically, our contributions are as follows:

• We describe a spherical structure-from-motion and stitching pipeline for recon-

struction of stereo panoramas from casually captured input videos.
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• We compare the speed and reliability of our approach to COLMAP (Schönberger

and Frahm, 2016), a state-of-the-art general SfM method, on several input videos.

We show that spherical SfM reconstructs the videos more reliably and quickly

than general SfM.

• We show that spherical SfM reconstruction is accurate enough to produce high-

quality stereo panoramas through qualitative evaluation and a quantitative user

study.

The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows. We first provide a brief overview

of the required background knowledge in Section 6.2. We then detail our method for

applying spherical SfM concepts of Ventura (2016) to panorama generation with flow-

based blending (Richardt et al., 2013; Bertel et al., 2019) in Section 6.3. We then report

the results of our technical evaluation, including synthetic testing in Section 6.4. Then,

we outline our user study, and report the results in Section 6.5. Finally, we conclude

this chapter in Section 6.6.

6.2 Background

Our method builds on recent structure-from-motion methods that constrain the so-

lution to motion on a sphere (Ventura, 2016), and applies them to stereo panorama

reconstruction. This section provides a brief overview of these areas specifically in the

context of panorama capture.

6.2.1 Structure-from-Motion

Structure-from-motion (SfM) is the process of determining the camera poses and 3-

D structure of a scene from a video or collection of images. Most systems take an

incremental approach, where the reconstruction is grown from an initial pair of images

(e.g. Snavely et al., 2006, and Schönberger and Frahm, 2016). An alternative strategy

is to attempt to first determine the camera rotations independent of their translations

(Wilson and Snavely, 2014) and then estimate the translations afterwards.

These methods form the basis of SfM techniques that can model scenes from large

collections of images (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016). Such techniques rely on general

camera motion and, as we shall see, can fail in the limited motion made in panorama

capture scenarios. Most small-motion SfM methods (Yu and Gallup, 2014; Im et al.,
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Figure 6.2 Left: Illustration of idealised stereo panorama capture. Images (black triangles) are

taken in a dense set of locations along a circular path. Left- and right-eye panoramas (red and blue

circles) are stitched together from different columns in the images. Right: Under the spherical motion

constraint, the camera can move freely, but only across the surface of the unit sphere. We show that

a user causally capturing a stereo panorama with a camera held in an outstretched hand will produce

a trajectory that agrees with this constraint well enough to produce a high-quality stereo panorama

using our method.

2015; Ha et al., 2016) use the inverse depth parameterisation and depth map reg-

ularisation to achieve accurate triangulation, but are not designed to reconstruct a

360-degree stereo panorama. SfM systems can make use of spherical panoramic cam-

eras (e.g. Torii et al., 2005, and Pagani and Stricker, 2011) can be used to construct a

stereo panorama (Im et al., 2016) but this is not always practical, as many people do

not own panoramic cameras. In this chapter, we use a normal perspective camera as

would be found on a typical smartphone or other consumer device for this purpose.

6.2.2 Spherical Structure-from-Motion

In this chapter, we explore the use of a spherical motion constraint (Ventura, 2016)

to regularise the reconstruction and overcome the small-baseline problem inherent in

stereo panorama capture. Introducing a spherical constraint reduces the number of

point correspondences needed between image pairs, and improves robustness to the

limited motion, as we show in Section 6.4.

Spherical motion can be seen as an approximation of the type of motion that occurs

when a user moves or rotates a camera at arm’s length from their body (Ventura,

2016). Here, we focus on its application to outward-facing cameras in the context of

casual panorama capture with mobile devices.
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In spherical motion, the translation component of the camera pose t is constrained to

a fixed vector z = [0 0 1]T, which allows the camera position to move freely on the

surface of the sphere. When the camera is facing outward, the pose of the camera can

be represented as

P = [ R | − z ]. (6.1)

The work of Ventura (2016) introduces this constraint, and provides methods for com-

puting relative pose under these conditions. In this work, Ventura also proposes a

full SfM system that utilises feature tracking to estimate relative poses, combined with

loop closure and bundle adjustment. We argue that these techniques are ideal for usage

in panorama capturing scenarios (as also confirmed in recent work by Sweeney et al.

(2019) for computing spherical fundamental matrices for panoramic video), so we apply

these techniques extended to suit the specific type of circular motion that is prevalent

in panorama capture. We describe our approach to this in the following section.

6.3 Method

In this section, we outline our method for reconstruction of stereo panoramas from ca-

sually captured circular video. Similar to regular panorama capture, capturing a stereo

panorama requires the user to turn on the spot with their device held out, creating a

roughly circular motion path as illustrated in Figure 6.3, (a). The preferred capture

orientation is to hold the camera in “portrait” orientation to maximise the vertical

field-of-view. Using portrait orientation causes a small visual overlap between views;

in other words, feature points are not in the field of view for very long. Additionally,

because the circle of motion has a relatively small radius (the length of a human arm)

there is not a large baseline between frames for point triangulation. A second issue

is that the camera moves in a complete circle before ever reaching a loop closure, so

accumulation of drift is unavoidable with general visual tracking.

This capture setup is especially difficult for incremental structure-from-motion systems

(Snavely et al., 2006; Schönberger and Frahm, 2016) because there is usually no good

initial pair of keyframes to start the SfM process. General essential matrix estimation

with a small baseline is unstable and does not give good results, and scale propagation

is especially difficult. In addition, reconstruction of 3-D points from an initial pair of
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Figure 6.3 Overview of our approach. (a) The user spins around their axis to capture the stereo

panorama. (b) to (e) Tracking, loop detection, rotation averaging, and bundle adjustment are per-

formed. (f) Multiple panoramic views are synthesised, and stereo anaglyphs can be rendered.

keyframes gives poor depth estimates due to the small baseline, which in turn makes

it difficult to register new views to the reconstruction.

Spherical SfM is a natural fit for casual stereo panorama capture, because the camera

moves on an approximately circular path. In spherical SfM, it is assumed that camera

centre maintains a constant radius from the origin, so that the camera moves along the

surface of an imaginary sphere. Furthermore, the camera viewing axis is assumed to

always be parallel to the normal of the sphere, i.e. the viewing axis is coincident with

ray from from centre of the sphere to camera centre. For handheld capture, the centre

of rotation would be approximately at the shoulder of the arm holding the camera, and

the viewing axis pointing out along the user’s outstretched arm.

6.3.1 Spherical SfM Reconstruction Pipeline

In this section, we describe our spherical SfM reconstruction pipeline for casual stereo

panorama capture. The major modifications to the spherical SfM pipeline introduced

in previous work (Ventura, 2016) are the use of SIFT features (Lowe, 2004), automatic

sequence sub-sampling, constrained loop closure search, L2 rotation averaging (Chat-

terjee and Madhav Govindu, 2013), and full 3-D bundle adjustment to improve speed,

accuracy and robustness. The input to the pipeline is the video captured by the user
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and the intrinsic parameters of the camera. The output is the estimated pose of an

evenly distributed sub-sequence of frames from the video. Each step of the pipeline is

described in the following.

Frame-to-frame Tracking We process each frame in the video sequentially. In the

first frame, we detect SIFT feature points and extract their descriptors (Lowe, 2004).

Then we track these features into the next frame using pyramidal Lucas-Kanade (LK)

tracking (Lucas et al., 1981; Tomasi and Kanade, 1991). We found that using LK

tracking, instead of detecting and matching SIFT features by their descriptors, provides

higher accuracy, sub-pixel feature tracks which are critical for 3-D reconstruction with

small-baseline image pairs. When we track a feature with LK, we also copy its new

descriptor to the tracked feature point in the next frame instead of re-computing the

descriptor. After LK tracking, we also detect new SIFT features that are reasonably

far from existing features in the image.

We then use these matches to estimate the spherical essential matrix (Ventura, 2016)

and separate inliers and outliers in a Preemptive RANSAC loop (Nistér, 2005). Out-

lier matches are removed from further consideration. The result of this process is an

estimated rotation Ri→j and a set of inlier feature matches between each pair of con-

secutive frames i, j in the sequence. If the amount of rotation between the two frames

is less than one degree, we drop frame j from the sequence and restart the matching

process between frames i and frame j + 1. This loop continues until we have found

the next frame in the sequence with a large enough rotation to the current frame, at

which point the image pair is added to the reconstruction.

This process of adaptively selecting a subset of reasonably spaced frames from the

video helps to avoid sub-sequences with very small or no motion in the video, as

these cause problems in the later triangulation and bundle adjustment steps. The

adaptive sub-sampling also establishes a rough cap on the maximum time required for

the reconstruction process. Note that, without the spherical constraint, it is difficult

to automatically prune the video in this way, because in general the essential matrix

only defines the translational part of the relative pose up to scale. For example, Bertel

and Richardt (2018) manually subsample their input sequences before processing them

in COLMAP, as COLMAP is unable to perform this sub-sampling automatically.

To compute the initial camera poses for the reconstruction, we integrate the estimated

relative rotations between image pairs, i.e., Rj = Ri→jRi for each consecutive image

pair i, j in the reconstruction. The first camera is fixed to have the identity rotation.
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Loop Closure We search for the loop closures using the first thirty and last thirty

frames of the sequence, after sub-sampling the sequence to one-degree increments as

described above. For each frame in the first thirty frames, we attempt to calculate the

relative pose to each of the last thirty frames. Specifically, we match nearest neighbour

SIFT features, making use of the ratio test to reject ambiguous matches. For each

candidate loop closure pair, we run the Preemptive RANSAC matching procedure to

estimate the spherical relative poses between the two images. Each loop closure with

greater than 100 inliers is accepted. The loop closures are integrated into the initial

pose estimate using rotation averaging as described next.

Rotation Averaging Pose drift accumulates during the frame-to-frame tracking and

relative pose integration process. To reduce drift, we perform L2 rotation averaging

(Chatterjee and Madhav Govindu, 2013) over the graph of relative rotation estimates

produced by the frame-to-frame tracking and loop closure processes. The result of this

process is a corrected initial pose estimate for every frame in the sequence.

Structure Initialisation The feature tracks are assembled from the inlier feature

matches found during the frame-to-frame tracking and loop closure steps. We then find

an initial 3-D point estimate for each feature track by applying direct linear transform

(DLT) triangulation (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003) with all observations in each track.

We found that having all observations available for triangulation is critical for these

sequences because of the small baseline between frame pairs. In contrast to an incre-

mental bundle adjustment, where it is critical to find good image pairs for the initial

point triangulation, we can use all available views in the sequence to initialise the

bundle adjustment procedure.

Bundle Adjustment Finally, we optimise the re-projection error in a bundle ad-

justment procedure, updating the 3-D point locations and the camera rotations in an

iterative manner. We parameterise points as 3-D vectors instead of applying an inverse

depth parameterisation as has been previously used for spherical SfM (Ventura, 2016).

Specifically, we find the rotations R1, . . . ,Rm and 3-D point positions p1, . . . ,pn that

minimise the total re-projection error:∑
i,j

Mi,jσ(||oi,j − π(K(Ripj − z))||2) (6.2)
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Figure 6.4 Simple interpretation of the approach taken by Shum and Szeliski (1999). For a camera

rotating in a perfect circle, stereo panoramas can be made by simply sampling columns at a predeter-

mined angle, φ, either side of the centre for each frame of video. Each column of the output panorama

corresponds to a frame of video on the ideal circular trajectory, θ.

where M is a Boolean matrix indicating the visiblity of point j in camera i, oi,j is the

observation of point j in camera i, K is the intrinsics matrix, Ri is the estimated rotation

for camera i, and pj is the estimated position of point j, and π(·) is the projection

operator. We apply a robust cost function σ(x) = log(1 + x) to reduce the effect of

outliers, and use the Ceres Solver (Agarwal et al., 2012) to perform the optimisation.

6.3.2 Stereo Panorama Stitching

Once the SfM pipeline has completed, we have the camera pose estimates necessary

to stitch together stereo panoramas. For the ideal case of a perfect circular trajectory

with equal angular spacing between frames, Shum and Szeliski (1999) describe the

geometry of stereo (or multiperspective) panoramas. Under ideal capture conditions,

each input view lies on a circular camera trajectory with an angle of θ around the

circle. The columns in an input image are indexed by φ, the horizontal angle of the

column offset from the centre of the image. Panoramas at different horizontal offsets

can be produced by sampling column φ from each input view and stitching them into

a single panoramic image (Figure 6.4).

With casual capture, the actual cameras deviate slightly from the circular trajectory in

terms of pose, and view density. Megastereo (Richardt et al., 2013) and MegaParallax

(Bertel et al., 2019) use the input views to synthesise a new set of views perfectly spaced
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on the ideal circular trajectory. We adopt their approach to produce the necessary

image columns for the output stereo panorama. We review the method briefly here.

Plane Estimation We robustly fit a plane to the camera centres in a RANSAC

procedure. Then all cameras are rotated so that the plane normal coincides with the

global up vector y = [0 1 0]>. This correction step brings the camera poses closer to

the ideal circular trajectory.

Organisation of Images We now order the images by their signed angle around

a unit circle on the X-Z plane. To compute the signed angle, we first project the

camera centres to the plane and compute each camera’s angle θi around the circle. Let

x = [1 0 0]> and ci = [cx cy cz]
> be the camera centre for camera i which is projected

to the plane. We compute the signed angle θi similar to Bertel et al. (2019) as

θi = atan2(−cz, cx). (6.3)

Flow-based Blending The final step in our pipeline is to generate the output

panoramas using the flow-based blending technique from Bertel et al. (2019), which we

outline here. As previously mentioned, the aim of flow-based blending is to synthesise

a set of views that are spaced evenly along the perimeter of the circle. This allows

us to use the standard panorama sampling of Shum and Szeliski (1999) to construct

multiple panoramas for a range of φ values. The challenge here is how to adequately

compensate for the disparities between the view we are trying to synthesise, and the

closest matching views that are available.

Since we have already rotated each of our captured views to lie on the X-Z plane, we

can synthesise all pixels in a column of the output panorama using a single pair of

images. For each column of our output panorama, we first select the corresponding

synthetic view ID, as well as the two closest matching captured views IL and IR which

lie in front and on either side of the viewing direction of ID.

We then generate a proxy 3-D point X through each pixel in ID at a fixed depth (we

use 10 in our experiments). Then, X is projected into IL and IR giving us two sample

pixels xL and xR which can be used as a basis for synthesising the views (as shown in

Figure 6.5, left). From here, a blending weight α is computed based on the angular

differences between the synthetic viewing direction, and the viewing directions of the

captured views.
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ID

xL xR

F*RL

(1 - α) · F*RL

x*R

F*LR

α · F*LR

x*L

Figure 6.5 A visual representation of the flow-based blending technique introduced by Richardt

et al. (2013) which we use in our pipeline. Left: The proxy point X is projected into the closest

matching images IL, and IR to initial points xL and xR respectively. Right: The initial positions are

adjusted using the blending weight α and the bidirectional optical flow displacements F ∗
LR and F ∗

RL.

The final pixel value in the synthesised view ID is blended with the weight α using the corrected pixel

locations x∗
L and x∗

R (Bertel et al., 2019).

Applying the blending weight here is sufficient to produce simple stereo panoramas,

but is prone to blurring as it does not properly compensate for disparity (Bertel et al.,

2019). Richardt et al. (2013) address this problem by using the bidirectional optical

flow (Brox et al., 2004) between IL and IR to compute the displacements F ∗LR and

F ∗RL at each of the initial sample positions xL and xR. Then, the sample positions are

adjusted by the blending weight α using

x∗L = xL + α · F ∗LR(xL), (6.4)

and

x∗R = xR + (1− α) · F ∗RL(xR) (6.5)

to produce corrected sample locations x∗L and x∗R. A visual representation of this

process is shown in Figure 6.5, right. From here, the columns of ID are then filled in

by again applying α to sample the pixel values in the original images at the corrected

locations by

ID(xD) = (1− α) · IL(x∗L) + α · IR(x∗R). (6.6)

Using these techniques introduced by Richardt et al. (2013) and Bertel et al. (2019),

we are able to produce multiple panoramas with a range of φ values corresponding to

varying levels of parallax.
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Table 6.1 Spherical SfM processing times from several sequences, and devices. All sequences were

captured at 30 FPS and successfully reconstructed with Spherical SfM.

Dataset Camera Resolution Frames Time (s)

Street (Ventura, 2016) Sony a5100 1920× 1080 435 256

Mountain (Richardt et al., 2013) Canon S95 720× 1280 230 177

Shrine iPhone X 1080× 1920 602 557

NaturePath iPhone X 1080× 1920 697 610

Campus iPhone X 1080× 1920 667 520

Courtyard360 iPhone X 1080× 1920 690 505

6.4 Technical Evaluation

In our evaluation, we compared our spherical SfM pipeline to a typical incremental SfM

pipeline for the purposes of reconstructing the circular videos that typically result from

stereo panorama capture. We choose COLMAP for our comparison, as it is currently

regarded as one of the best performing and most robust SfM systems (Schönberger and

Frahm, 2016). We ran our video sequences through COLMAP using known camera

intrinsics, sequential matching, and loop-closure. In many cases, COLMAP would fail

to complete the reconstruction. Some of these cases produced partial maps before

terminating early, and other cases failed to initialise the reconstruction. Table 6.1

summarises the sequences we tested.

Figure 6.6 shows an example of one of the partial reconstructions. It is reasonably

clear to see that partial reconstruction from circular motion is possible in some cases,

but we found that it is not robust under the COLMAP system, and that these partial

reconstructions are not always achieved. In general, we found that COLMAP does not

reliably reconstruct handheld circular motion sequences as needed for stereo panorama

creation. Probably for this reason, Bertel et al. (2019) recommend first subsampling the

input video, reconstructing this sparse set of views with COLMAP, and then registering

the remaining views followed by a final bundle adjustment. However, as discussed in

Section 6.3.1, selecting this subset of views requires manual intervention.

While most datasets we tested would fail to initialise or produce partial reconstructions

with COLMAP, it was able to produce a full reconstruction of our Street sequence

without needing to subsample the frames. A rendering of the point cloud and camera

trajectory is shown in Figure 6.7. Though all frames were successfully registered,
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Figure 6.6 A partial reconstruction output from COLMAP, alongside a corresponding frame from

the circular video sequence (NaturePath sequence).

there are issues with the resulting reconstruction, which make it unsuitable for stereo

panorama generation. Primarily, there are two large discontinuities in the computed

camera trajectory. Specifically, the reconstruction was unable to accurately close the

loop between the first and last frames, as well as a large pose difference between two

neighbouring frames, 75 and 76 (see Figure 6.7, left). Additionally, the reconstruction

took a total of 176 minutes to complete, compared to 256 seconds with spherical SfM.

In Table 6.2, we present a survey of methods that are designed specifically for recon-

structing stereo panoramas from circular motion video. Our method is flexible in that

it only requires a single handheld camera instead of a stereo camera (Hedman and

Kopf, 2018) or multi-camera rig (Anderson et al., 2016; Schroers et al., 2018). In com-

parison to Megastereo (Richardt et al., 2013), our reconstruction time is much faster

(3-10 minutes compared to 2-3 hours).

6.4.1 Synthetic Testing

In addition to the evaluation of COLMAP, we also investigated how robust our stereo

panorama pipeline is to deviations from the ideal circular trajectory. To do this, we

conducted a synthetic test where we move a synthetic camera within a set of randomly

generated 3-D points. We generate multiple input video sequences, in an initially circu-

lar trajectory, through increasingly elliptical trajectories. While an elliptical trajectory
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Figure 6.7 Reconstruction results from COLMAP with the circular Street sequence (Ventura, 2016).

We found two large discontinuities in the trajectory between frames 75 and 76, as well as frames 0

and 435, despite their similar perspectives. Left: the four frames of interest. Centre: rendering of

the points and cameras (red) reconstructed by COLMAP (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016). Right:

close-up of the trajectory, with labelled camera positions.

Table 6.2 Survey of stereo panorama stitching methods.

Method Images Time (min) Hardware

MegaParallax (Bertel et al., 2019) 400 240 Single camera

Megastereo (Richardt et al., 2013) 100 - 300 120 - 180 Single camera

Jump (Anderson et al., 2016) 16 3 - 4 16-camera rig

Schroers et al. (Schroers et al., 2018) 16 20 16-camera rig

Instant3D (Hedman and Kopf, 2018) 20 - 200 0.5 Stereo camera

Ours 200 - 700 3 - 10 Single camera

is unnatural, we use this simply to model an arbitrary non-circular trajectory.

As casual users are likely to make other types of deviation from the ideal circular

trajectory (e.g. with a viewing direction that does not align with the normal of the

sphere), small deviations in the viewing angle of the camera can be corrected by our

system via the plane estimation and image rotation step described in Section 6.3.2.

However, the resulting camera poses from tracking these images would potentially

result in cameras being positioned incorrectly. For this reason, we investigate what

type of issues or artefacts can be seen in the panoramas when the actual camera

movement is not circular.

To test this, a set of 3-D points are projected into the synthetic camera using a synthe-

sised elliptical ground-truth pose, and their projections are used to initialise the LK

tracking of our pipeline. We use

x2

a2
+
y2

b2
= 1 (6.7)
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Figure 6.8 Synthetic panoramas produced by spherical tracking of elliptical movement through

random points. With b = 1, the camera moves in a perfect circle, resulting in an even distribution of

points. Our system could generate panoramas with large elliptical deviations; however, the originally

circular points become distorted with the large values depicted with b = 3 and b = 6.

to represent the elliptical trajectory, and vary the parameter b (1 ≤ b ≤ 6) to scale

the ellipse in one dimension, resulting in a range of elliptical trajectories of size 2× 2b

units. The parameter a is fixed at 1. We also use the generated poses to render images

of the projected points, which are loaded by the panorama generator. This allows us

to visualise the effects of the elliptical deviation on the panoramas themselves.

We found that our pipeline was able to track through large elliptical deviations, as

shown in Figure 6.8 for b values of 1, 3, and 6. The spherical constraint essentially

forces the computed poses to be circular, resulting in artefacts such as distortion of the

originally circular points in the output panoramas. We found in our later testing on

real data from experts and non-experts (Section 6.5), that obvious instances of these

types of artefacts were uncommon, and only occur in the synthetic tests when extreme

elliptical deviations are made.

6.4.2 Stereo Panorama Results

Figure 6.9 shows example stereo panoramas produced using our method, rendered

as red-cyan anaglyphs. We collected the videos with an iPhone, holding the phone
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in an outstretched hand while spinning roughly in a circle. Each video is about 20

to 30 seconds in length. Figure 6.10 shows a visual comparison of our method with

Megastereo. Both methods produce effective stereo panoramas, although Megastereo

uses negative disparities for distant parts of the scene, so we have larger disparities for

objects close to the viewer.

Although we do not have ground truth camera poses to compare against, these panora-

mas demonstrate that our pipeline is able to reconstruct the camera trajectories accu-

rately enough in order to produce clean, well-stitched images. In addition, inspection

of the apparent parallax shows that nearby objects indeed have greater disparity than

distant objects throughout the panoramas.

In some sequences, we noticed visual artefacts such as seams near the loop closure

point. These are caused by the camera deviating too far from the circular trajectory

at the end of the sequence. For example, if the camera moves too far inward or

outward, or vertically or horizontally, then the spherical motion assumption breaks

and the estimated relative pose between the first and last cameras in the sequence is

inaccurate. The flow-based blending helps to hide this inaccuracy and smoothly blend

through it, but this is something that could be investigated in future work.

6.5 User Evaluation

In addition to the technical evaluation, we performed a user evaluation. There were

two main goals for the user evaluation. The first goal was to create a dataset of

videos captured by casual users to further evaluate our approach with non-expert users.

We were also interested if there were any difference in results if we give the users

no specific instructions (other than to capture a panorama on a mobile phone) or if

we give them detailed instructions to follow in the capturing process. Our intention

was to test whether untrained users capturing a panorama would naturally perform

suitable spherical motion for reconstruction by our pipeline without needing an expert

to instruct them about the requirements of our system.

The second goal was to test whether users would perceive a difference when viewing

the resulting stereo panoramas in a VR headset compared to standard mono panora-

mas. Here we wanted to test if the panoramas created by our pipeline would appear

convincing and natural to the participants, and how the parallax effect in the stereo

panoramas would be perceived by participants. While there have been many studies

investigating user perception of omnidirectional content, many of these focus on im-
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Figure 6.9 Sample stereo panoramas produced using our pipeline, rendered as red-cyan anaglyphs.

Each input video was captured with a handheld iPhone, without the use of a tripod or any other

device. From top to bottom: Garden, Grove, Bay, Courtyard360, Beach.
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Figure 6.10 Anaglyph results compared to Megastereo (Richardt et al., 2013) with closeups for

better visibility. We achieve visually similar results compared to Megastereo. Please note that the

disparities are computed differently (Megastereo’s disparities are adjusted in a way that close objects

are roughly at the depth of the image plane and have a near-zero disparity. Far objects are set to be

behind the image plane and have a positive disparity). To be viewed with red-cyan glasses.
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age quality (Chen et al., 2019b; Upenik et al., 2016). Here, we focus on the user’s

immersion, and stereoscopic perception of depth which is a unique advantage of stereo

panoramas compared to standard omnidirectional video. The study received ethical

approval by the University of Otago Ethics committee (D19/161).

6.5.1 Study Design

Participants were asked to perform two tasks: (1) capturing a stereo panorama and (2)

exploring a stereo panorama in a virtual reality headset. Our questionnaire is listed in

Appendix B.

Task 1: Capture a 360-degree Video The first task was to capture a 360-degree

video in portrait mode. There were two conditions for this task. In condition A:

“Standard Panorama”, the participants were simply asked to use a mobile phone to

capture a video in portrait mode rotating around their own axis as if they would capture

a panoramic image. In condition B: “Stereo Panorama”, the participants were asked to

use the mobile phone in portrait mode with one hand with the following instructions:

• Hold the phone away from your body with arm outstretched.

• Press the capture button with your other hand.

• Slowly turn around, trying to stay in the same position.

• Close the circle at 360 degrees.

After each condition, we asked the participants to answer questions with regards to

the capturing process. The order of the conditions for the capture task were not

randomised as we assume that most users have experience of capturing panoramas

on a mobile phone (as confirmed in our demographics questionnaire). Furthermore,

if we had provided participants with detailed capture instructions first (condition B),

this may have affected how they would capture the standard panorama (condition

A). Starting with the “Standard Panorama” condition also ensured that our detailed

instructions would not influence their individual expectation of how a panorama should

be captured.
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Task 2: Viewing Panoramas in VR In the second task of the user evaluation,

we let the participants experience a 360-degree rendering of a stereo panorama using

a VR headset. The panorama shown in VR was captured by an expert user in the

same location that the capture task was held, and the user’s own data was processed

later for separate evaluation. We used two conditions for the VR experience eval-

uation: condition A “Stereo”: showing two stereoscopic renderings from our casual

stereo panorama computation, and condition B “Mono”: simply showing two views of

the same panoramic image for both eyes. After each condit, we asked the participants

to fill in a questionnaire about the VR experience.

In addition, the participants were asked to fill a paper-based demographics question-

naire. Overall, the study took around 25 minutes to complete. Participants were able

to decide not to take part in the project without any disadvantage to themselves.

The demographic data collected includes age, gender, ethnicity, and vision impair-

ments, as well as familiarity with similar systems and technologies. The remaining

experimental data includes answers regarding the capturing process including Likert-

scale number responses to questions regarding the usability of the capturing procedure.

No personally identifiable data was collected beyond those included in the demographic

questionnaire, and every effort is made to ensure that no data can be linked to any

individual participant.

For the experiment, we used an iPhone X for the stereo panorama capture. For the

VR experience, we used WebVR displayed on a mobile phone that was attached to a

Zeiss VR One headset. An annotated screenshot from the VR viewing experience is

shown in Figure 6.11.

Hypotheses We aimed to evaluate whether users would find the casual stereo pano-

rama capture process similar to a standard panorama capture, as well as whether the

visual quality of our results is sufficient to perceive a stereoscopic effect when viewing

them on a VR headset. Thus, we had the following hypotheses:

• H1: Users will find the capturing process for capturing stereo panoramas similar

in usability to standard panorama captures.

• H2: The quality of our casually captured stereo panoramas is good enough to

convey a stereoscopic effect: Users will be more likely to perceive a stereoscopic

effect when watching casual stereo panoramas in a VR headset compared to a

standard mono panorama.
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Figure 6.11 An annotated screenshot from the VR experience in the user study. The display on the

mobile device was split to show different panoramas to each eye. Note the subtle disparity between

left and right eyes shown by the nearby tree (condition A, “Stereo”). Typical panoramas would show

no disparity here (condition B, “Mono”), resulting in a lesser perception of depth.

Participants We invited 12 participants that were all undergraduate and graduate

students (3 female, and 9 male), with ages ranging from 21 to 31. All participants but

one had either experience with the capture of panoramas (5) or knew about panorama

capture (6). Approximately half of the participants came from a computer science

background, while others came from various other disciplines. All participants were to

read an information sheet prior, and given the opportunity to ask questions about the

terminology used in the questionnaire.

6.5.2 CasualStereo Results

To compare both capturing methods, we used an excerpt from the SUS usability scale

to capture usability aspects (Brooke, 1996). The results show that the participants

judged both capturing options very similarly as shown in Figure 6.12. For both meth-

ods, participants showed a slight tendency towards agreeing with “use frequently” and

“learn quickly”, disagreeing with “unnecessarily complex” and being “cumbersome”.

We used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test in order to measure statistical differences with

a typical significance threshold of p = .05, and did not find any significant differences.

As a result we can confirm H1. In addition, we were interested if our method is robust

enough to work with casual captures of stereo panoramas without specific instruc-

tions. We used the captured data from both conditions to test our method and achieve

a similar success rate of over 90% for both conditions.
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Figure 6.12 Results from the stereo panorama capture process questionnaire, comparing the expe-

rience with and without detailed capture instructions.

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that there is a significant effect on the stereoscopic

effect (p = .031) and descriptive statistics show that the participants are more likely

to perceive a stereoscopic effect when being presented with the stereo panorama (M =

5.58, SD = 0.996) compared to the mono panorama (M = 4.75, SD = 1.22). This

confirms hypothesis H2 (Figure 6.13, Stereoscopic Vision).

6.5.3 Discussion

The results of the user evaluation confirmed our hypotheses. For the capturing with

and without instructions, we were able to confirm H1 and can assume that there is

no difference in the usability of panorama capture for the users of our approach. It

is also worth noting that the participants judged both capturing tasks rather posi-

tively, leaning towards “use frequently” and “learn quickly” and rather disagreeing on

“unnecessarily complex” and “cumbersome”.

The second aspect we were interested in with regards to the user capturing was if

this data can be used to successfully create stereo panoramas with our method. 10

out of 12 people were able to capture videos for both conditions (with and without

specific instructions) that could be used to successfully construct a stereo panorama.

One sequence captured with condition A and one sequence captured with condition B

could not be successfully used for creating a stereo panorama case. One failure case
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Figure 6.13 Results from the questionnaire comparing the users’ experience of stereo and monocular

panorama in a VR headset.

was caused by poor focus, and the other by failing to complete a full circle during

the capture process. In summary, we experienced similar outputs for both capture

conditions.

Some example panoramas as generated by the participants’ captures are shown in

Figure 6.14. As most panoramas were successfully reconstructed, we visually inspected

each panorama for quality, and in most cases could not see any clear difference in

quality between the two capture conditions. This would suggest that the detailed

instructions we provided in condition B were roughly in line with how users would

capture naturally with no instruction (condition A).

We were also able to confirm H2 by showing that there is a significant difference in

terms of the perceived stereoscopic effect. Participants were more likely to experience a

stereoscopic effect within the stereo panorama condition compared to mono. However,

it is worth noting that even with the mono condition, the participants experienced a

small stereoscopic effect (with a mean score of 4.75). Also, there was a higher variance

in answers for the mono condition, suggesting participants were more indecisive.

6.6 Conclusion

While immersive viewing devices are becoming readily available, content creation for

them remains a challenge. We have shown that spherical structure-from-motion can be

used to enable robust, effective stereo panorama creation from casually captured video

sequences. Our method does not require any specialised hardware – a single-camera
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Figure 6.14 Results from processing the circular videos captured by participants of our user evalu-

ation. Condition A represents no capture instruction, Condition B represents with instruction. Most

user-captured panoramas were successfully reconstructed, regardless of the capturing condition.

mobile phone is all that is required. Compared to state-of-the-art methods for creating

stereo panoramas from monocular video sequences, our method is substantially faster

and the spherical constraint in the SfM component gives reliable reconstructions despite

limited stereo baselines.

Future technical development could investigate relaxations of the spherical constraint

in order to reduce the appearance of the loop-closure seams. While this constraint is

key to creating reliable stereo panoramas with small baselines, it is not exactly met

in real capture scenarios. In future work, the bundle adjustment phase (Section 6.3.1)

could be extended to allow small deviations from this model.

Another direction for future work could be to incorporate a real-time tracking system

into the capture process. Tracking here could provide live feedback to the users, guiding

the trajectory to ensure a complete panorama. Such a system could be implemented on
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a mobile device, or with panorama processing handled on a server to allow for robust

capture and generation of stereo panoramas for casual usage.
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In this thesis, we addressed the problems of localisation and tracking of stationary users

for Extended Reality applications. There are many XR applications that involve users

performing mostly (but not purely) rotational movement in large open spaces. This is

particularly prevalent in mobile AR applications, and panorama capture with mobile

devices. We explored two examples of this type of application: the augmented reality

spectator (ARSpectator), and stereo panorama capture. Through a review of the

literature in Chapter 2, we found that traditional localisation and tracking approaches

have not focused on these stationary application scenarios.

We saw that while some SLAM-based tracking methods can detect and exclude dy-

namic objects while tracking, many localisation approaches do not directly focus on

dynamic environments. State-of-the-art localisation methods instead rely on outlier

rejection, and robust feature matching to handle differences in appearance between the

current view of an environment, and that encoded in a prior model.

Additionally, we saw that state-of-the-art tracking methods tended to group into two

categories: unconstrained 6-DoF tracking, or rotation-only 3-DoF tracking. While

some works aimed to bridge this gap by creating hybrid trackers, no approaches have

addressed the problem by utilising a motion model that accurately represents the mo-

tion of a stationary mobile user. We saw that existing research in spherical SfM could

be extended to support these XR applications for stationary users.
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7.1 List of Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are listed below:

• Captured unique video datasets that represent the motion of stationary users

(for tracking and panorama generation), as well photo datasets of environments

where these stationary use-cases can be applied (for localisation). We also com-

puted reference poses for each of our camera images via reconstruction with SfM

techniques.

• Developed an SfM adaptation of SoftPOSIT, and a method for evaluating local-

isation performance with respect to line-based CAD and SfM models, which had

not previously been explored.

• Show that many state-of-the-art appearance-based localisation methods (Active

Search, ESAC, and our own naive BoW approach) can be used effectively to

localise in large stadium environments, while showing potential for effectively

handling dynamics that are common in these scenarios.

• Developed a novel approach to SLAM that uses a spherical motion constraint,

and show that this approach can track more robustly than state-of-the-art ORB-

SLAM through evaluation on challenging synthetic and real datasets.

• Proposed a new method for managing SLAM keyframes and initialisation that can

only be applied in spherically constrained tracking scenarios (keyframe sphere).

• Developed a pipeline for creating stereo panoramas using concepts from spherical

SfM and flow-based blending, and show through a technical evaluation that it is

faster and more robust to challenging circular motions than state-of-the-art SfM.

• Showed through a user study that the physical capture requirements of our system

are no more difficult to use than natural panorama capturing, and that users can

effectively perceive stereo effects when viewing our panoramas in virtual reality.

7.2 Summary of Findings

In this section, we summarise more specifically our results from data capture, and

findings from the chapters in the topics of localisation and tracking in the context of

the ARSpectator, and stereo panorama capture applications.
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7.2.1 Data Capture

We saw that the standard datasets that are typically used for evaluating tracking and

localisation methods are not suitable for our use-case of localising and tracking station-

ary AR users, nor panorama capture. To address this, we captured our own datasets

including image datasets of two sports stadia for localisation, spherical spectator videos,

and circular panoramic videos.

In addition to these datasets, we also performed synchronisation of the spherical videos

to RealSense trajectories, and calibration of video datasets, all of which could support

future work in this area. The large collections of SfM images were also processed by

the state-of-the-art SfM pipeline COLMAP (Schönberger and Frahm, 2016) to create

reconstructions of both stadia as well as reference pose data for each of the images.

7.2.2 Localisation

In the literature, we noted that most localisation approaches utilise robust descriptor

matching to handle dynamics. In Chapter 4, we explored the feasibility of methods that

do not rely on appearance, as no other recent research had focused on this. We noted

that SfM models have become a very popular basis for localisation, and investigated

the applicability of a featureless localisation method, SoftPOSIT (David et al., 2003),

to localisation from these complex noisy models. While we did not find positive results

with complex models, we saw promising results for simpler models which suggest its

applicability to simple and controlled environments for which a noise-free prior model

is available.

Our findings with SoftPOSIT reinforced the direction of state-of-the-art approaches, in

particular that the benefits of appearance and descriptor-based localisation approaches

outweigh their shortcomings in handling of dynamic elements. For this reason, we

returned to these approaches and evaluated the state-of-the-art methods in the context

of two sport stadia. Here, we found that the Active Search approach (Sattler et al.,

2012a) performed well, as did ESAC (Brachmann and Rother, 2019). We conclude

that ESAC may be better suited to server-based localisation with GPUs, whereas the

Active Search approach has potential to be applied to localisation on mobile device

hardware.
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7.2.3 Tracking

Our review of the existing research on tracking highlighted a gap between fully uncon-

strained, and rotation-only tracking. To address this gap, we developed a novel tracking

technique by extending spherical motion concepts introduced by Ventura (2016). We

identified problems with state-of-the-art unconstrained SLAM systems with regard to

stationary users, and discussed the shortcomings of rotation-only trackers. In Chap-

ter 5, we showed that our spherically constrained SLAM system, SPLAT, was able to

track more robustly than state-of-the-art ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015) with

improved tracking rates in a range of outdoor spherical video sequences.

We also note that previous research in stereo panorama generation found that general

SfM pipelines struggle with the small-baseline circular videos that result from station-

ary users moving a camera in a circle (Bertel et al., 2019). In Chapter 6, we extended

the spherical SfM concepts from Ventura (2016) specifically to handle circular videos

reliably, and demonstrated its applicability to stereo panorama generation with the

flow-based blending of Richardt et al. (2013) and Bertel et al. (2019). We showed that

our approach was robust, and able to reconstruct videos captured by multiple real users

via a user study of the capture process.

7.2.4 Extended Reality Applications

Finally, we tie together these results on localisation and tracking with their implica-

tions to XR applications. With regards to the ARSpectator application, we found that

typical feature-based approaches showed the most promising results regarding locali-

sation. In terms of tracking, we found that our SPLAT system can provide reliable

tracking for the small translational movement of stationary users, while still performing

well in smaller indoor environments. By testing this method on real spectator data in

a stadium context, we showed its applicability to tracking in the ARSpectator context.

We also found positive results for applying the spherical constraint of Ventura (2016)

to the stationary application of stereo panorama generation with flow-based blending

(Richardt et al., 2013; Bertel et al., 2019). Through technical evaluation, we showed

that the state-of-the-art general SfM system, COLMAP (Schönberger and Frahm,

2016), was not suitable for reconstructing from circular video sequences due to the

small baselines. In our user study, we found that when users followed our specific cap-

ture instructions, the resulting capture experience was not significantly different from
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how they would capture with no instructions. The user study also showed that users

experienced a stronger stereoscopic effect when viewing our panoramas compared to a

typical panorama in virtual reality.

7.3 Limitations and Future Work

Limitations While we have made some interesting contributions through the work

in this thesis, there are of course limitations in some areas. On the topic of localisation,

an area which we did not thoroughly explore is using a form of outlier rejection with

our SoftPOSIT approach. We focused on reducing the complexity of the models to

improve computation time, but another approach could be to select random 2-D and

3-D correspondences and use SoftPOSIT within a RANSAC scheme. This, however,

is different from the way that RANSAC is typically applied (for example compared to

Perspective-n-Point methods) as it is usually assumed that we have a set of mostly

good matches to begin with, but this would be an interesting direction to explore.

A key limitation of our tracking approach is that while it can be used to accurately

model spectator motion, people are much less predictable in real-life scenarios. Our

method is not able to detect when the spherical motion assumption is violated, and

therefore may continue tracking with erroneous results, or lose tracking in these situa-

tions. This could be addressed in future work by adding a model selection mechanism

such as Gauglitz et al. (2012), which is able to switch between spherical and general

tracking in real-time, depending on how the user moves.

With our stereo panorama pipeline, we were able to create high-quality panoramas,

but in some scenarios, there would be visible seams at the loop closure point. While

this is a small section of the panorama, this seam can be quite noticeable when viewed

in VR headsets. These kinds of errors likely stem from users performing imperfect

circular motion, so it would be interesting to see if spherical SfM could be used to first

initialise a structure, and removing or relaxing the spherical constraint later in a final

pass of pose optimisation with bundle adjustment.

Future Work As the work in this thesis covered multiple topics, there are numerous

possibilities for future research. As we saw in Chapter 4, deep learning produced very

promising results for localisation. It would be interesting to advance these techniques

for the purposes of real-time tracking by accounting for temporal consistency with
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recurrent architectures. While this may require GPU acceleration on mobile devices,

this might be possible with state-of-the-art hardware.

The localisation results also suggested that ESAC might be very robust to dynamic

elements in the environment. For this reason, it would be interesting to investigate

using these kinds of approaches to instance segmentation of dynamic objects (Chen

et al., 2019a). This could be used either to assist with localisation and tracking in

dynamic spaces by removing problematic objects, or to extend our panorama generation

pipeline by reducing unwanted artefacts caused by moving objects in the scene.

In our implementation of the SPLAT tracking system in Chapter 5, the main use of

the keyframe sphere was directed toward simplifying the keyframe selection process.

The known structure of the keyframe anchors could further be applied to reducing co-

visibility complexity, as achieved with the essential graph in Mur-Artal et al. (2015).

While the system we currently have is sufficient to demonstrate tracking robustness,

this kind of adjustment and others may be essential for optimising the process for

lower-spec mobile hardware.

One of our main motivating applications in this thesis was the ARSpectator application,

so creating a complete localisation and tracking system that utilises a prior model of a

stadium would be useful. Applying a promising localisation approach to the keyframes

in our SPLAT system could be a way to achieve this, and could be extended further

by creating a multi-user collaborative SLAM system (Zou and Tan, 2012). Such a

collaborative system would support a live-updating map to track from by triangulating

between the larger baselines between different spectators, and would further benefit

the robustness of tracking in such challenging spaces. Furthermore, having a complete

localisation and tracking system could support further research and user studies in this

application.

In our stereo panorama method of Chapter 6, the pipeline is split into a capture and

a processing phase. In our user study, verbal instructions were given to the users

prior to the capture process. Realistically, panorama capture applications require a

live visualisation that instructs the user to adjust angles, and report when they have

completed the circle in real-time. Re-running a user-study with live feedback (such as

from real-time tracking with SPLAT) could improve reconstruction results, as some of

the failure cases were caused by users failing to capture a complete circle.



Appendix A

Acronyms

AR Augmented Reality.

BoW Bag of Words.

CAD Computer Aided Design.

DoF Degrees of Freedom.

ESAC Expert Sample Consensus.

FPS Frames Per Second.

GPS Global Positioning System.

GPU Graphics Processing Unit.

IMU Inertial Measurement Unit.

PnP Perspective-n-Point.

POSIT Pose from Orthography and Scaling with Iterations.

RANSAC Random Sample Consensus.

SfM Structure from Motion.

SLAM Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping.

SPLAT Spherical Localisation and Tracking.

VR Virtual Reality.

XR Extended Reality.
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[Reference Number: as allocated upon approval by the Human Ethics Committee] 
 [Date] 

 
 

Spherical Structure from Motion for Casual Capture of Stereo Panoramas 
INFORMATION  SHEET  FOR  PARTICIPANTS 

 
Thank you for showing an interest in this project.  Please read this information sheet carefully 
before deciding whether or not to participate.  If you decide to participate we thank you.  If 
you decide not to take part there will be no disadvantage to you and we thank you for 
considering our request.   
 
What is the Aim of the Project? 
 
 Hand-held capture of stereo panoramas involves spinning the camera in a roughly circular 
path to acquire a large set of different views of the scene. For this purpose, image processing 
is used to compute where the camera is located and 3D structure of the scene. However, most 
existing methods for doing fail when working with such circular movements. In order to 
address this problem, we investigate a new image processing method that uses the 
assumption of a motion on a sphere. We will investigate if data captured by non-expert users 
fulfils our assumptions and can be used to compute stereo panoramas from a handheld 
camera. For this purpose, we will ask participants to capture stereo panoramas on a mobile 
phone. 
 
What Types of Participants are being sought? 
 
The participants for this study are recruited from undergraduate and graduate students at the 
University of Otago. 
 
What will Participants be asked to do? 
 
Should you agree to take part in this project, you will be asked to perform the following two 
tasks using a mobile phone. Both tasks involve capturing a panoramic video sequence with a 
mobile phone.  
 
 

1. Task 1 ask you to capture a 360 degree video in portrait mode. There will be two 
conditions that we will explain more in detail during the study. 

2. Task 2 ask you to experience a 360 degree VR rendering using a VR headset. We 
will show you two different version of this 360 degree rendering.  

 
 
In addition, you will be asked to fill a paper-based demographics questionnaire and answer 
questions with regards to the capturing process and the 360 VR experience.  
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Overall, this study should take no longer than 15 minutes to complete.  
 
Please be aware that you may decide not to take part in the project without any disadvantage 
to yourself. 
 
What Data or Information will be collected and what use will be made of it? 
 
There will be demographics data, data about usability, as well as the captured panoramic 
video sequence collected. The demographic data collected includes age, gender, ethnicity, 
and vision impairments, as well as familiarity with similar systems and technologies. The 
remaining experimental data includes answers regarding the capturing process and the VR 
experience including Likert-scale number responses to questions regarding the usability of 
the capturing procedure and the 360 VR experience.  
No personally identifiable data will be collected beyond those included in the demographic 
questionnaire, and every effort will be made to ensure that no data can be linked to any 
individual participant. 
 
The data collected will be securely stored in such a way that only those mentioned below will 
be able to gain access to it. Data obtained as a result of the research will be retained for at 
least 5 years in secure storage. Any personal information held on the participants may be 
destroyed at the completion of the research even though the data derived from the research 
will, in most cases, be kept for much longer or possibly indefinitely. 
 
No material that could personally identify you will be used in any reports on this study.  
Results of this research may be published. The data from this project will be publicly 
archived so that it may be used by other researchers. 
 
The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago 
Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve your anonymity. 
 
 
Can Participants change their mind and withdraw from the project? 
 
You may withdraw from participation in the project at any time and without any disadvantage 
to yourself. 
 
What if Participants have any Questions? 
If you have any questions about our project, either now or in the future, please feel free to 
contact either:- 
Lewis Baker and  Stefanie Zollmann 
Department of Computer Science  Department of Computer Science 
+64 3 479 8587  +64 3 479 8587 
lewis.baker@otago.ac.nz  stefanie.zollmann@otago.ac.nz 
 
This study has been approved by the Department stated above. However, if you have any concerns 
about the ethical conduct of the research you may contact the University of Otago Human Ethics 
Committee through the Human Ethics Committee Administrator (ph +643 479 8256 or email 
gary.witte@otago.ac.nz). Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated and 
you will be informed of the outcome. 
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Spherical Structure from Motion for Casual Capture of Stereo Panoramas  
CONSENT  FORM  FOR   

PARTICIPANTS 
 
 

I have read the Information Sheet concerning this project and understand what it is about.  All 
my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.  I understand that I am free to request 
further information at any stage. 
I know that:- 
1. My participation in the project is entirely voluntary; 
 
2. I am free to withdraw from the project at any time without any disadvantage; 
 
3. Personal identifying information will be destroyed at the conclusion of the project but any 

raw data on which the results of the project depend will be retained in secure storage for at 
least five years; 

 
4. The results of the project may be published and will be available in the University of Otago 

Library (Dunedin, New Zealand) but every attempt will be made to preserve my 
anonymity.   

 
I agree to take part in this project. 
 
 
 
.............................................................................   ............................... 
       (Signature of participant)     (Date) 
 
............................................................................. 
       (Printed Name) 

 
 

[8. I, as the participant: a) agree to being named in the research,   OR;  
 
  b) would rather remain anonymous.] 
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Date:    Participant #:   

 

 

Casual Capturing of Stereo Panoramas 
 

DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE  
 

Please provide the following information:  

 Age: …………………                                           

 Gender:  

☐ Male    ☐ Female ☐ Diverse 

 Ethnicity: 

☐ NZ Maori   ☐ NZ European   ☐ US   ☐ Pacific   ☐ Chinese   ☐ Indian   ☐ Other ………… 

  Do you have normal or corrected to normal (e.g. prescription glasses or contacts) vision? 

 ☐ Yes    ☐ No 

 Do you have mobility restrictions? 

 ☐ Yes, the following  ……..……..……..…….. ……..   ☐ No 

 Do you have any experience with capturing (stereo) panoramas? 

☐ Yes.  

☐ No, but I know what it is all about.    ☐ No 
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Date:    Participant #:   

 

 

Casual Capturing of Stereo Panoramas 
 

 
CAPTURING EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 

	

Condition	A	

C1.	I	think	that	I	would	like	to	use	the	stereo	panorama	capturing	frequently.	

	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Not	at	all			 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Very	Much	

	

C2.	I	found	the	stereo	panorama	capturing	unnecessarily	complex.	

	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Not	at	all			 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Very	Much	

	

C3.	I	would	imagine	that	most	people	would	learn	to	use	the	stereo	panorama	capture	quickly.	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Not	at	all			 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Very	Much	

	

C4.	I	found	the	stereo	panorama	capture	very	cumbersome/awkward	to	use.	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Not	at	all			 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Very	Much	
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Casual Capturing of Stereo Panoramas 
 

 
CAPTURING EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 

	

Condition	B	

C1.	I	think	that	I	would	like	to	use	the	stereo	panorama	capturing	frequently.	

	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Not	at	all			 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Very	Much	

	

C2.	I	found	the	stereo	panorama	capturing	unnecessarily	complex.	

	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Not	at	all			 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Very	Much	

	

C3.	I	would	imagine	that	most	people	would	learn	to	use	the	stereo	panorama	capture	quickly.	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Not	at	all			 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Very	Much	

	

C4.	I	found	the	stereo	panorama	capture	very	cumbersome/awkward	to	use.	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Not	at	all			 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Very	Much	
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Date:    Participant #:  	

 

 

Casual Capturing of Stereo Panoramas 
 

VR EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Condition	A	

	
V1.	Somehow	I	felt	that	the	panoramic	world	surrounded	me.	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Fully	disagree		⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Fully	agree	

	

V2.	I	felt	like	I	was	just	perceiving	pictures	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Fully	disagree		⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Fully	agree	

	

V3.	I	felt	present	in	the	panoramic	space.	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Fully	disagree		⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Fully	agree	 	

	

V4.	How	real	did	the	mixed	reality	world	seem	to	you?			

	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	
	 Not	real	at	all		⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Completely	real		
	

V5.	I	felt	stereoscopic	vision	.	

	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	 	 	 	
	 Not	at	all		 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Completely		 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 stereoscopic	
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Date:    Participant #:  	

 

 

Casual Capturing of Stereo Panoramas 
 

VR EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 

Condition	B	

	
	
V1.	Somehow	I	felt	that	the	panoramic	world	surrounded	me.	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Fully	disagree		⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Fully	agree	

	

V2.	I	felt	like	I	was	just	perceiving	pictures	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Fully	disagree		⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Fully	agree	

	

V3.	I	felt	present	in	the	panoramic	space.	
	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	

Fully	disagree		⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Fully	agree	 	

	

V4.	How	real	did	the	mixed	reality	world	seem	to	you?			

	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	
	 Not	real	at	all		⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Completely	real		
	

V5.	I	felt	stereoscopic	vision	.	

	 	 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 	5	 6	 	7	 	 	 	
	 Not	at	all		 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 ⃝	 Completely		 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 stereoscopic	
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